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ABSTRACT

The Arctic is thought to be an area where we can expect to see the fìrst and strongest signs of

global scale climate variability and change. We have already begun to see a reduction in: i) the

aerial extent ofsea ice at about 3 percent per decade and ii) ice thickness at about 40 percent. At

the current rate of reduction we can expect a seasonally ice-free Arctic by rnidway through this

century given the current changes in thermodynamic processes controlling sea ice freeze-up and

decay. Many of the factors goveming the thermodynamic processes of sea ice are strongly tied to

the presence and geophysical state of snow, yet snow on sea ice remains poorly studied.

In this dissertation, I present results from a snow water equivalent algorithm development study

over first-year sea ice from the Canadian Arctic Shelf Exchange Study (CASES) overwintering

mission in 2003-2004. The analysis provides the current state of knowledge pertaining to the

geophysical, thermodynamic, and dielectric properties of snow on sea ice. A detailed analysis is

first provided on snow themophysical properties and the existing linkages with passive

microwave scattering and ernission mechanisms in a temporal evolution pattern. Results show

that winter snow thickness has a significant impact on thermophysical properties as well as the

seasonal surface energy balance. Winter thennodynamic processes such as desalination and

snow metamorphism are more important than previously expected and their control on brightness

temperatures through the dielectric properties can be signif,rcant. The known/found linkages

between snow thermophysical properties and passive microwaves are employed to retrieve snow

water equivalent (SWE). Predictions are significant throughout the season over evolving snow

thickness with a R2 of 0.95 with in-situ measured data. The developed algorithm is applied to



satellite remote sensing and predicted SWE values statistically agree with in-situ validation

measurements for two AMSR-E pixels located in the Franklin Bay region.

Keywords: Climate Change, Arctic, Snow, Sea Ice, Geophysical Properties, Surface Energy

Balance, Seasonal Evolution, Passive Microwave, Remote sensing.
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION

1.1. Rationale

The first and strongest signs of global climate variability and change have been observed in the

Arctic over the past three decades (ACIA, 2004) due to a variety of strong climate related

feedbacks (Francis et a\.,2005; Rothrock andZhang,2005). Pattems in sea ice areal extent and

thickness show a statistically significant trend towards negative anomalies throughout the period

1979 to 2000 (Barber and Hanesiak, 2004). Spatial sea ice depletion of approximately 7.8 Yo per

decade since the 1970s has decreased the total sea ice coverage by more than 1.3 million km2

(Stroeve el al., 2005). Furthermore, significant decrease in sea ice thickness was measured in

both first-year and rnulti-year ice with a32o/o decrease in thick ice volume between I958 and

1997 (Yrt et al., 2004). Both spatial and thickness reductions in sea ice can have a significant

impact on global-scale climate variability due to their control on atmospheric circulation pattems

(Gerdes, 2006) such as the North Atlantic oscillation (polyakov et al., 2003).

The ocean-sea ice-atmosphere (OSA) interface plays a critical role in the exchange of energy and

mass across the surface and thus plays a central role in how the marine cryosphere responds to

climate change. A detailed examination of the observed clirnate states of the snow in particular is

required given recent evidence of a rapidly depleting ice cover (e.g., Deser et a\.,2000; Hilmer

and Lemke,2000; Wadhams and Davis,2000; Francis eÍ a1.,2005; Stroeve eÍ a1.,2005) with a

potential sumlner ice-free Arctic by mid-century (e.g., Flato and Boer, 2001; Barber and

Hanesiak, 2004). Of primary concerns are the spatial and temporal scales of snow variability in

the Arctic (Barber et al., 1995; Sturm et a1.,2006; Markus et a1.,2006a) and the scarcity of

existing annual snow datasets over first-year sea ice coupled with ancillary measurements of heat
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and mass transfers, energy fluxes as well as microwave scattering and emission data.

Furthermore, current sea ice models, have lingering uncertainties due to strong assumptions with

regards to snow cover (Martin et al., 2005) and improved information on snow properties is

required. Of the snow on sea ice work, almost all of the previous studies have focused on the

spring to summer transition rather than the important fall to winter, or winter to spring transition.

An accelerated hydrological cycle, as modeled under an increased COz and aerosol scenario

(Boer ef a1.,2000), would increase the amount of snowfall during the winter period given the

expected climatology of sea ice covered oceans (Flato and Boer, 2001), and better ways to

quantify snow over sea ice has yet to be developed.

Snow is arguably the most important element of the OSA as it controls both conductive and

radiative exchanges across this interface (e.g., Powell et a1.,2005). In particular, snow regulates

heat and mass transfers between the atmosphere and the ocean due to its low therrnal conductivity

(Æ") and diffusivity (v") (Arons and Colbeck, 1995; Stunn et a\.,2002), playing a dominant role in

the surface energy balance (SEB) (Moritz and Perovich, I996; Frei and Robinson, 1999; Jordan

and Andreas, 1999; Stunn el al., 2002; Eicken, 2003; Dethloff eî al., 2006). Consequently,

changes in snow physical and thermal properties (hereinaftel referred as thermophysical

properties) can substantially alter the OSA surface energy balance (e.g., 'Welch 
and Bergmann,

1989; Barber et a|.,1998; Mundy et a\.,2005) as well as the tiniing of annual freezinglmelting of

sea ice (Ledley, 1991; Flato and Brown, 1996; Boer et at.,2000).

Studies of conductive and diffusive transfers in snow covered sea ice (e.g., Eicken et al., 1995;

Sturm et a1.,2002; Albert, 2002; Zhekamukhova,2004) have shown that snow physical
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properties control thennal conduction and diffusion. The thennal conductivity of snow is

computed from statistical models relating k to snow density (p") and is directly proportional to

thermal diffusivity' a fundamental parameter in metamorphic processes (e.g., Mellor, 1977;

Colbeck, 1993; Albert,2002). In-situ measurements of Ê. by Sturm et al., (2002)ranged between

0'078 to 0'290 w'm-l'K-r with a bulk average of 0.14 w.m-l.K-1, noting thaï airmovements, snow

structure and density play irnportant roles in heat and mass transfers. Snow thermal diffusivity

can be calculated from density, specific heat (c) and thermal conductivity (oke, rggT)however;

limited work was conducted in-sÌttt. Bartlett er at., (200a) highlighted the control of u., on snow

basal layer temperature, controlling the ternperature gradient. Both È" and u" are variable on both

diurnal and seasonal scales strengthening the need in understanding how snow physical

properties such as density and grain rnorphology affect thermodynamic processes.

Seasonal snow density values have been widely published (e.g., Mellor, lg77; vowinkel and

orvig, 1970; Barber eÍ al., 1994; Sturm et al., 1997; Warren et al., 19gg),but detailed snow grain

morphology observations are limited. Previous research have shown that kinetic growth grains

dominate the basal layers and more rounded grains typically occur within upper layers of the

snow cover (e'g., Grenfell and Maykut, 1977; Barber et al.,l 995; Sturm et al. 2002; Flanner and

zender,2006)' A lack of information on snow geometry variation and evolution has led to the

realization that irnproved observations are needed to correctly parameterize heat and mass

transfers within the snow cover (wu el al., 1999; Massom et a1.,2001; sturm et a1.,2002;

Eicken, 2003).
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Energy fluxes also have a dominant influence on snowpack thermophysical properties evolution

including metamorphisrn and water phase transitions (Barber eÍ al., 1994). Net shortwave

radiation (K* : XJ - X I is frighty influenced by the presence or absence of snow over sea ice.

The high albedo (a) of snow significantly reduces absorbed downwelling shortwave (KJ)

radiation and fresh snowfall can significantly increase the surface albedo, particularly in the near

infrared portions of the spectrum (Li et a1.,2001). Radiative transfer of shortwave energy is also

dominated by grain size and shape as well as the amount of liquid water within the snow (e.g.,

Warren, 1982; Zhou and Li, 2002). The presence of small amounts of water in liquid phase can

have a dramatic effect on increasing shortwave transmission within naturally occurring snow on

sea ice (Yang et al., 1999) by decreasing the albedo and increasing thermal conductivity (e.g.,

Eicken, 2003). The net longwave flux (Z* : LJ - Ll) is detennined by the temperature and

humidity profìle in the lower atmosphere and the surface temperature of the snow (Hanesiak el

al., 1999). The open ocean, melt ponds and rnelting snow of spring and summer will increase

cloud fraction, increasing the amount of downwelling longwave radiation during the summer

(Barber and Thornas, 1998). Sensitivities to melt onset from cloud fraction, base height and

phase transitions in the snow are the topic of contemporary research outside of the scope of this

dissertation (e.g., Cuny et al. 1996; Xin and Barber, 2005).

Microwave remote sensing has proved to be a useful tool to estimate snow thickness (i.e. snow

water equivalent, SUIE) rernotely from space due to its relative transparency to clouds and

darkness (e.g., Ulaby et al., 1986; Golden et al., 1998), and the high sensitivity of microwave

emission to the changes in dielectric properties of snow (i.e. the changes in thermophysical

properties). Extensive work estimating snow thickness using passive microwave radiornetry
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frorn satellite retnote sensing has been conducted since the 1980s (e.g., Cavalieri and Comiso,

2000). Many of these studies have examined the relationship between SWE and passive

microwave brightness temperature (Tt) over land (e.g., Chang et al., 1982, 1987; Kunzi et al.,

1982; Comiso et al., 1989; Walker and Goodison, 1993; Tait, 1998; Pulliainen and Hallikainen,

2001, Walker and Silis, 2002; Derksen et a1.,2005), however accurate methods have yet to be

developed over first-year sea ice. Limited work on snow depth distribution over sea ice (e.g.,

Comiso et al., 1989; Markus and Cavalieri, 1998; Markus et a1.,2006a) showed fairly good

agreement between estimated and measured data. Amongst the difflculties, we denote vertical,

diurnal and seasonal changes in snow physical properties (e.g., Barber et a\.,1994; Sturm et al.,

2002) due to metamorphic processes that can alter microwave ernission (e.g., Grenfell and

Lohanick, 1985; Armstrong et al., 1993; Lohanick, 1993). Furthermore, the precision of the

SWE estimation is also affected by the changes in the liquid water content in snow, which readily

rnodifies the snow emissivity (Drobot and Barber, 1998).

Some studies looked specifically at SWE over f,rrst-year sea ice using data from surface based

passive microwave radiometers (Drobot and Barber, 1998; Barber et a1.,2003) and results

showed that 37 GHz was the most appropriate frequency to estimate SWE in snow depth

averaging 20 cm. Other work using spaceborne brightness temperatures data looked at the

gradient ratio between l9 and37 GHz to estimate snow thickness accounting forthe fraction of

open water within the satellite pixel (Cavalieri and Corniso, 2004; Markus et a1.,2006b).

However no detailed winter analysis on snow thickness variations nor the impact of

thermophysical processes on passive microwaves signatures have yet been conducted.
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One of the main challenges in SWE retrieval studies over sea ice relates to spatial heterogeneity

(e.g', Stunn et a1.,2006). For instance, brightness temperatures from the Advanced Microwave

Scanning Radiometer for Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) include emission contributions

from different surface features (srnooth ice, rough ice, open water) found in a pixel of 12.5 x I2.5

km (e.g., Mäkynen and Hallikainen, 2005) that can potentially affect SWE predictions. Hence,

the impact of ice roughness on existing algorithms needs to be addressed qualitatively and

quantitatively.

With increasing ice roughness, the scattering increases and the polarization effect is expected to

decrease (e.g.,Matzler, 1987; Eppler, 1992). Hence, the discrimination between smooth ice and

ice ridges is possible due to the strong polarization effect of a layered snowpack (e.g., Garrity,

1992)' Previous results from Kurvonen and Hallikainen (1996) showed good detection of

deformed ice and old Ievel ice using a combination of high (9a GHz) and low (24 or 34 GHz)

airborne brightness temperature dafa. Furthennore, Mäkynen and Hallikainen (2005)

investigated the effect of ice deformation on the passive microwaves polarization ratio (pR) and

gradient ratio (GR) for different types of snow covers. Their results showed that the polarization

ratio decreases with increasing ice roughness for both dry and moist snow but they had no

success in discriminating all ice types. The combination of passive microwave brightness

temperatures along with synthetic aperture radar (SAR) backscatter infonnation could improve

sea ice roughness information and very few studies have looked into this issue.

Despite upcoming challenges addressing snow global scale variability, microwave snow remote

sensing has proven to be the best tool for the development of SWE retrieval algorithms and
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efforts are required given the acfual changes fhat are occurring in the Arctic. Therefore, snow on

sea ice remains a high priority for field, modeling and process related studies pertaining to sea ice

and climate change (IPCC, 2001).

1.2. Objectives

The main objective of my dissertation is to develop a snow water equivalence (SWE) algorithm

over first-year sea ice using passive microwave radiorretry. To meet this goal, an acute

comprehension on the seasonal evolution of Arctic snow cover dynarnic and thermodynamic

processes with regards to atmospheric conditions is required. Furthermore, the existing linkages

between these processes and passive microwave scattering and emission mechanisms are of

primary importance in order to meet the challenges of passive microwave remote sensing over

sea ice described above (Figure-1.1).

I eluded to existing 'science gaps' that need to be addressed in order to retrieve SWE over first-

year sea ice using spaceborne remote sensing. Four main objectives arise from this statement:

Objective l: To understand the temporal evolution of snow thermodynamic and dynarnic

processes. More specifìcally, I want to:

a) evalttate the winter seasonal evolution (long term),

b) evaluate short-term changes associated u,ith daily atmospheric pressure

variations (short term),
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c) undersland the seasonal and diurnal dynamic and thermodynamic processes wiÍhin

the snow cover,

d) identifu the J'orcing agents and understand their impact on the surface energy

balance.

objective 2: To understand the effect of these snow temporal evolution processes on microwave

signatures. Specific objectives are to:

ø) undersland the impact of snow seasonal evolution on passive microwave signatures,

b) understand the impact of snow short-Íerm changes on passive microwave signatnres,

c) evaluate the impact oJ'polarization and incidence angles on these changes on both short and

long ternt scales.

objective 3: To develop snow water equivalence (SwE) algorithrns using passive microwave

radiornetry from in-situ lreasurements. specifìc objectives are to:

a) understand the eflèct o/'fi"equency, polarization and incidence angle ín sWE

predictions,

h) investigate dffirent algorithrns.for both thin and thick snow covers at different incidence

angles,

c) validate these algorithms with existing in-situ and satellite products,

d) develop a Sl4¡E olgorithm valid over a wide range o.f snow thickness at incidence øngle used

by satellites (53-54 ).
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Objective 4: Apply the algorithms developed in Objective 3 to passive microwave satellite data.

Specifically, I want to:

ø) apply the SWE algorirhm developed in objective 3d to AMSR-E satellite data,

b) to validak rhe predictions with in-situ snow thickness distribution data,

c) to evalttate the potential of qualifyirg ice roughness using passive and active nticrowave

remoTe sensing,

d) to evaluate the elfecl o/'surface roughness on the SILE predictìons using passive and active

microwave daÍa.
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1.3. Thesis Outline

Each of the objectives mentioned above are addressed in research papers highlighted in this

dissertation. The dissertation consists of 8 chapters, each addressing specific objectives. I

provide the references for the research papers I have submitted and published (Manuscripts 1 to

6) throughout my PhD at the end of this section.

In Chapter 2, I provide a summary of the current state of knowledge pertaining to the

geophysical, thennodynamic, and dielectric properties of snow on sea ice. I first give a detailed

description of snow thermal properties such as thermal conductivity, diffusivity, specific heat,

heat capacity and how snow geophysical/electrical properties are affected by seasonal surface

energy balance. I also review the different microwave emission and scattering mechanisms

associated with different seasonal snow processes. Finally, I discuss the annual evolution of the

Arctic system through snow thermodynamic (heat/mass transfer, metamorphism) and aeolian

processes, with linkages to microwave remote sensing that have yet to be defined from an annual

perspective in the Arctic.

In Chapter 3 I provide a general overview of the rnain study site located in Franklin Bay, N.W.T

throughout the Canadian Arctic Shelf Exchange Study (CASES) overwintering mission in 2003-

2004. I provide a map of the atea, a detailed schematic of the sampling sites around the

icebreaker and a brief description of the ice conditions in the region. I also provide basic

information on the dafa and instrumentation from the various meteorological and

micrometeorological stations that collected weather information and surface energy balance

tneasurements. I also describe the methods related to snow sarnpling for both field and
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laboratory settings as well as details on the dielectric properties rnodeling. Finally, detailed

methodology on the passive microwave data collection is provided for both the in-situ surface

based radiometer (passive microwaves) as well as for NASA's Advanced Microwave Scanning

Radiometer for Earth Observing System (AMSR-E).

In Chapter 4, I present results from two sampling areas (thin and thick snowpacks) showing that

differences in snow thickness can substantially change the vertical and temporal evolution pattern

of snow thermophysical and electrical properties. 7 analyze the winter ternporal evolution

between December 2003 and }l/ay 2004 for both sites where snow was sampled 3 times per day,

every second day. I present the differences in evolutional manner between the winter cooling and

wanning periods leading into spring. I also provide a thorough analysis on the observed linkages

between snow properties and passive microwave brightness temperatures for different

frequencies, polarization and incidence angles. This chapter fills a 'science gap' in the literature

since most of the work over first-year sea ice has been conducted during spring and over shorter

periods of time. The analysis presented represents the core dataset for the development of snow

water equivalent algorithrn presented in Chapters 6 and applied to AMSR-E in Chapter 7.

The seasonal snow temporal evolution frorn Chapter 4 is followed by a 'short time scale' analysis

looking at changes in snow thennophysical properties and the corresponding response ofpassive

microwave brightness temperatures on a daily scale from a case study. In Chapter 5, I show that

short-term changes are strongly affected by atmospheric conditions and these variations could

potentially affect SWE predictions from space. A case study under a warïn front was conducted

during CASES and this chapter highlights the effects on thin and thick snow rhermophysical and
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electrical properties. More of these low-pressure systems are to be expected in the Arctic, and

the detection the impact on brightness temperatures needs to be addressed. I f,rrst provide the

theoretical basis for these systems as well as a review of their occurrence during the CASES

study. I then show that the concomitant changes in snow properties are detectable through in-situ

passive microwave radiometry at 85 GHz. To the best of my knowledge, this was never

measured before over first-vear sea ice.

In Chapter 6, a SWE algorithm is developed for thin and thick snow using both in-situ microwave

measurements and snow thermophysical properties frorn Chapter 4. l investigate the potential of

using numerous temperature measurements (air, snow/ice, temperature gradient) as well as

different frequencies and polarizations (19,37,85 GHz, AT6) into a multiple regression based

algorithm. I discuss which product should be used given the validation results frorn field data

and the multiple regression results. I show that the SWE predictions over thin and thick snow are

quite accurate, and show very good agreement with the measured data especially during the

cooling period. I also investigate the threshold between thin and thick SWE algorithrns at

Brewster angle (53") for futher satellite application (Chapter 7). Results showed that 33 rn¡i

represents a good estimate of the threshold that should be employed given the surface based

radiometer T6 temporal behavior. The resulting predictions over evolving snow thickness are

significant throughout a large range of air temperatures and snow thickness. I conclude the

chapter with a discussion on the limitations and variations of the SWE predictions given the

understanding of snow and T6linkages provided in Chapters 4 and 5.
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In Chapter 7, I provide SWE predictions from AMSR-E brightness temperatures in two pixels

located in the study area. I show that the predictions are statistically valid with the in-sittt snow

thickness data for both smooth and rough ice environments. Only the thin snow algorithm was

required throughout the study given the AMSR-E brightness temperature values range (SWE <

33 mm). I also discuss the different air temperature products applicable to the algorithm from a

comparison with the meteorological tower Íreasurements provided in Chapter 4. A qualitative

study of sea ice roughness using both passive and active microwave satellite data shows that the

two pixels are rougher than the surrounding areas, but the SWE predictions did not seemed to be

affected. However, results were inconclusive with regards to the amplitude of the roughness with

the studied AMSR-E pixels.

The material in my thesis has been published in the peer reviewed literature, or is currently in

review. Each paper makes up a substantive portion of each of the chapters described above. The

pertinent journal articles are:

I. Langlois A., and Barber D.G. 2007. Passive Microwave Rentote Sensing of'Seasonal Snow
Covered Sea lce. In press September 2002, Progress in ph)tsical Geography.

2. Lønglois A, Mundy C.J, and Barber D.G. 2007. On the winter evolution el' snou,
thermophysical properties over land/'astfirsÍ-year sea ice. Hydrological processes, vot. it, ø, p.
705-7 I 6, doi: I 0. I 002/hyp.6407.

3. Langlois A', Barber D.G. and Hwang B.J. 2007. Development o.f a winter snow water
equivalent algorithnt using in-siru passive nticrowave radiontetry over snow covered Jirst-year
sea ice, vol. 106, no. l, p. 75-88, doi: I0.l0l6/j.rse.2006.07.018.

4- Langlois A., Fisico 7., Barber D.G. and Papaþriakou T.N. 2007. The response of snow
therntophysical processes to the passage oJ'a polar low-pressure system and its impact on in-situ
passive microwave data: A case study, Subntitted March 2007, Journal oJ'Geophysical Research,
2007JC004 I 97.
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5. Langlois A. and Barber D.G. 2007. Seasonal Snow Water Equivalent (SWE) Retrieval using
In-Sittt Passive Microwave Measurements over First-Year Sea lce. Accepted July 200/,
International Journal of Remote Sensing, TRES-PAP-2007-02 10.

6. Langlois A., Scharien, R., Gelsetzer 7., Hwang 8.J., Iacozza J., Barber D.G. and yackel J.
2007. Estintating Snow V[/ater Equivalent over First-Year Sea lce using Satellite Microwave
Remote sensing. submified ocÍober 2007, Remote sensing of Environment.

7. Isleifson, D., Langlois, A., Barber, D.G. and Shafai, L. 2007. C-Band Scquerometer
Measurement of'Late Season Multiyeor Sea lce in the Canadian Arctic. IEEE Transactions on
Geoscience and Remote Sensing. Submitted, September 2007, TGRS-2007-00s47.

8. Hwang, 8.J., Lønglois, A., Barber, D.G. and Papaþriakou, T.N. 2006. On detection oJ'the
thermophysical state oJ'landJàst .first-year sea ice front microwave emissions during spring melt:Part 1 . An in-situ study, Remote Sensing oJ' Environment, In - press,
doi : I 0. I 0 I 6/j.rse. 2 007.02. 03 3.

9. Geldsetzer, 7., Lønglois, A. and Yackel, J. 2007. Permittivity oJ'brine-wetted snow on firsÍ-
year sea Ìce aÍ 20 MHz. Cold Regions Science and Technolog,,, Accepted July 2002, CRST_D_T7_
00040.

I have provided the scientific rationale for my dissertation in this chapter.

the objectives and the structure in which I address these objectives. In the

the scientific background required to understand the context of nry thesis. I present information

on snow on sea ice from the perspective of geophysics, thermodynamics and dìelectrics. I define

each of these terms and introduce the notion of thermophysical properties of snow covered sea

ice. I also provide a thorough background on how the surface energy balance drives the diurnal

and seasonal evolution of thermophysical properties and evaluate how this may affect estirnation

of passive microwave derived SWE estimates.

I have also described

next chapter, I present
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND

In this chapter, I provide background material pertaining to first-year sea ice snow

thermophysical and electrical properties as well as their linkages with passive and active

microwave radiometry. I f,rrst provide a general overview of global Arctic atmospheric and ocean

circulation patterns (Section 2.1). I then describe the surface energy balance of the OSA and

snow formation and accumulation processes (Sections 2.2 and 2.3). Snow properties and

processes such as heat transfer, metamorphism and aeolian transport are discussed in Sections 2.4

and 2.5 whereas details on microwave radiative transfer are given in Section 2.6. Finally, I

discuss the annual evolution of the Arctic system through those processes along with applications

to microwave remote sensing in Section 2.7.

2.1. Ocean and Atmospheric Circulation

The Arctic Ocean is characterized by "semipennanent" patterns of high- and low-pressure

systems. These patterns appear in charts of long-term average surface pressure such as the

Aleutian Low, Icelandic Low, Siberian High, Beaufofi High, and North Arnerican High. These

systems trigger air mass movement (fronts), whose travel paths goes from areas of high pressure

to areas of low pressure. Such air movement is accompanied with changes in temperatures, wind

speed/direction, relative humidity and the impact on the SEB can be significant (e.g. Colbeck,

I e89).
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On a global scale, the Arctic sea ice thickness and extent is also influenced by oceanic

circulation. The consequent drifting ice creates pressure ridges and the magnitude of the surface

(ridge sâils) and bottom (ridge keels) roughness depends on the drift velociry and ice thickness.

There are two dominant ocean circulation regimes in the Arctic namely the Beaufort Gyre and the

Transpolar Drift that both push the ice against the north coast of Greenland and the Canadian

Archipelago (convergence). Consequent to the increasing convergence, the ice thickness can

reach 6 to 8 m in the in these regions (Thorndike et al., 1992). On the other hand, divergence

creates cracks, leads and polynyas, which in turn have signifìcant irnpact on the energy exchange

across the OSA by increasing the release of latent heat into the atmosphere. Generally, the Arctic

environment is known to be convergence-dominated due to the predominance of land in the

ocean as it is dorninated by divergence in the Antarctic for the opposite reason.

2.2. Surface Energy Balance of the OSA

The surface energy balance controls the various thermodynamic and dynarnic processes across

the OSA interface. From Eicken (2003), the SEB of this interface can be expressed as:

SEBos,t= K J -K 1 +t I -t 1 +en + e" + e,. + e,, + e,,,, [eq.2.1]

In [eq' 2.1], KI represents the incoming shortwave solar radiation, ¡<1 the reflected shortwave

radiation, ¿J ttre incoming longwave radiation, tT the upwelling longwave radiation, en the

sensible heat flux, Q" the latent heat flux, Q" the conductive flux, Qo the heat conducted by

precipitation and Q,n, the heat flux associated with phase change (although not significant during
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the winter). Each of the elements of feq. 2.1] change seasonally and affect the snow

thermophysical properties measured at the surface. The nature of these changes will be given in

Section 2.7.

The turbulent fluxes are very sensitive to variations in wind speed, temperature and humidity

(seasonally variable) and thus, are related to atmospheric stability. An increase in atmospheric

stability is translated by a decrease in turbulent fluxes (e.g., Arya, 1988; Halliwell and Rouse,

1989). For instance, the passage of a warm front (increasing temperature, wind speed and

relative humidity) creates strong p¡ fluxes directed towards the surface ('+'). Such fluxes can

occur both above and below OoC as g¿ fluxes directed towards the atmosphere ('-') can only

occur in temperatures below 0'C (Steffen and DeMaria, 1996). Negative p¿ fluxes can be

measured behind low-pressure systems or during the passage of a cold front where the air

temperature decreases rapidly. The Q, flux will respond accordingly to surface temperature and

relative humidity, which increase will enhance the upward flux density (Launiainen and Vihma,

l 990).

Both sensible (Qù and latent (Qòheat fluxes can be calculated as:

Qt, = Pn¡,cn¡,' C a=(0, - er)V

Q" = Po,,( 'c o=(q, - q,)v

where po¡,, is the

coefficients, !. the

air density, co¡,, is the specific

latent heat of vaporization, (9,

leq.2.2l

leq.2.3)

heat of the air, C¡1, and Cn the transfer

Q) and (Q, - q,¡ the difference (surface -
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height) in potential temperatures and specific humidity respectively and V the wind speed

(Holtslag and de Bruin, 1988). The details of the SEB specific to snow are given in Section

2.4.3.

2.3. Snow Formation and Accumulation

The water molecule is composed of one atom of oxygen and 2 atoms of hydrogen, arranged as H-

O-H at an angle of 104.5". In order to have precipitable water in the atmosphere, saturated

conditions are required. Saturation is met when an air mass if lifted into the atmosphere where

the colder temperatures decrease the saturation vapor pressure. Condensation then occurs

(Hornberger et al., 1998) in presence of condensation nuclei and water droplets will grow

according to:

F_ ànt-:-
dr

= 47T'riD = þq.2.al

In [eq. 2.4f, r is the radius of the spherical surface and D the diffusion coefficient of water. These

newly formed water droplets need to collide (coalescence) with each other to overcome gravity.

The change of phase from water droplets to ice particles requires sub-zero temperatures and the

presence of nucleating agents. The two main nucleation mechanisms namely heterogeneous and

homogeneous nucleation can both trigger ice crystal formation. The homogeneous nucleation is

a spontaneous process that occurs when ice crystals form from supercooled water droplets at -

òp

AR,
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40"C. Alternatively, heterogeneous nucleation is divided in three types: deposition of vapor on

ice nucleus (R > 1000 Å), immersion-freezingwhen the ice nucleus is imbedded in supercooled

droplet (R > 100 ,4.) and contact-collision between the ice nuclei and the supercooled droplets.

Once formed, the ice particles will grow from different mechanisms such as: growth from the

vapor phase, aggregation and riming. The growth form vapor phase is driven by the greater

supersaturation over ice crystals rather than water droplets resulting in a flux from water vapor to

ice (growth). The aggregation occurs with the collision and adhesion of ice articles, when growth

rate is faster than the vapor phase gowth. Finally, riming is by definition the adhesion of

supercooled water to the ice crystal.

The progression from ice particles to snowflakes depends on the type of nuclei (Bailey and

Hallett, 2002) and the percentage of supersaturation relative to ice. The supersaturation occurs

when the relative hurnidity exceeds 100% in the atmosphere when an air mass is being cooled

without condensing (absence of condensation nuclei). The concentration of ice crystals is

controlled by supersaturation depletion due to growth (because the vapor pressure decreases with

increasing curvature) and an increasing supersaturation due to cooling (Jensen and Pfister, 2005).

The nucleation then ceases when enough crystals have nucleated such that the vapor pressure

depletion takes over (Koop eÍ a|.,2000).

The initial ice crystal has three a-axis (basal plane) that are separated by and angle of 120o in a

hexagonal syrnmetry and one c-axis 90o to the basal plane. The crystals that grow in the a-axis

orientation will create the classic planar star-like snow crystals as the ones growing along the c-

axis produce columnar structures. With a high supersaturation percentage relative to ice, the
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growth of ice crystals will occur where there is an excess in vapor density (Weightuuoo. /

Weightuo¡u,") at the edges and corners producing thin crystals such as dendrites and needles. A

low supersaturation level tends to produce solid and thicker structures such as plates and prisms.

When these crystals falls into the atmosphere towards the surface, they will travel through

different temperature and water vapor regirnes that might change their shape. They eventually

reach the sea ice surface where their properties and accumulation will greatly influence the SEB

of the OSA.

2.4. Snow Properties

2.4.I . Thermophysical

2.4.1 .I. Thermal Conductivity

The thermal conductivity, k, is def,rned by a quantity of energy (heat) conducted through a media

(i.e. snow layer) in response to a temperature gradient (units in W.m-r.K-';. The higher the

thermal conductivity the easier heat is transferred from one layer to another. In terms of snow, Æ"

is mostly affected by snow texture, density and temperature (Mellor,1977; Colbeck, 1982; Sturm

et a\.,2002). Snow is a mixture of ice, air and brine and their respective volume fraction (V¡,.o,

Va¡¡. ãîd Vt,,¡un) dictate the thennal conductivity. Based purely on snow density (p,), Abel (1893)

first suggested a simple approach to calculate È,, leq. 2.5] whereas recent results from in-situ work

in the Beaufort Sea by Sturm et al., (2002) suggested different thermal conductivity calculations

for different density ranges leq.2.6 and2.7l where Æ" adjusts better to higher snow densities.

[eq. 2.s]k" :2.85p,2
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k,

k,

= 0.138 -1.01p" +3.233p,2

= 0.023 - l.0l p 
" + 0.234 p 12

for (156 I p,3 600 kg'm-3)

for (p,< 156 kg.--')

leq.2.6l

leq.2.7l

both temperature and density [eq.

feq. 2.8]

Other work by Ebert and Curry 0993) estimated /c" based on

2.81:

(r.-233)

k":2.845.i0-6. p2 +2.7.10-4.2 t

where Z. is the temperature of snow (K). According to the equations above, both density and

temperature dictate the thennal conductivity. Typical values of snow thermal conductivity will

range between 0.1 and 0.4 W'm-r.K-' (.g, Ebert and Curry, 1993; Sturm et a|.,2002) depending

on the state of the snowpack (i.e. volume fractions of ice, air and brine). V,1¡¡ ãfld V¡"" govem the

density of the snowpack and therefore the thermal conductivity of snow can be examined as the

sum of the constituent conductivities of air (lc,¡,) and ice (k¡,,ò. The value of k6¡¡, dpproximately

0.025 W'rn-''K-', is much lower than k¡,.", which varies between 1.6 and 2.2W.n-t.K-l (McKay,

2000; Pollard and Kasting, 2005).

The effect of temperatures is related to the volume fraction of brine. Warm temperatures will

allow a greater value of V6,.¡,,owithin the snowpack where the thermal conductivity of brine, È¿, is

less than of k¡,,n (eg, Yen, 1 9 8 1 ) :

kt, = 0.4184. (1.25+ 0.032 + 0.0001422 ), leq.2.9)
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where Z is the temperature in Celsius (Lange and Forker, 1952). An increasing brine volume will

the increase is at the expense of grain size (i.e. Vb,,nn1, V,,,o I), the k, decreases due to a lower

thermal conductivity for brine volume relative to ice. On the other hand, if brine volume

increases at the expense of air, the thermal conductivity is expected to increase (i.e. V6,¡uo 1 , Vo¡.

J; Oue to the higher thermal conductivity of brine relative to air (Papakyriakou, lggg). Since all

air, ice and brine volume fractions change vertically and ternporally within the snow cover, the Æ"

is not constant with depth and time.

2.4.1 .2. Thermal Diffusivity

Snow thennal diffusivity, v., also plays an important role in the heat transfer through the snow

cover (e.g., Oke, 1987). lt def,ines the ratio of the thermal conductivity to the volumetric heat

capacity, Ç, (J.m-3.K-t¡ where C,: p,.c, shown on [eq. 2.10]:

IrJ
/t 

- 

- 

t

P,'c, feq. 2.101

where c.î represents the specific heat (J.kg-r.t<-').4 snowpack with a high thermal diffusivity

adjusts its bulk temperature quickly to variations in air temperature. Hence, the thennal

diffusivity dictates the rate (-t.r-') at which heat is transferred from one layer to another. The

effect of density is different in the thermal diffusivity calculations as an increase in p" decreases

v" but increases /r". However, the high air volume within the snow contributes greater to the

thermal conductivity (low values) compared to the inverse effect on heat capacity (p,.c,) in [eq.

2.10] resulting in low v" values (Yen, 1981; Sturm et al.,1997). The effect of brine volume will
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strongly affect the heat capacity thereby decreasing thermal diffusivity. The presence of brine

raises the specific heat (next section) dramatically upwards, to a factor of about 15

(Papakyriakou, 1999). However, this effect is less important in cold temperatures where the

distance a temperature change propagates through a salty snow cover increases with cooling

temperatures.

Due to its low thermal diffusivity of v.- 3.9 x l0-7 m2.s-' (Yen, 1981; Sturm et a1.,1997), snow

protects the ice from the surface boundary layer temperature oscillations. The effect of air

temperature, To¡,, yãtiãtions are more pronounced at the snow surface (airlsnow interface) and

attenuates at greater depths (e.g., Sturm et a\.,1997; Bartlett et a\.,2004). The snow-ice interface

temperatures, L, (proportional to brine volume) are thus largely influenced by the thermal

diffusivity and are of primary importance for understanding microwave scaftering and ernission

mechanisms (e.g., Eppler, 1992;Barber et a\.,1998).

ro accurat.,, ""0"'^L::,:ï:ï ff -Ï,ï:l vorurne, we need to understand the

storage of heat. This storage capacity is given by the volulnetric heat capacity (C"), which

represents the energy absorbed given a corresponding rise in temperature (J/kg.K). The

relationship with thermal diffusivity is given in [eq.2.10] where an increase in C" corresponds to

a decrease in v". Increasing heat capacity means that more energy is required to increase the

physical temperature of the volume, therefore less is available for diffusion. A useful term in

quantifuing the storage of heat is the specific heat (c"), which correspond to the amount of heat
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required to increase I g of substance (i.e. snow) by l'C. In saline snow over sea ice, these two

terms depend on temperatures and the volume fractions of brine and ice. Doronin and Kheisin

(1977) suggested a simplif,red calculation for snow specific heat (J/kg.K) showed in [eq. 2.11]:

c, = c pu,oi,u(ff1* ,,,,,,"(wffi) + Lu,M 0,u,,(+) [eq. 2.1 l]

In [eq. 2.11], cpttreice is the specific heat of pure ice (2113 J/kg'K), c¡,,.¡,,, is the specific heat of

brine (4217 J/kg'K), M¡rois the mass of pure ice, M is the total mass, Mh,i,o is the mass of brine,

I',, is the latent heat of fusion (transferred through water vapor from sublilnation to diffusion and

deposition) and òV6,.¡,,o/òZ is gradient of brine volume change around a given temperature.

Therefore, the specific heat of saline snow will increase with increasing temperature due to

increasing brine volume (Ono, 1966). As from leq.2.l1], volume fractions of both will control

snow heat capacity over first-year sea ice where linkages with snow density and brine volume can

be made. Hence, a very saline basal snow layer will hinder heat flow to a point where the

incoming heat wave will be partially or completely blocked (e.g., Fukusako, 1990).

Furthennore, the latent heat associated with any phase change frorn melting and/or freezing at the

basal layer of the snowpack (brine rich) will impact on the specific heat of the snow cover (Asur,

1958; Eicken,2003). The large amount of brine allows for more water to be present through the

layer at temperatures below the freezing point with a very high specific heat as mentioned before.

Brine rich layers need more energy to increase the volume temperature and inversely, more

energy needs to be released in order to freeze. However, the ternperature variations at the basal
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Iayer (dictating phase change) are controlled by snow diffrrsivity, which in turned is strongly

linked to thickness as discussed previously.

2.4.2. Electrical Properties

When an electromagnetic wave penetrates through a volume, the applied electrical field (E)

causes the movement of charge carriers and the alignment of the dipolar molecule such as H2O

(Jonscher, 1996; Baker-Jarvis,2000). When.E is removed, the molecules reorient back to their

initial stable alrangement. That reorientation mechanism requires time, referred to here as

'relaxation time' (Logsdon and Laftd, 2004) and is of primary importance in determining the

dielectric constant of a medium. The dielectric constant (e) is composed of the pennittivity (e')

and dielectric loss (e" ). The permiffivity represents the ability of a medium to transmit an

incident energy and the dielectric loss refers to the extinction of that same energy. The dielectric

constant is related to the refraction index where the wave propagation depends on the intensity of

the electrical field in terms of depth (-E ), the initial intensity (Es) and a propagation factor (7):

E. = Enexp(-lz)

The complex propagation constant (propagation factor in eq.2.l2) can be expressed as:

y=A+iþ

leq.2.t2l

[eq.2.13]
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where A is the absorption (energy transformation) constant and B the phase constant (Tsang et

a\.,1985). These two terms are related to the dielectric constant by:

a: k,ltrrl{J€1,

þ = ko*"tJãÌ,

where Ào is the wave number in free space and ¿ the dielectric constant. These terms are related

to the extinction (K,), absorption (K") and scattering (K") coefficients such that K" : Ko+K,.llls

absorption loss corresponds to the transformation of the initial electromagnetic power into heat as

the scattering loss corresponds to the 'deviation' from the initial propagation direction dictated by

particles size and structure. From Ko, it is possible to retrieve the penetration depth that

corresponds to the depth (õ,,) ut which the integration of all K" over dz :1 such that:

1eq.2.14)

[eq.2.ls]

leq.2.16l

¿iP

lx"çz¡dz =t
0

Hence, the dielectric constant obeys the Debye equations and depends upon frequency and

temperature such as:

t=€ + j€, leq.2.l7l

Snow over first-year sea ice is considered either dry or wet where different dielectric calculations

are required using the Polder-Van Santen approach. The details of the dielectric calculations are

described fully in Chapter 3.
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2.4.3. Snow Surfoce Energy Balqnce

The surface energy balance is composed of a radiative and a turbulent term (including phase

transition energy), which are in equilibrium with regards to the conservation of energy. The

behavior of snow properties changes seasonally under the influence of evolving surface boundary

layer conditions. I explained earlier in [eq. 2.1] the various elements of the SðB for the OSA

interface whereas I focus here on snow within the OSA interface. The radiative budget of a

relatively shallow snowpack Q*'nuu.(typical of first-year sea ice) can be described as |eq.2.18]

(Male and Granger, 1981):

Q1,,", = Q. - Q:, = K* + L. - Q:, = K I -K 1 +L I -t| -gi, [eq.2.18]

In [eq. 2-18], Q", K* and L* represent the net all-wave, net shortwave (solar) and net longwave

radiation budgets of the snow volume. Both K* and L* have incorning and upwelling components

(J and 1/, where the incoming radiation (to the surface) has a '+' sign as the upwelling (away

from the surface) has a'-'in [eq.2.18]. The term Q^* represents the net radiation budget

available at the snoWsea ice interface, which is essentially composed of a shoftwave

downwelling and upwelling components (Kr,J - f^Ð. The surface albedo (ø) represents the

ability of the surface to reflect incoming shortwave radiation through a ratio between reflected

and incoming radiation such that:

,K1
d=-

KT [eq.2.19]
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Adding the turbulent portion, the surface energy balance over snow (SEB,,,on) can be described by

the following equations and Figure-2.1 (Hanesiak, 2001):

Kl : incorning slrortwave radiation
Kf : reflected shortwave radiation
Lf : incoming longwave radiation
Lî : uprvelling longwave rarliation
Fa: absorbed shortwave radiation

Qh: sensible heat flux
Qe: latent heat flux
Kt: tl'ansmitted shortwave
dQ: net surface flux

Qi: snorv/ice conductive flux
Qs: snolv/air conductive flux
Qw: water urovernent lreal.

Figure-2.l: Surface energy balance of snow over fîrst-year sea ice (adapted from Hanesiak,
2001).

òQ,,,, o,,, + Q, - Q, + F,, * Q.u,, I Q,, = 0,

òQr", u,,, = Q. + Q, * Q",

leq.2.20l

leq.2.21l

where Q¡the conductive heat flux at the snodice interface, Q, the conductive heat flux at the

snow/air interface, Fo the absorbed solar radiation Fo:1d - K1 for both snow and ice interface in

Figure-2.1), Q,,,, the phase transition energy, 8,,, the heat flux associated with liquid water flow

and Q,, (Q,, : k' ' lf/ù) the total conductive flux at the snow/air interface. Both turbulent and

Ifl Li 
ATM.SPHERE 

K1 ee ehI q. I I îa 11l lrl I llJlll F
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radiative portions ofthe surface energy balance evolve throughout the year and detailed analysis

of this evolution is provided later in Section 2.7.

2.5. Snow Processes

2.5.1 . Heat Transfer

Heat can be transferred through snow by conduction, diffusion, convection and advection

mechanisms. Latent heat is transferred after phase change (such as condensation and

sublirnation) along with water vapor as the sensible heat is carried by airflow. Therefore, it is

necessary to understand these different processes in order to assess the controlling factors on

temperature gradients (Albert and McGilvary,1992). For conduction, a contact is required along

with a temperature gradient (i.e. snow grains) where heat migrates between and within the snow

grains. Diffirsion occurs in the gas phase where vapor moves through the air pores within the

snow. Convection corresponds to a vertical rnovement of heat in response to either temperature

gradient (sensible heat flux) or a change of phase/state (latent heat flux). Finally, advection of

heat will occur during convection processes, but very little is known regarding its contribution to

snow heat budget.

2.5.1.1. Conduction

Thermal conductivity was introduced in Chapter I where we described the different snow

properties affecting the ability to conduct heat through a snow layer. Heat conduction can occur

from one grain to another, within the grain itself and from grain to water (in rnelting snow). The
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conduction of heat between the grains requires contact for heat to be transferred and we refer as

the thermal contact conductance coefficient (h"-,,uu) the thermal conductivity between to snow

grains in contact. 'When two snow grains are in contact, heat will flow from the hotter grain to

the colder grain (i.e. along the temperature gradient). Between the snow grains (Figure-2.2),the

temperature will drop due to a phenomenon known as thermal contact resistance (l/h,-,,,on),

which is a ratio between the temperature drop over the heat flow (Hollman, 1997).

Figure-2.2: Heat conduction from one snow grain to another.

The heat flow is related to the thermal conductivity of each grain such as:

8:-k #.JQ+c,(To-T)) feq.2.22l

SNOWGRAIN
A

SNOW CRAIN
ts
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where q is the heat flux (J'm-2.s-r), /c the therrnal conductivity (W.m-r .Kr¡, dT/dz the temperature

gradient (ÃJ according to Fourier's law, -/the vapor flux (g.m-2.s-'), ¿ the latent heat (J.g-') and C,

the heat capacity 1.t'kg-r.f-'). The conduction of heat can also occur between a snow grain and its

surrounding liquid water in the case of melting snow. The same mechanisms occur whereas heat

flow frorn the warmer water into the colder snow grain. However, the process will be different

whereas the liquid water is 'brine rich' or mostly fresh. Brine has a much higher thermal

conductivity than freshwater, therefore heat transfer will be stronger in a brine 'wetted'

environment (Figure-2.3 a and b).

a) b)

Figure-2.3: Heat conduction through a) fresh-wetted and b) brine-wetted snow grains.

2.5.I.2. Vapor Diffusion

The vapor diffusion for snow is of primary importance due to its control over metamorphic

processes such as kinetic grain growth. Vapor diffusion is the transport of vapor that takes place

after sublimation and the mass is then redistributed elsewhere in the snowpack by deposition

SNOW GRAIN

BRINE

SNOW GRAIN
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along a given temperature gradient (vapor density gradient) assuming saturation (temperature

gradient metamorphism). Vapor diffusion takes place within the air pores (Figure-2.4a and b) in

the snowpack and is strongly related to density and grain size whereas the increasing grain size

increases the flow path length (e.g., Colbeck,1993; Sturm and Johnson, l99l). With the absence

ofconvection, the diffusion ofvapor through air can occur such as:

o) oo) o
o(o o(o
o)o o)ooooo

a) b)

Figure-2.4: Vapor flow path length with regards to a) large and b) srnall grain size.

With the absence of convection, the diffusion of vapor through air can be explained by Fick's law

such as:

1eq.2.23)

where -/ is the vapor flux (g.m-2.s-l), D the diffusivity of water vapor (mm2.s-r) in air and âp/ù

the vapor density gradient. The upward mass deposition (metarnorphism) decreases the vapor

J:-n.þ.
òz'
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flux, however, the heat flux is expected to increase due to the release of latent heat frorn

condensation. Vapor flux values have been published (Nikolenko, 1988) where -/ ranges between

0.16 and 0.64 g.m-2.s-l with temperatures between -30 and 0 oC.

convection in rhe ,::tr'.r:'"r";Ïtll,"u"o,,ity and can arrecr crystar growth direction and rhe

rates at which the bottom of the snowpack will warm or cool (e.g., Brun et a\.,1987; Sturm et al.,

2002). The convection can be either 'free' or 'forced' whereas the fonner is driven by

temperature gradient and unstable boundary conditions and the latter is driven by pressure

gradient from wind disturbances (Albert and McGilvary, 1992). Both 'free' and 'forced'

convections can be found under natural conditions. Free convection (hereinafter referred as

thennal convection) occurs when spatially variable air and snow/ice interface temperatures

creates horizontal temperature deviations (Figure-2.5) that would not occur in diffusive heat

transport (Sturrn and Johnson, I 991).

A number of criteria have been investigated for thermal convection to occur within the snowpack

and its effect on vapor diffusion. Studies have looked in the Rayleigh number (Ra) that

determines the air instability (Zhekamukhov and Shukhova, 1999), where a critical value is

calculated (critical Rayleigh nurnber, Rar) at which convection is most likely to occur (e.g.,

Akitaya, 1974l'Turcotte and Shubert, 1982). The Àa can be calculated such as:

^ SB(pc),LThrc,Hn 
- 

r

ú,, [eq.2.24]
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where g is the acceleration of gravity, B is the isobaric coefficient for thermal expansion, (pc) ris

the volumetric heat capacity, AT is the ternperature gradient across the layer, å is the layer

thickness, 6 is the , a is the viscosity and k,,, the thennal conductivity (Zhekamukhova, 2004).

't Ai,

Snow

Sea Ice

Figure-2.S: Thermal convection within the snow cover (adapted from Sturm and Johnson, 1991).

Nunrerous laboratory experiments attempting to trigger convection in artificial snow covers with

stable boundary conditions concluded that 'extreme' conditions were necessary such as

temperature gradient up to 500 "C.rn-r(Palm and Tveitereid, 1979; Rees and Riley, 1989).

Results showed that convection was not likely to occur (Brun et a1.,1987) since the Ra values fell

well below Ra,.. However, Sturm and Johnson (1991) found evidence for snow convection

despite of Ra values below Ra,.. They attributed this to the unstable boundary conditions that are

found in natural snow covers. Furthermore, recent results by Zhekamukhov and Zhekamukhova

(2002) and Zhekamukhova (2004) suggest that the high vapor diffusion values from Fedoseeva
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and Fedoseev, (1988) within the snow (sometimes higher than within the air) are attributed to

convection.

Snow thermal convection is function of the permeability of the media, which is proportional of

the fractional volume of air. Therefore, the convection could be reduced by snow transport such

as saltation that reduces the size of snow grains (i.e. decreasing the size of air pores).

Speculations exist regarding the effect of convection on snow grain size and structure. Results

showed that convection enhances vapor transport (Trabant and Benson, 1972) affecting the

structure of the grains (Colbeck, 1983; Keller and Hallett, 1982; Sturm and Johnson, l99l), but

the impact on the growth remains unclear. Langlois et al., (2007c) found enhanced vapor

transport under a low-pressure disturbance and snow grain size increased accordingly. However,

the sampling scheme could not confirm whether this process was a result of convection. Sturm

(1991) found that thermal convection could increase snow thermal conductivity by afactor of 2

or 3, but still relatively little is known about the subject. The velocity of the convective flow can

be measured using two methods, namely the flux gradient rnethod and the heat and mass

transpott method (Stunn and Johnson, l99l). The first rnethod assumes a one-dimension heat

and flow for average values of vapor flux J, with typical values ranging between 0.2 and 1.3

mm's-'. The second method assutres the common assurnption of saturation within the snow (e.g.,

Giddings and LaChapelle, 1962; de Quervain, 1972) and typical values vary between 0.2 and 2

*m.s-t.
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Forced convection in snow is known also known as 'wind pumping' occurs when wind

disturbances create variations in surface pressure that can affect airflow within the snow

(Colbeck, 1989). Diffusion and convection are enhanced by these variations, which in turn affect

heat transfer and snow metamorphism (Clarke et a|.,1987). Wind purnping is a process by which

surface pressure variations will force intranival (within snow volume) air convection (Colbeck,

1989) that gives rise to two types of wind purnping: turbulence and flow pumping (Waddington

et al., 1996). The resulting air convection depends on the air density stratif,rcation above the

snow surface. Turbulence pumping occurs during unstable condition such as low-overcast

periods where the air stratification is neutral; therefore mechanical turbulences (updrafts) are

dominant at the surface (Figure-2.6a).

Flow pumping (Figure-2.6b) is associated with surface features like dunes orridges where crests

have low pressure (outflow of air) and the troughs have high pressure (inflow of air). Both types

can have significant impacts on heat, moisture and mass transfers through the snow (Clarke et al.,

1987; Clarke and Waddington, 1991; Colbeck 1989). The outflow areas create an air movement

from the wamer bottom towards the colder surface (oversaturation) as the inflow causes an air

migration from the colder surface towards the wanner bottom (undersaturation).
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Figure-2.6: a) Turbulence pumping under unstable atmospheric conditions over a smooth snow
surface and b) flow pumping under rough snow surface (modified after Power et al., 7985;
Granberg, 1998).

t .5.1.4. Advection

The concept of warm air advection over snow has been widely studied for some tirne (e.g.,

Treidl, 1970; Marsh,1999; Granger and Essery, 2004) due to its irnpact on snow properties (Wei

et a\.,2001), but I will lirnit my discussion to the thermal advection within the snow cover. Few

studies have investigated the advection of air and associated heat and mass transfer within a

layered snow cover (Albert and Shultz, 2002), but the concept over sea ice is still in its infancy

(Sturm et a\.,2002). By definition, advection is the horizontal transfer/movement (ventilation) of

air and moisture within a certain volume (snow). The interstitial ventilation transport is triggered

@.
.@.

Convection Convection
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by pressure variations caused by wind such as wind pumping (Gjessing,1977; Waddington et al.,

1996) and affects heat flow within the snowpack (e.g., McConnell et al., 1998). The resulting

temperature profile is known to be the balance between both diffusive and advective processes.

Such heat transfer mechanism is concentrated in the bottom of the snowpack where the large

fractional volume of air increases snow permeability (Colbeck, 1989) (Figure-2.6a).

2.5.2. Metamorphism

2.5.2.1. Dry Snow (Temperature Gradient Metamorphisrn)

The temperature gradient metamorphism rises from the temperature difference between snow

grains in the vertical direction whereas the warmer grains (bottorn of snowpack) act as the source

of mass (vapor) and the colder grains (middle and top of snowpack) as a sink (e.g., Colbeck,

1983; Gubler, 1985). Large elongated grains are found (isotropic) typically at the bottorn of the

snow cover forming what is referred to as 'hoar layer'. Large temperature gradients (i.e. large

vapor pressure gradients) result from the heat released by the ocean and growing sea ice at the

bottom of the snowpack and the colder near-surface snow protected by its high albedo. The

largest temperature gradients are found at night, or in the rniddle of winter where the incorning

solarradiation is minimal (e.g., Barber et a\.,1995; Langlois e¡ a\.,2007a). The vaporpressure is

directly proportional to the temperature, and decreases from about 0.6 kPa at -2 oC to

approximately 0.1 kPa at-25 "C (e.g., Bergen, 1968; Palm and Tveitereid, 1979). The vapor is

'pushed' upward and condensation occurs at the bottom of the grains (downward growth) (de

Quervain, 1972). Such grain growth increases the fractional volume of air (decrease in number

density), which low thermal conductivity and diffusivity increase the temperature gradient
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accelerating the initial grain growth (e.g., Izumi and Huzioka, 1975 Colbeck, 1997; Sturm and

Benson, 1997). Previous studies looking at physical values of vapor fluxes from one layer to

another were successful over land (Trabant and Benson, 1972; Sturm and Benson,1997),bLuit

further study is required for snow on sea ice.

2.5.2.2. Dry Snow (Equilibrium Metamorphism)

In absence of a significant temperature gradient (anisotropic) ranging between 0.1 and 0.3oC.m-l

(Colbeck, 1985; Sturm et a1.,2002) the bottom grains aÍe at equilibrium with water vapor at a

higher density than the upper grain. The rather large specific area of the snow grain provides a lot

of energy to induce microscale heat and mass transfer (e.g., Bader et al., 1939; Colbeck, 1982).

The structure of the snow grain will change (diminishing the specific surface area) where the

mass is redistributed on and between snow grains following micro shape-dependent vapor

pressure gradients. Furthermore, intergranular bonding (sintering) occurs where the concave

areas are heated by a release oflatent heat ofcondensation while the convex areas are cooled by

evaporation and sublimation. The mass will then migrate from the sharp-edged extremities

(higher vapor pressure) to the surrounding concave (lower vapor pressure) areas (Figure-Z.7)

(Bader and Kuroiwa,1962; Colbeck, 1993).

Hence, convex-small curvature parts of the ice crystals have a higher vapor pressure þ")

according to Kelvin's equation (e.g., Flanner and Zender,2006):

p"(r,T) = p,n exp{-ry-r, leq.2.2s1
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wheÍe pc(tis the saturation vapor pressure over planar surface, ty the surface tension of ice, R', the

specific gas constant for vapor, 7 the ternperature, r the particle's radius and pithe density of ice.

Furthermore, the combined strong temperature gradient and wind pumping can also generate

variations in microscale temperature and vapor pressure that can accelerate the process. Small

amounts of water in liquid phase, available within the snowpack during the winter period, is

usually concordant with isolated peaks in temperatures that decrease 8f/õ1. With small ET/6t, no

vapor is expected to move upward despite the presence of small amount of liquid water (Sturm

and Benson,1997; Langlois et a1.,2007a).

The same mechanism can be applied on a smaller scale to calculate the mass flux from one grain

to another. The flux is proportional to the curvature of the grain through the surface saturation

vapor pressure. Zhang and Schneibel (1995) modeled the sintering flux, although work is very

limited on this matter (Colbeck, 1997). Previous work found the flux may be greater in natural

conditions when compared to modeled values, which are due to other processes accelerating

vapor flow such as wind pumping (Keeler, 1969). However, Zhang and Schneibel (1995)

approximated the flux going away from the convex surface (-/s) to the influx at the boundary

concave surface (-r¿) with the following equations (Figure-2.7):

Js =
6rDrT.òK

leq.2.26l
KT ðs

where ô is the surface diffusivity width,

energy for the solid-vapor surface, Æ the

D5 the coeffìcient of surface diffusion, Tthe surface free

Stephan-Boltzmann's constant, 7 the temperature, K the
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curvature and s,

equation applies:

the length of the curvature. For the influx at the grain boundary, a similar

JB=
6oDoT .òo leq.2.27l

KT

where the flux is integrated over a stress acting on the boundary (ro) along the radial distance

along the boundary 0).

òy

Fligh p,
Jr

, õ rDoT ôo
"kTôy

' ô.rD.rT ôK
t:-.-

kT ô.s

p,(t',7)= p""exp(!-)' 'cY 'R,TP,r'æ
t:0

t_--------->

J,,
Low 7r.

Figure-2.7: Snow grain bonding through dry snow equilibriuni metamorphism.

Equilibrium is reached when the dihedral angle between the grains (Figure-2.7) reaches 150o

(Colbeck, 1981:1997). This phenomenon has been widely studied and is known to increase the

density with a decrease in specific surface area (e.g., Yosida, 1955; Barber et a\.,1995) leading to

a decrease in specific surface area and a decrease in joint density (Figure-2.8). The joint density
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coffesponds to the relative nurnber (N) of connections from one grain to others per area (N.mm-

2¡. this quantity gives relative accurate information on the density and the metamorphic

processes in place (i.e. dry snow vs wet snow metamorphism) (e.g., Yosida, 1955; Buser et al.,

1987). This is of great importance in determining the thermal 'state' of the snowpack by

distinguishing new snow, snow under low temperature gradient and snow under high temperature

gradient (De Quervain, 1958).

A: N-value :4
B: N-value:3

Figure-2.8: The joint density of snow grains where A and B have a N-values of 4 and 3
respectively (adapted from Arons and Colbeck, 1995).

2.5.2.3. Wet Snow

In presence of high liquid content (saturated conditions), snow metamorphism will be different

than in dry snow (Colbeck, 1981). In such conditions, the snow grains are separated from each

other. Heat flow propagating through saturated snow will then cause the rnelting of the smaller

particles due to their lower (colder) temperature of melting, TM-,o,(e.g., Wakahama, 7965;
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Colbeck, 1983). Therefore, in saturated conditions, srnall particles (srnall radius of curvature, r)

will decrease in size while larger snow grains are expected to grow due to the adhesion of water

to the cold ice crystals and a lower melting temperature:

2Tu a,t
t:- lll -s,tt Lp, r

Tnr-r,,ro, = -) P,
P,L

where I¿ is the melting of a flat sutface, Z the latent heat associated with phase change, p, the

density of the solid and o,t / t'the difference of pressure between the solid and liquid phase with

regards ofthe surface curvature (Colbeck, 1989).

The metamorphism mechanisms under unsaturated conditions are quite different. While high

liquid content tend to leave the snow grains separated from each other, unsaturated conditions

lead to grain clusters (Denoth, 1980). Such clusters occur after certain drainage from the

funicular regime, but the growth rate of the cluster is slower due to the absence of liquid path for

heat flow and a lower melting temperature (Colbeck, 1989) given by:

leq.2.28l

leq.2.29l-27(t.o,sp,L r

where pr is the density of the liquid, p,, the capillary pressure and ø,, / r the difference of pressure

between the solid and gas phase with regards of the surface curvature (Colbeck, 1989). Mass

transfer exists between the grains of a given cluster and the concordant growth is faster than the

case of equilibrium metamorphism in dry snow.
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2.5.3. Snow Aeolian Processes

The action of wind redistributes snow (blowing snow) over the Arctic's surface depending rnostly

on surface roughness, snow density and wind velocity. The kinetic energy (e7,) of snow parlicles

being redistributed on the surface is given by [eq. 2.301:

€r =0'5mv2 , [eq. 2.30]

where m is the mass of the particle and v its velocity. From 1eq.2.301, it is fair to say that the

kinetic energy of a wind-driven snow particle increase at the square of wind speed (Kotlyakov,

1961) creating highly dense snow layers. The drifting snow process is similar to drifting sand

(Kosugi et al., 1992), however one of the main differences reside in the fact that snow particles

can be bonded together by cohesive forces and sublimation is possible during transport (Schmidt

1986; Pomeroy and Gray 1990; Gordon et a1.,2006).

The initial movement of fresh snow can be induced by wind speed of approximately 4.5 m.s-l

(e.g., Budd et a1.,1966; Schrnidt, 1982) and is the result of combination of aerodynamic lift and

wind pumping (Colbeck, 1989; Waddington et al., 1996). The resulting air convection depends

on the air density stratification above the snow surface. Such air movernents can have significant

impacts on heat, nroisture and mass transfer within the snow (i.e. rnetamorphism), however very

little moisture is usually available during the winter period (e.g., Colbeck, 1982; Sturm, l99l;

Sfurm et a\.,2002; Langlois et a|.,2007a). Three main factors influence blowing snow namely

wind speed, type of transport and transport rates (Kikuchi et a\.,2005; O'Rourke et a\.,2005):
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Wind Speed: Movement of snow begins when a surface force (air movement) is applied on the

snow particles. Therefore, it corresponds to the velocity at which snow transport begins. It

obviously depends mostly on snow characteristics such as density (old snow vs. new snow).

Type of Transport: Three major natural mechanisms of snow transport are commonly referred

as creeping, saltation and turbulent diffusion (or suspension). Each of these transport

mechanisms occurs at different wind speed and caries different proportion of drifting snow.

Creeping is characterized by the weakest winds (< 5 m.s-l) where the snow particles are rolling

on the surface and account for approximately l0 %o of the total drifting snow. Saltation is the

most common transport method with wind velocities ranging between 5 and 10 m.s-l and

represents 80 % of the drifting volume as turbulent diffusion occurs under high wind conditions

(> 15 rn's-l) and accounts for the rernaining 10 o/o of the total drifting snow. This is of primary

importance for SWE studies for both land and ice surfaces since such transport mechanisms have

signifrcant irnpacts on spatial snow thickness distribution. Transport Rates: The transport rates

depend mostly on surface conditions such as snow availability. The transportrate has been fairly

well understood for some time (Kornarov, 1954; Kobayashi, 1972) and the spatial distribution

and rnagnitude of the ridges is of prirnary irnportance in understanding snow drifting (Tucker el

a|.,1979).

Drifting snow undergoes significant morphological modifications frorn well-defined dendrite or

plate shape snowflakes to a much smaller and round snow grains (Figure-2.9a and b), which

increases density by reducing the fractional volume of air within the snowpack. Early work on

the relationships between wind speed and snow density showed that dunes density can increase

up to 450 kg.tn-' (Kotlyakov , 1967; Budd et al., 1966) and are migrating on the smooth sea ice
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surface (Figure-2.10a) and eventually caught up into ridges (Figure-2.10b). However

unpublished results from recent work done in the Beaufort Sea and Hudson Bay showed density

values up to 700 kg.--'. Furthennore, blowing snow can redistribute saltier layers on top of

practically non-salty snow (e.g., Barber et al., 1995; Langlois ¿l al., 2007a), which can have

significant impact the dielectric properties (i.e. rnicrowave signatures).

WWW

Imm

b)

Figure-2.9: Scaled snow grain micro-photographs for a) size and b) structure calculations.
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a) b) Pholo: .À, Langlois

Figure-2.l0: Snow drifts over a) smooth and b) rough first-year sea lce.

2.6. Microwave Emission and Scattering Processes

As mentioned in the introduction, satellite microwave remote sensing provides a good tool to

infer geophysical properties from space due to its capacity to penetrate through clouds and their

independence of the sun as a souÍce of illumination (Ulaby et a\.,1981). Thus, it is essential to

understand how the electromagnetic waves propagate through a layered snowpack and how

geophysical properties affect microwave signatures through their control on electrical properties

(e.g., Markus et a|.,2006a). Among the geophysical properties, we denote salinity, density, grain

size and brine volume (wetness) as the ones controlling microwave emission and scattering (e.g.,

Carsey, 1992; Cordisco et a\.,2006).

All physical materials above absolute zero radiate energy according to Planck's law. The

emission of radiation is caused by the collision of particles which rate depends on kinetic energy

and temperature (which are directly proportional). The specific intensity (4 of the radiation per
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unit area is given by the Rayleigh-Jean's approximation, and can be used in the microwave

region (l : KT / ,E) where K is the Stephan-Boltzmann's constant and, T the temperature in

Kelvin. All bodies emit less than a blackbody (e : 1 from Kirchoff) and their specihc intensity

depends on direction @, ø) of the emission (where d is the elevation angle and Q the azimuthal

angle). Therefore, the concept of brightness temperature for a given polarization, T¡p(Q Q) is

given by:

t-
Tt,p(e,Q) = I n(0,ø);.l\

With the body having a uniform physical temperature, the emissivity ep(Q Q) can be derived such

that:

feq.2.31l

feq.2.32l

The brightness temperature of snow is not constant with depth (nonuniform dielectric profile)

whereeachlayer(Z)hasspecificvalues of T¡andet,. ln suchcase, €pcàÍrbecalculatedwiththe

fluctuation-dissipation theory (Stogryn, 1970; Tsang et a\.,1985) where T¡ and €¿ cãrr assume to

be constant within L (Zurk et al., 1997; Matzler and Wiesmann, 1999). The propagation of

energy through a layered smooth media (frorn media I to media 2) depends upon the reflectivity

(ü,2), transmissivi$ (L,ù and the incidence angle (0¡) (Tsang et a1.,2000). The refraction angle

(transmitted) in the new media (4) is a function of the permeability and dielectric constant of the

two medias. For a wave propagating from media I to media 2, an increase in the dielectric
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constant in media 2 would increase 07 (Figure-2.11). Hence, each media has its own dielectric

constant, which will affect the refraction angle of the transmitted energy from media I to media 2

(Tsang and Kong, 1992). That energy translates into ep and T (i.e. Ttp from eq. 2.32) leavingthe

surface as shown on Figure-2.11. The propagation of the energy as described above propagates

such that energy through a boundary between two different media is described by the initial

energy density (P) and a propagationfactor (fi:

= P,exp(-!¿)Pr" leq.2.33l

The propagation factor depends on the absorption by the snow particles and the phase of P¡ from

which we can calculate the absorption coefficient (K,,, where Ko-t is the penetration depth ár,).

Obviously, the higher the absorption coefficient, the lower the penetration depth. Along with the

absorption, the propagating wave will be scattered by scattering mechanisms that differ from a

layer to another defìned by the scattering coefficient (K). The deeper the snow, the more

scattering will occur (IT,,r) which is the underlying principal in depth/SWE retrievals (e.g.,

Derksen et aI.,2005; Powell et a1.,2006; Pulliainen, 2006). Snow grains are the most dominant

'scatterers' in snow and relatively lirnited information is available on the role of its shape and

size in the radiative transfer process (Foster et al., 1999). At the basal layer of the snow cover,

kinetic growth grains dominate scattering and their emission contribution will vary depending on

the brine volume (e.g., Barber et al., 1998). The frequencies used in SWE studies have

wavelengths larger than the snow grains. In this case, the Mie scattering calculations can be

reduce to the Rayleigh region where the radius of the snow grain (assumed spherical) is smaller

than )..
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Both scattering and absorption can be defined as cross section coefficients (ç" and Ç")

respectively. In the Rayleigh region, these parameters can be calculated as:

e ,:{ rolrl' ,

,, = + r,rm{-,<},

leq.23al

feq. 2.3s1

where X defrnes the Rayleigh region (X: 2nr / 2< l) with snow grain of radius r and K the

complex quantity defined from the index of refraction of the snow grain (van de Hulst, 1957;

Skolnik, 1980). With both Çs and Çawe can derive the total snow extinction coefficient (K" :

K" + K,) affecting P¡for alayer at depth z.The rnodeling of T6p requires a full understanding on

all parameters affecting Æn namely snow density, grain size, wetness, temperature and frequency

(Chen et a1.,2003).

Furthermore, microwave emission is strongly influenced by the fractional volume of water in

liquid phase within the snow cover (e.g., Grenfell and Lohanick, 1985; Walker and Goodison,

1993) that can easily overshadow the scattering effect of the grains and density. The type of sea

ice is also important as their emission contribution varies greatly given their thermodynamic state

(Markus et a1.,2006b). Radiation erritted from the sea ice is then scattered by the overlying

snow cover. Brine wetted snow grains will have different emission values given their size

whereas bigger grains contribute to higher emission in the microwave portion of the spectrum

(Tedesco et a|.,2004). Density will also control e through an increase in permittivity due to the

higher fractional volume of ice within the snow (e.g., Tiuri et al., 1984). The position of the
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water in liquid phase will also affect microwave emission and scattering. If the grains are

surrounded by water then this will increase the effective scattering of these particles (given that

the grains are large enough). If the water is held within the interstices of the snow grains then the

scattering will be relatively lower since the grains will be in solid phase and the water particles

quite small.

From an active microwave perspective, we refer as the return echo power, given by the

backscattering coefficient (oj6). The initial wave hits the surface/volume and fractions of the

initial polarized (V or H) power is reflected, absorbed and scattered. The scattered portion that

cornes back in the initial direction (polarized as well) is called backscattering (e.g., Nghiern et al.,

1995; Yackel et a1.,2001). The backscattering efficiency (normalized radar cross section,

NRCS) takes into account the factor I : 2tt r / )" < I for the Rayleigh region (Deirmendjian,

1969). The measured o"¡e1of a snowpack is function of Ko, which in turn is also related to the

dielectric constant of the snow (calculated form thermophysical properties). The penetration

depth of the initial power will depend on K" so is oJe¡.The complete set of backscattering

coefficients for the scatter fields constitute a covariance matrix (Mueller rnatrix) characterizing

the layered media:

-. 4m'2 (ø,.øi.)
a,,^.r = lim -'" \ /¿r lìt / , where lim:r'-+- and A->*A EnE o,

leq.2.36l

and the subscripts F, T, v, and k represents polarization (V or H), i and s the initial and scattered

fields, r the distance between the radar and the surface and A the illuminated area.
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2.7. Snow Processes and Microwave Signatures

The preceding review shows how the thermal and geophysical properties change as a function of

season and depth. The thermophysical properties evolve as a direct result of the ocean and

atmosphere surface energy balance operating on both sides of the ocean-sea ice-atmosphere

interface. It is this change in the thermophysical properties, which drives the complex dielectric

constant of the snow/sea ice system. Since microwaves are sensitive to both the dielectric

constant and snow geophysics, it follows that microwave emission and scattering should be able

to 'invert' information out of the time series scattering/emission over snow covered sea ice. In

what follows I summarize this relationship throughout the annual sea ice cycle.

2.7.1. Fall

The fall period is characterized by the formation of sea ice with limited accumulation of

precipitation (both solid and liquid). Fall extends until the air reaches subzero temperatures

throughout the diurnal cycle with sea ice covering most of the open water. The transition

between open water and snow covered first-year sea ice can occur very rapidly and the irnpact on

passive microwave brightness temperatures is significant (e.g., Hwang eÍ al., 2007). ln what

follows, I describe the relationship between snow thermophysical/electrical properties, surface

energy balance and passive microwaves from the formation of sea ice until the beginning of

winter.

Sea ice forms with the freezing of seawater through a convective process. The cold air

temperature cools the surface water close to the freezing point. This cold and dense water sinks
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down and is replaced by warmer water from below, which is in turn cooled down at the surface

(thermohaline convection). The altemating warrn and cold surface water masses coupled with

surface disturbance and cold air temperatures (thermohaline mixing) create ice crystals that

aggregate together forming a 'slush' layer. This layer called 'frazll ice' is formed of needles,

spicules and platelets and is the fÌrst step in sea ice formation. The further accretion of frazil ice

creates grease ice or young first year sea ice under quiescent conditions. If the surface is

roughened by wind or currents then 'pancake ice' will form. Pancake ice consists of small 'pans'

of ice that eventually cover most of the open water when reaching a thickness of approximately

10 cm (e.g., Lange et a\.,1989; Eicken,2003). This frazil ice layeris characterizedby agranular

texture grown underturbulent rnixing (Weeks, 1998). In regards of SEB, the bulk albedo of the

volume will increase as ice thickens (e.g., Maykut, 1986;Perovich, 1996; Steele and Flato,2000).

It has been shown that the bulk albedo can increase from 0.08 to 0.4, which can accelerate ice

growth in absence of snow (Perovich, 1996). Furthermore, previous research has shown that the

sensible and conductive heat flux (Figure-2.72, #1) are very effective in removing heat from the

growing ice (Steffen and DeMaria,1996), depending on snow accumulation at the surface.
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That smooth thin ice layer causes an increase in brightness temperatures at all frequencies (19,

37 , 85189 GHz) due to the decrease in open water fractional area (Figure-2.72, #2). The es¿,,,,o.", is

much lower Than e,,n,,, ¡,'n, which translates into a higher Z6p (Eppler eî al., 7992; OnstotT ef al.,

1998). For instance, the emissivity of open water is approximately 0.3,0.35 and 0.5 for 19,37

and 89 GHz (H-pol) whereas values of 0.85, 0.87 and 0.85 are usually measured over first-year

sea ice (Stogryn and Desargent, 1985). During this period, most of the emission comes from the

ice and snow acts as an attenuator through Ë", (Eppler et al., 1992).

Once the ice pack is in place, congelation ice will form and ice will grow from the bottom

downwards (fall-winter transition), which rate is dictated by snow accumulation at the surface.

The conductive flux (0J is relatively high over snow-free growing ice and decreases rapidly with

the accurnulation of snow (decrease of heat transfer up to 50%) due to low snow thennal

conductivity. The combination of liquid precipitation, high values of salinity and brine volume

allow wet snow metamorphism to occur and can have a significant irnpact on heat flow.

Furthermore, the input of liquid at the surface of the ice will change the temperature profile of the

sea ice volume (warmer at top), which can lead to significant melting (e.g., Philip and de Vries,

1957; Stumr , 1991). That water will then refreeze (release of latent heat through phase change) as

temperatures cool down at night, creating alayer of 'superimposed' ice. It is also possible that ice

crusts form within the snow cover vertical profîle. Ice crusts act as a cap for heat and mass

transfer from below (Albert, 1996:2002) and contribute to significant microwave scattering,

especially in the horizontal polarization (e.g., Ulaby, 1986).
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The rnagnitude and timing of snowfall can also have dramatic effects on T6p. For instance, a

fresh snowfall will decrease fhe T¡,p of the snowpack (increasing volume scattering, Figure-2.12,

#3), at both H and V polarizations (Grenfell and Comiso, 1986). Fresh fallen snow would also

have a lower thermal conductivity (À") due to its greater Vai,, which also contributes in reducing

heat transfer from the sea ice to the atmosphere. Therefore, the magnitude of the snowfall early in

the season significantly affects ice growth, heat and radiative transfers (e.g., Maykut, 1978).

From an active microwave perspective, the backscattering coefficient (o'1 is strongly affected by

surface roughness and therefore reduced by growing ice (reducing e) and the deposition of snow.

As mention above, the ice formation contributes to smoothing the surface towards a specular

shape, which acts like a mirror in to radar scattering, but the presence of frost flowers (Dorniné et

a1.,2005) may increase o.ovalues (Yackel et a1.,2001). In the fall period, leads can form very

rapidly, snow is wet and raìn can occur having an effect on both Tt¡p and oo. However, we should

not confuse open water with wet snow (e.g., Grenfell eÍ a1.,199S) whereas wet snow acts like a

blackbody in the microwave region. Concordantly, the e increases quite rapidly as ice grows, the

fastest rate being observed between 0 and l0 mm overthe typical microwave snow range (19 to

89 GHz).

2.7.2. LI/inÍer

2.7 .2.1. Cooling Period

The winter period occurs once the sea ice is in place (fast ice) and covers most of the open water.

The snow accumulation begins and the first layering is visible. The winter period is separated in
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two distinct average thermal regimes namely the 'cooling period' and the 'warming period'. The

cooling period occurs until the minimum air temperatures are reached (Figure-2.13) whereas the

warming period follows until the first signs of spring early melt occur. Significant internal

variability occurs within these average trends but this climatology provides a useful summary of

the winter season. In what follows, I describe the relationships between snow

thermophysical/electrical properties, surface energy balance and microwave emission and

scattering mechanisms throughout those two periods.

Cooling eþ Warn,ing
0p

v_10
È
F -zo-uF
.: -30

-40

343 52 77

Figure-2.13: Temporal evolution of daily averaged air temperatures
The cooling and warming periods are separated by the coldest day

103 121

during the CASES study.

The winter cooling period has not been thoroughly investigated despite its primary importance in

snow studies. The winter period in the Arctic includes a wide range of layered snow thickness

that differs from each other thermodynamically (Langlois et a\.,2007a) affecting the dielectric

response and the emission and scattering mechanisms in snow. The combination of cold

temperatures and low available wetness leads to equilibrium snow metamorphisrn and snow

drifting is one of the most dominant dynamic process. Hence, an important densification of the

snowpack occurs from these processes, which enhances heat transfer due to the decreasing

fractional volume of air.
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Such increase in density also increases the permittivity of the snowpack, which in turn decreases

the ability of the medium to permit the incident microwave radiation from the underlying ice

(Figure-2.14,#l) (e.g.,MaÍzler, 1987; Hallikainen, i989; Comiso eÍ a\.,1989; Lohanick, I993;

Barber et al., 1994; Pulliainen and Hallikainen,200l). Hence, snowdrifts migrating on the ice

surface create variation in T6p where the snowdrift brightness temperatures would be lower than

of bare ice (Ganity, 1992). Fufihermore, the strong desalination of the snowpack during the

cooling period can cause T6p to increase given constant snow thickness (due to decreasing á*).

Further snow loading increases sea ice/snow interface temperature, creating a brine-wetted layer

that may cause an increase in overall Z6p.

Dense and dry snow also affects the SEB,,,on, by modifying heat transfer and surface albedo, but

values of KJ and K1 are obviously very low with very few hours of daylight. The range in albedo

has been reported to be 0.5 to 0.6 over 1-2 m thick first-year sea ice (Maykut, 1978; 1986), and

that value jumps to 0.8-0.85 when including snow (e.g., Grenfell and Perovich, 2004). Values of

Q*,,un, are thus mainly driven by L*, which relates to atmospheric conditions such as cloud cover

(Figure-2.14,#2), opacity and height (e.g., Curry et a\.,1996; Barberand Thomas, 1998; Dong

and Mace,2003).
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As the snow and ice thickens, the,S88",,,n, contribution of latent and conductive fluxes as well as

the net radiative budget (Q*,uuu,) will change. For instance, overcast sky conditions lead to an

increase in LI (i.e. increase in p*",,,,,,), which in turn will increase the snow/air interface

temperature (increasing LD. That radiative forcing on the surface decreases the conductive flux

(p.,) keeping the volume from cooling. On the other hand, clear sky conditions will decrease Z*

and Q*,,,,,u, since incoming solar radiation is weak during the winter period. This decrease is

accompanied by an increase in Q,. (e.g., Ruffieux et a\.,1995) towards the atmosphere allowing

the cooling of the surface (radiative cooling). Furthermore, most of the energy at the snow

surface comes from latent heat release by growing ice. This energy is then dissipated at the

snow/air interface through Q¡ and Q*,no,,. As mentioned for the fall period, the sensible heat and

conductive fluxes (Q¡ and p") decreases with the snow accumulation. It was shown that the

decrease in Q,, could reach a factor of 4 (Steffen and DeMaria, 1996) as Q, plays a very

insignificant role during the whole winter with values close to 0.

2.7 .2.2. Warrning Period

During the warming period, values of Q+,,uu, increase steadily due to the increasing solar

radiation. The first positive values of Q*,,ou. (absorption of energy) are usually measured during

the warming period and field values from different projects suggest that this occurs when KJ

reaches an average of 200 W'm-2. First obvious signs of kinetic growth grains are measured

(Langlois et al., 2007a), which impact on heat flow is significant as thermal conductivity is

influenced by the texture of the snow grains. Sturm and Johnson (1992) did correlate the

variations in A" with textural parameters of the snow grains as the season evolved. They found
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that k, increased rapidly under temperature gradient metamorphisrn (Sturm et a\.,2002) and then

leveled off when the rate of growth decreased. This was due to an increased flow path length (i.e.

bigger grains reduce vapor flow) and increasing fractional volume of air. Kinetic growth grains

will also affect microwave scattering especially at high frequencies (e.g., Tiuri et al., 7984;

Drinkwater and Crocker, 1988; Hallikanen, 1989; Tsanget a\.,2000; Kelly et a\.,2003) where

significant volume scattering and depolarization are expected to occur.

Even though Q*,,on, is affected by K*, the energy budget still depends largely on Z* and radiative

forcing still controls the p" flux. Furthermore, increasin g KJ rnight counteract in part the

radiative cooling in clear sky conditions at solar noon, contrary to the cooling period where the

radiative cooling could occur throughout the diurnal cycle. Concomitant to the increase in

temperatures and Q.*rrou,, increasingbrine volume and wetness will control the dielectric constant

and passive microwave emission. The presence of liquid water within the snowpack increases the

internal absorption along with decreasing volume scattering and increasing depolarization (Foster

et a1.,1984;Matzler and Huppi, 1989). As snow and ice thickens, both Q,. and Q¡, are expected to

decrease significantly (Figure-2.14, #3). However, this can vary depending on atmospheric

stability where an unstable boundary layer (i.e. convective mixing) can give rise to variations in

both the direction and magnitude of the turbulent fluxes (Steffen and DeMaria,1996).

In summary, the cooling period Z6p depends largely on air temperatures, which control

thermophysical properties variations (e.g., Lohanick, 1993; Grody and Basist, 1996; Sokol et al.,

1999; Rosenfeld and Grody, 2000; Langlois et a1.,2007b). Throughout the winter, the variations

in T6p are greater at high incidence angles in the horizontal polarizations due to the lower
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penetration depth and stronger snow layering effect (e.g., Hallikainen, 1989; Barber and LeDrew,

1994; Derksen et a1.,2005). Snow temperature gradient metamorphism (grain growth) is

significant during the warming period increasing volume scattering and depolarization (Figure-

2.14, #4). Furthermore, the increase in wetness and brine volume affect both T6p and AP af all

frequencies and incidence angles.

2.7.3. Spring

The spring period begins with increasing surface temperatures due the warm air advection from

low-level clouds enhancing radiative warming (e.g., Serreze et al., 1993). This radiative forcing

on the surface causes snow grain metamorphism, which in turn decreases the q(0.77 îor melting

snow, after Perovich, 1996) allowing signif,rcant absorption of solar radiation. In what follows, I

describe the three spring regimes namely 'early melt:, 'melt onset' and 'advanced melt' (e.g.,

Yackel et a1.,2001) until snow and ice are melted completely.

The early rnelt period is characterized by a steady increase in solar radiation increasing KJ.

However, this increase can be countered by the increase ernitted longwave radiation that responds

to the increase in surface temperatures. For that rnatter, negative values of Q*rruu, can still be

found during the night in the early melt period (Papakyriakou, 1999). The decrease in surface

albedo due to increasing grain size is the first step to snow melt, which increases the arnount of

liquid water within the snow (i.e. increase thermal conductivity). This leads to an increase in

solar radiation absorption that decreases the temperature gradient. Snow eventually reaches the

pendular regime, where isolated bodies are found throughout the vertical profile (Brzoska et al.,
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1998; Denoth, 2003). Small amounts of water percolate to the bottom of the snowpack and

freezes to the contact of the cold ice (Figure-2.15a and b) creating ice-crusts and/or superimposed

ice layers (Gogineni et a\.,1992;Barber and Thomas, 1998; Hwang et a\.,2006). Throughout the

pendular regime, snow grains are well rounded but do not tend to sinter (Colbeck, 1982; Sturm et

al., 2002). During this period, T6p are dominated by the diurnal fluctuations in snow/ice interface

temperatures (Hwang et a\.,2006b). However, the contribution of increasing wetness within the

snowpack cannot be ignored as the amplitude of warrning air temperature is expected to be lower

that the warming T6p amplitude due to the contribution of wetness to ¿.
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Figure-2.15: Spring melt over first-year sea ice (adapted from Gogineni,1992).
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During the rnelt onset period, the net radiation increases and the transmission of solar radiation

within the snow/sea ice can increase by a factor of t0 (Papakyriakou, l99g). Melt onset in the

Arctic is defined by the continuous presence of liquid water within the snow cover throughout the

diumal cycle (e.g., Livingstone,lgg4; Yackel et a1.,2001) and is the longest of the three melt

stages (Harouche and Barber,200t). As the temperature and solar zenith angle increase, the

snow will slowly switch frorn pendular to funicular regime where wetness values approach

saturation (Colbeck, 1982). The wetness of the basal layer increases signifìcantly due to the

constant percolation of water from surface melting (Figure-2.15c). Snow thickness starts to

decrease and density values increase with increasing water content (Goginneni et al., lgg2).

When the snowpack reaches the funicular regime, drainage occurs and a is expected to increase

again afterwards. Microwave volume scattering is expected to increase with the large brine

wetted grains at the basal layers of the snowpack increasing the dielectric constant throughout the

vertical profile. The ice crusts also form during this period creating strong polarization effects

(Garrity, 1992) and the highest daily variations in T¡p aÍe measured (Harouche and Barber, 2001).

The high dielectric loss of wet snow dominates volume scattering and the surface scattering

becomes more important (Matzler, 1987).

The advanced rnelt begins when saturation is reached within the snow cover. Also, rain events

can significantly accelerate the melt process (Tucker et al., 1987; Hwang et a1.,2006b). In

saturated conditions, the percolation occurs in a significant manner causing a steep increase in

wetness with respect to depth. The snow/ice surface forms a slush layer and the coincident

warming sea ice allows some level of brine drainage (e.g., Jacobs et al., 1975; Eicken, 2003).

This period is also characterized by dramatic changes in Sð8,,,,,,, where albedo values can
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decrease from 0.7-0.8 to 0.3-0.5 (Maykut, 1978; Perovich, 1996), with the presence of melt

ponds. The surface ponds eventually drain leaving exposed bare ice which albedo oscillates

around 0.5. Melt ponds remain in place until the ice is warm enough to allow complete drainage

of the surface water (flushing) leaving a layer of superimposed ice on top of sea ice (Figure-

2.15d). With constant increase in temperatures and solar radiation, that layer will eventually melt

(Figure-2.15e) and drain through thaw holes within the sea ice (Figure-2.15f). This process

decreases the e of the surface; decreasing Tt:patall frequencies and strong ponded areas can have

relatively cooler T6p due to this process (Harouche and Barber,200l). At this point, brine

volume at the basal layer of the snowpack decreases with constant increasing snow wetness at the

bottom (from the drainage ofthe upper snow layers).

2.8. Summary

The intention of this chapter was to compartmentalize some of the salient theory as a means of

defining how niicrowave remote sensing rnay be used to estimate snow thennophysical

properties. The effect of a changing climate can affect many aspects of the snow sea ice system.

I find that three particular feedback mechanisms (outlined below) are particularly relevant to

snow on sea ice. We also summarize the application of passive microwaves to characterize the

snowpack, which will be useful in the study of these feedback mechanisms in later chapters.

Temperature-albedo feedback: Rising temperatures increase snow wetness, which in turn

decreases snow albedo. As a result, the snowpack is expected to decline in both spatial and

temporal scales, permitting an increase in the absorption of solar radiation by the surface. In
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addition, the timing and magnitude of snowfall in the Arctic exhibits a further control on the

growth and decay of sea ice. An early snowfall reduces ice growth (lowers heat conduction),

while late snowfalls protect the ice frorn melting (high albedo).

As mentioned in Section 2.6, passive microwave brightness temperatures are very sensitive to

snow wetness through changes in the dielectric constant, thus permitting remote monitoring of

the onset and advancement of the melt stage. Previous studies have shown that the transition

between pendular and funicular regime can be detected using passive microwave data, taking

advantage of melt indicators such as brightness temperature differences and gradient ratio

(Hwang et al., 2007). As a result, monitoring of the passive microwave signal becomes a

valuable tool in characterizing the present state of this particular feedback and thus the warming

of the Arctic.

Temperature-cloud cover-radiation feedback: With a warming atmosphere and ocean,

evaporation is expected to increase, bringing a concurrent increase in cloud amount and

thickness. This has both positive and negative feedbacks, as the high albedo of the cloud reduces

the amount of shortwave radiation reaching tlre surface, while at the same time increasing the

absorption and re-radiation of longwave emissions frorn the ground. At high latitudes, an

increase in winter cloudiness will tend to increase mean surface temperatures, while in summer

months the opposite will apply.

During springtime, this feedback triggers grain growth at the surface, allowing for more solar

radiation to be absorbed, increasing the overall amount of water in liquid phase that can be
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detected with passive microwave. Furthermore, strong kinetic growth can occur during this

transition resulting in large volume scattering and strong depolarization that can all be detected

with passive microwaves (e.g., Eppler, 1992). During the winter period, migrating low-pressure

systems bring increased cloudiness with warmer temperatures and increased wind speeds. passive

microwave can be used to detect significant vertical brine volurne migration that occurs

specifically under such conditions (Langlois er a\.,2007c).

Conductive feedback: Feedbacks associated with a global increase in temperatures are expected

to result in a thinner ice pack and greater heat conduction from the ocean. This feedback will

further advance the springtime melt, and in turn allow more heat to penetrate into the ocean

(another positive feedback).

Passive microwaves are not sensitive to ice thickness but instead to the feedbacks that may cause

the ice thickness to decline as described above. Thinner ice, with its greater heat conduction from

the ocean, can lead to a warmer snowpack with associated variations in thennophysical properties

that, at least theoretically, can be detected by passive microwaves. However, no work has been

conducted specifically on the subject yet.

Hence, this chapter sets the stage for the dissertation providing the necessary background

material to understand the results presented from Chapters 4 to 7. All the snow thermophysical

processes and passive microwave emission and scattering mechanisms linkages discussed in this

chapter will be analyzed using field data. The next chapter (Chapter 3) describes the site location

and associated field sampling and modeling techniques pertaining to the research.
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CHAPTER 3: DATA AND METHODS

In this chapter, I frrst describe the study site location where all the meteorological,

micrometeorological and snow measurelnents occured. I provide a general description of the

different instruments that were setup on the ice to collect the basic weather and

micrometeorology information. I then describe the details of snow thermophysical properties

sampling, dataset structure and snow dielectric modeling used throughout the dissertation.

Finally, I explain how passive microwave signatures were obtained from both the Surface Based

Radiorneters (SBR, in-situ) used for Chapters 4-5-6 and the Advanced Microwave Scanning

Radiometer for EOS (AMSR-E, spaceborne) used in Chapter 7.

3.I. Study Site

Snow data were collected during the Canadian Arctic Shelf Exchange Study (CASES)

overwintering mission from November 26'l' 2003 (day 329), continuously until May 12't' 2004

(day 132). During the study period, the Canadian Coast Guard research icebreaker, C.C.G.S.

Amtrndsen, (a class 1200 lcebreaker) was frozen into a landfast smooth first-year sea ice about 20

km off shore in Franklin Bay, Northwest Territories, Canada (Figure-3.1).

The sea ice surrounding the ship was 80 cm thick on December 5tr' 2003 and had grown to 210

crn by May 3 fi 2004. Maykut and Church (1973) reported that the minimum monthly air

temperature for this region was -28 
oC for February and the maximum +3.9 "C for July, averaged

between 1931 and 1966. Monthly mean vertically integrated precipitable water ranges from2.9

mm in February and March to 16.2 mm in July (serreze et a1.,1995; curry et at.,1996).
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Figure-3.1: Canadian Arctic Shelf Exchange Study (CASES) overwintering mission location.

Many sampling sites were erected within 2-km frorn the ship (Figure-3.2). The ship's orientation

was 105" (E-E-SE) and all sites were located on the East side. An undisturbed area (Area A) was

dedicated to surface based radiometer measurements along with concornitant snow physical

sampling (snowpits). Gas sampling occurred daily at Area B whereas Areas C and D were

dedicated to biological and water sampling respectively. Snow fences of different heights were

erected approximately 1.6 km east of the ship in order to create multiple snow thickness (Area E)

with a dedicated area for ice coring. Basic nreteorological and micrometeorological towers were

erected south of thaÍ. area (see Section 3.3).
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3.2. Meteorological Observations

Daily average atrnospheric pressure, air temperature, sea surface temperature, wind

speed/direction and GPS location were calculated hourly from the AXYS Automated Voluntary

Observation Ship (AVOS) system on the roof of the ship's wheelhouse (approximately 20 m

above the sea ice). The AVOS is an interactive environmental reporting system that allows ships

to transmit current meteorological observations to a central station every hour. Measurements are

updated every l0 minutes and displayed on a computer monitor located in the wheelhouse

(Fisico, 2005). Cloud amount was monitored hourly in octas (0 is a clear sky and 8 is overcast)

and 24-hour observations were carried out throughout the study.

3.3. Micrometeorological Data

Net all-wave radiation Q* and its longwave (L*) and shortwave (K*) components were measured

at the rneteorological station located 1.6 km east of the ship (Area E at 70" 2.516'N, 126o

15.894'W on Figure-3.2). Net shortwave (K*) and longwave (L*) radiation were determined

from the difference between observed downwelling and upwelling radiation using Eppley

pyranometers (shortwave) and pyrageometers (longwave). Sensor output was scanned at 3-

second intervals and stored as 10¡linute averages by a Campbell Scientific (model 2lX). data

logger. Data collection occurred between January 23'd (day 23) through to May 7tt' lday 127),

2004.
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3.4. Snow Physical Properties

3.4.1. Snow Sampling

Snow physical properties used throughout rny dissertation were collected at a sampling site

located adjacent to the ship on the North side. This site consisted of a 80 m by 80 m zone of

undisturbed snow (Area A on Figure-3.2). Snow pits were excavated diurnally (morning, noon

and aftemoon) every second day at areas of thin (4-10 cm) and thick (10-80 cm) snow covers

between December 6't',2003 and May 7't',2004. I arranged the sarnpling so that thin and thick

snowpacks would be sampled throughout the study period. These thickness categories were

selected to investigate the relationship between the evolution of snow overburden and the rates of

grain metamorphism, and thermally dependent physical properties evolution of the snowpack.

Temperature profiles were first measured in the excavated snow pits using a Hart Scientific

temperature probe with a published accuracy of +¡- 0.025 "C over a temperature range of -200 'C

to +100'C. I used a dielectric method to compute snow wetness (W, in %) frorn pennittivity e.

This technique uses a capacitance plate, which measures the increased conductivity due to srnall

arnounts of water in liquid phase (Denoth, 1989). The effective measuring area of the

capacitance plate is 12.5 x l3 cm at an operating frequency of 20 MHz. The permittivity e is

given by:

€=l+ k.lo1,,,{r!-), [eq. 3.1]

within the snow

capacity of the
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where k is the sensor specihc calibration constant, U and U,r¡ ãÍe the readings

and in air respectively. The readings display numbers related to the actual
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dielectric sensor. With density measureffients and permittivity values from feq. 3.1], liquid water

content can be derived as shown on [eq. 3.2]:

€ :1*1.92p +0.44p2 +0.187W,, +0.004614/,2 , leq.3.2l

This technique has an estimated precision of 0.5 of one percent water by volume when there is no

brine in the snow layer. The technique is unable to measure W,, in the highly brine saturated

basal layer of snow on first-year sea ice forms due to the elevated dielectric constant of this

volume and the lack of suitable calibration. Furtherdetails are available elsewhere (Barber et al.

1 99s).

Snow samples were extracted at 2 cm intervals from the surface to the snow/ice interface with a

66.36 crn3 density cutter. Each sarnple was sealed in WhirlPack bags in the field and taken

quickly in the ships cold laboratory (-15 to -2.0 "C). Each sarnple was weighed using a Denver

Instrument digital scale accurate to obtain density, and melted for salinity measurements using a

WTW conductivity meter. Prior to melting, sub-sarnples were photographed to measure snow

grain size and structure. Sub-sarnples were first placed on a 2 nrm gridded plate and

photographed to measure the average snow grain size of the sarnple. Indìvidual grains were then

randornly extracted from the grid plate and placed in chemically inactive and optically

transparent silicone oil for microstructural photographs 9to avoid sublimation loss). All pictures

were taken with a Canon PowerShot 4.2 Mega Pixels camera mounted on a Leica MZ 7.5

stereomicroscope (Figure-3.3 ).
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Figure-3.3: Snow grain photography in the ship's cold laboratory.

Snow grain photos were analyzed in Matlab using a specially designed polygon analysis code,

which extracted snow grain size and structure (e.g., major and minor axes and area). Brine

volume was also cornputed frorn salinity and temperature for each layer of the snowpack,

following a method by Cox and Weeks (1982) after Frankenstein and Garner (1967):

v¡, = 10-3r,{-ï -2.28}, -0.5oc > r, > -2.06"c

vt, =to'r,{- ry:+ 0.e30} , -2.06oc> r., ¿ -8.2.c

y¡ : r0-3 t,{-it + l. lBe}, -B.zoc s- r,> -22.s.c

ËËEggffiæ-ærryTj

F=trffÞqggË

4 mrn

feq. 3.3]

[eq. 3.a]

[eq. 3.s]
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v, = I 0-3, {¡ozg's+ *r' 's[ r
t.s8¿02. l0' 3.61615.100 3.tzl6z.to'

f,_f,_ r: ri
, -22.9"C > I. > -37.9"C

ri +zz.z+taj

y,. = l0-3 ,.{loqz.o 6.4947 'l0o 8 39{:q+ 
l+.1+sl" 'l t t a.. * 4,' )

,-37.9"C>L>-43.2"C

[eq. 3.6]

feq.3.7l

[eq. 3.8]

[eq. 3.9]

where L is the snow volume temperature in "C and ,S" the salinity in ppt. Since all our

measurernents occurred during the winter, I did not need to use yó calculations below -0.5 'C.

Snow water equivalent (SWE), was calculated as a function of density and thickness. It is a

measure of the equivalent amount of water resulting from snowmelt. SWE is a product of density

and thickness and can be expressed in kg'm-2 or mm (most common):

SWE=depth.p.,=ffi 4=+tn tn

swE =@ePth' P.) -
p,,

where p. and Pt, aft, the density of snow and water respectively. Since the density of water is

approximately I g'cm-3, a widely used approximation SWE : depth .p" is appropriate. The

interest in SWE over land resides in its hydrologic applications as it is an important asset of the

water budget (e.g., hydroelectric management, agriculture, irrigation etc.), but the interest for

SWE over sea ice remains mainly the impact of snow thickness on the timing of sea ice freeze up

,,.Lr.
n?

Ls
mt
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and decay and radiative transfer to the base of the sea ice for algae growth. To understand the

impact of climate change in the Arctic environment, both rnagnitude and temporal data on SWE

is required and remote sensing provides a useful tool in budgeting sno\Ã/ over sea ice.

Snow water equivalent was also measured in other areas surrounding the ship over smooth, and

rough ice using. A series of SWE transects were conducted in the region in different ice

roughness conditions, which will be discussed later in Chapter 7 to validate SWE predictions

from AMSR-E. Thickness lines were sampled at 0" (E-W direction), 45", 90" (N-S direction)

and 135" (Figure-3.4). I calculated SWE from the thickness measurements using the density

profiles measured at the ship's sampling site (Langlois et al., 2007a) during the same period

under the same thickness range.
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Figure-3.4: Schematic of conducted SWE transects over smooth first-year sea ice.
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3.4.2. Vertical ProJile Characterization

Snow thickness at the thin snow site remained stable throughout the study period whereas it

increased at the thick snow site (see Chapter 4, Section 4.1). Hence, thin snow pits were treated

as one gtroup and were limited to 3 layers (Top, Middle and Bottom) throughout the study period,

as most of the snow pits were 6 - 7 ctt:t thick. The thicker snowpacks were separated into three

different groups (from 3 major snow depositional events) where the thickness increased

throughout the study period (Figure-3.6). I f,rrst separated the layers (L) with visual

interpretation. A 'Tukey' post-hoc ANOVA statistical analysis (Moore and McCabe, 1993) was

then conducted to test if these layers were statistically different from one another for both thin

and thick snowpacks. Results showed that all layers were statistically different for at least 2

physical properties with 95%o confidence. Therefore, snow pits at the thick site were standardized

to a scale from 0 to I to permit comparison of the same layers throughout the season.

Thin Snow Cover Site:

One Group (6-7 cm): 3 layers à Top, Middle, and Bottom, days 344 to 127

Thiclc Snow Cover Site:

Group I (10-l7cm): 4 layers ) Ll, L2,L3, andL4, days 5 to 421

Group 2 (26-34cn): 6 layers à Ll ,L2,L3,L4,L5 and L6, days 42 and9l2

Group 3 (45-80cm): 8 layers ) Ll, L2,L3,L4,L5,L6,L7 and L8, days 91 to 1273

' Ll is the bottom layer and L4 is the layer in contact with the air
? L5 and L6 are deposited on top of L4;L6 is now the layer in contact with the air
1 Li and L8 are deposited on top of L6; L8 is now the layer in contact with the air
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3.5. Snow Electrical Properties

As mentioned in Chapter2,in pure water, the dielectric constant obeys the Debye equations and

depends on frequency and temperature through the relaxation time of water (Ulaby et a\.,1986):

t =t + iÊÌt lt J tt' [eq.3.10]

where €'r,, and á",,, respectively are:

[eq. 3.1l]

[eq.3.12]

In [eq. 3.11 and 3.12], €,u¿ is the static dielectric constant of pure water at the initial frequency,

a',,-the high-frequency lirnit dielectric constant, q,, the relaxation time of pure water of and./'the

frequency. The relaxation time of pure water c,,, and the frequency of relaxation ./i,,¡ can be

calculated as:

27Tru,=1.1109.10-r0 -3.924.10-r2T+6.93g.10-roT? -5.096.10-ró23 [eq.3.13]

fu,o = (znr,,)-t [eq. 3.14]

The effect of q,, on the dielectric constant where the frequency of relaxation (f,,) is referred as the

frequency where s',,, is maximum (f,,¿ : gGHz at 0'C). At this frequency, €'u,: (€'no-re',,,à12
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and t"r,,: (€"no - e",,,)12. The ternperature also has a significant effect or 6, whereas wamer

temperatures decrease the relaxation time. However, the effect of temperature on 6,,, changes

considerably (larger decrease at low frequency). Therefore, both €',,, and €",,, are dependent not

only on frequency but also on temperature with a relaxation time located in the microwave

region.

Brine is the same as saline water, but with much higher values of salinity (^S¡ >>,S,"). The salinity

of the brine is temperature dependent where one could refer the work by Frankenstein and Garner

(1967), and later modif,red (extended temperature range) by Cox and Weeks (1982) and

Lepparenta and Manninen (1988). Their research led to calculations of brine volume given a

temperature and salinity. Therefore, the dielectric constant of brine is given by the modification

of [eq. 3.15 and 3.16] such that:

c _c
ct _ e r uhll Çlr*
c t, - c,,* - 

W¿lt,,)t 
,

(' -tu-l ot,
e",,= (2nJTr) ].+

lt + \27TÍî,)'? l- M^'

[eq. 3.1 5]

[eq. 3.16]

where €,,-, €t,,r¡,.1', îb, õt, and eo are respectively: the high frequency lirnit of the dielectric constant

of brine, the static dielectric of brine, the frequency, the relaxation time of brine, the ionic

conductivity of the brine solution and the permittivity of free space (Stogryn, 1971; Stogryn and

Desargeant, 1985). In general, both ¿r, and e t, magnitude of change is governed, by o6

(Hallikainen and Winebrenn er, 7992).
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Snow is a layered media composed of a mixture of ice, brine and air; therefore it is now

appropriate to introduce the concept of rnixing formulas for snow over first-year sea ice dielectric

calculations. For a medium consisting of a host material with inclusions, the dielectdc constant of

the mixture consists of:

t:,,(x,),,2,P) = t,,,(P)+ € î(x,y,z,P) [eq. 3.17]

[eq. 3.18]

where s,,(P) is the average value of the permittivity of the medium (independent of position but

function of polarization vectorÞ; anO t1(x,y,z,Ê;tn. fluctuation component (dependent on

^position and P ). Both permittivity and dielectric loss of snow over first-year sea ice can be

calculated from a dielectric mixture rnodel (Barber and Thornas, 1998; Barber et a1.,2003) of the

form proposed by Polder-Van Santen and later modified by de Loor (Ulaby et al., l936) using

snow wetness, density, temperatures and salinity measurements. Wetness below I % is considered

'dry'and treats brine as "inclusion dielectric" within a dry snow "host dielectric" (Barber et al.,

1995, afïer Matzler, 1987 and Drinkwater and Crocker, 1988). From that concept, the dielectric

constant of a dry saline snow mixture over first-year sea ice is expressed by:

L€* r,¡-, 
: I'Vt,'
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where t*¿5 âttd €+t, ãte expressed in corrplex terms and represent the dielectric constant of dry

snow (wetness inferior to 1 o/o) and brine, X the fracfion of brine accounted for a depolarization

factor Ao and V¡, is the volume of brine within the snow layer. The dielectric constant of dry now

(¿*,r") is calculated using an empirical model from Hallikanen and Winebrener, 1992. According

to Ulaby et al. (1986), the pennittivity (¿ã) and dielectric loss (e",¿.,) are calculated using a

Debye form:

[eq. 3.19]

[eq. 3.20]

feq.3.21l

feq.3.22l
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Snow wetness over 1% is considered'wet'snow, and the pennittivity (€',,o,) and dielectric loss

(€",,o,) are independent of volume temperature and salinity. The dielectric constant of wet snow

t*,,or is then calculated usingthe pennittivity and dielectric loss of both dry snow and pure water

(Tiuri el al., 1984). Vy'ater has high dielectric constant; therefore a small amount within the

snowpack can greatly influence the dielectric properties of the volume (Ulaby, 1986; Walker and

Goodison, 1993). The snowpack is then considered as a mixture between dry snow and pure

water. The Polder-Van Santen approach is again used to treat the dry snow as the 'host dielectric'

and the pure water as the 'inclusion dielectric' such that:

t',,,, = 8'd. +t',, '(0' l'Wv + 0.8'Wv2) ,

€",,,, : t9",,,'(0. l' l4/v + 0.8' llv2),
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where W,, is the snow wetness (%). Both wet and dry snow dielectric constant calculations are

dependent upon snow density and the frequency used.

3.6. Passive Microwave Data

3.6.1. Surface Based Radiometer (SBR)

The surface based radiometer (SBR) receives vertically and horizontally polarized microwave

emission at 19,37 and 85 GHz with 15 degrees beamwidth antennas (Asmus and Grant, lggg).

Brightness temperatures for all three frequencies at both vertical and horizontal polarization were

measured at a fixed incidence angle of 53' (approximately the same incidence angle used for

spaceborne sensors: SMMR, SSM/I and AMSR-E), and also from rnulti-angular measurements

between the incidence angles of 30o and 70o with a 5o increment (used in Chapters 4, 5 and 6).

Calibrations for the measured brightness temperatures were done following Grenfell and

Lohanick (1985) and Asmus and Grant (1999). The calibration process establishes a lìnear

relationship between the radiometer's voltage and brightness temperatures. The two-point

calibration uses a hot load and cold source to establish the linear relationship. I used the sky as

the cold source by pointing the radiometers from 120 to 180" of incidence angle and I used

blackbody-type foarn forhot source. An exarnple of calibration results is depicted on Figure-3.5.

This procedure was repeated as often as possible, weather perrnitting. Only clear sky

lneasurements were conducted otherwise sky reference temperature would be biased by cloud

contributions to bri ghtness temperature (Mafzler, 1 992).
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1'b-Cold

May 6th 2004, SBR Calibration

l-b-Hot Voltage Hot: 1.754 V
Voltage Cold: 8.013 V
Tb-Cold: 3 K
Tb-Hot: 213.15 K

I

V-Hot V-Cold

Figure-3.5: surface Based Radiometer calibration results for May 6'h 2004.

The SBR was mounted in a protected shed on the poft side of the ship at a height of 12 to 13 m

(Figure-3.6). Due to the fìxed location of the ship and various snow events (heavy snowfalls,

wind redistribution etc.), thin snow was located near the ship in the incidence angle range of 30o

to 40o (footprint of 4 x 4 m at 30o), whereas thicker snowpacks were in the range of 50o to 70o

(footprint of 30 x 30 rn at 70") as depicted in Figure-3.7. Diurnal effects were minimal since all

measurelrents were taken during the winter period where the diurnal influence on the brightness

temperatures is minimal (Drobot and Barber, 1998).
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Photcr: B.J. Hrrang

l .:..
Figure-3.6: surface based radiometer (sBR) mounted on the c.c.G.s. Amundsen.

Figure-3.7: Surface based Radiometer (SBR) measurements geometry before a) and after b) day
6.

Tl'llCK SNOW (Croups l. 2 and j)
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Since the SBR was in a fixed location, the fìeld of view was restricted to certain snow thickness

depending on incidence angle. Table-3.1 provides the snow thickness evolution at each incidence

angle.

Table-3.1: Snow thickness temporal evolution for SBR incidence angles between 30 and 70'.

Inoidenoe anqle Day ol Year I)eriods

i44-5 5-42 42-9t 9l-127
30

35

40

45

50

53

55

60

6_î

70

l0 cnr

l0 cnl
l0cnl
l0 crn

l0 cnr
l0 cnr

l0 cnl
l0 cm

I0 cnl
L0 cnr

.10

.10
í l0
]etu
0-
0-
0-
0-
0-
0-

cnl < l0 cnt < l0 cnl
cm <l0cm <l0cm
cln '< l0 cm < l0 cm
een Thin and Thick, not constant witlrin SBR pixel
7cnr 26-34cnt 45-80cm
Tcrn 26-34cm 45-80cnr
7 cnr 26 - 3¡i cnr 45 - 80 cm
7 crn 16 - 34 crn 45 - 80 crn

7cm 2(r-34cm 45-80cnl
7 cnr 26 - 34 cm .l5 - 80 cnr

3.6.2. Satellite Based Data

Brightness temperatures, T6, wore extracted from the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer

for Eafth Observing System (AMSR-E) at l8 and 36 GHz (used in Chapter 7). The sensor was

launched on the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Aqua satellite

(polar/sun-synchronous orbit) in May of 2002. The sensor has six frequencies (6.9, 10.7,18.7,

36.5, and 89 GHz in both horizontal and vertical polarizations) and spatial resolution varies

between 5.4 km to 56 km for 89 and 6.9 GHz respectively. The total precision ranges between

0.66 to 0.68 K at 100 and250 K respectively.
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I extracted passive microwave brightness temperatures from 6 pixels (12.5 km resolution)

adjacent to each other within the bay (Figure-3.8).

Figure-3.8: AMSR-E pixel location within Franklin Bay, N.W.T.

The central coordinates of these pixels are:

Pixel 1:

Pixel2:
Pixel 3:

Pixel4:
Pixel 5:

Pixel6:

70.0403 N
69.9296 N
69.8190 N
70.0223 N
69.91 18 N
69.8013 N

-125.9421W
-125.9934W
-126.0442W
-125.6185 W
-125.7241W
-125.7241W

I used the daily T6 average over the ascending and descending passes since there were low

diurnal variations throughout the study period. Since the SWE algorithrns developed in Chapter

6 were based on SBR measurements (excluding atmospheric influences), I corrected the AMSR-

E brightness temperatures with regards to atrnospheric transmissivity.
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3 .6.2.1. Atmospheric Corrections

Atmospheric corrections were conducted following Matzler (1992). Optical thickness values

were obtained from Matzler (1992) for Arctic regions and fall within what was measured by

Hwang eÍ al., (2007) over the same region. To estimate the contribution of atmospheric

temperature to the satellite, the transmissivity (T,,*) of the atmosphere needs to be calculated.

The transmissivity can be derived from:

*¡,, scc á
:Q "

ttltt, v ,

where øo is the optical thickness and 0 the incidence angle (e.g.,Matzler, 1987; Grenfell et al.,

1998). Therefore, considering in-situ brightness temperatures (Tb) measurements, the

corresponding satellite brightness temperature (Tu_snr) corresponds to:

Tt,-s,tr: (Tn .Y,,.) + (l-e).()'ot,, .Tor,,J) +(l -T,,,, ).Tot,,î, leq. 3.241

where (l-Yo,,u)'To,,,1 is the sky brightness temperature. Since the emissivity of the snow (e) is

very high, I neglected the downward To,,, portion that is being reflected to the satellite and

through the atrnosphere. Thus, the corrected brightness temperature from satellite measurements

can be derived frorn [eq. 3.25] such that:

leq. 3.231

[eq. 3.2s]7,, =
Tb-súr - (l --{ ^.)T^, 

1

T o,u,
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Again, this correction needs to be applied to the satellite T6 since the SWE algorithms

developed using surface based radiometer ûreasurements. However, the T¡ contributions

clouds during the winter period are rather srnall and will be discussed later in Chapter 7.

3.6.2.2. Sea ice Roughness

Also in Chapter 7, I qtalitatively investigated sea ice roughness using both passive and active

microwave data. First, the polarization and gradient ratios from passive microwave

measurements were analyzed in order to explore the possibility of qualifying the 'state' of ice

roughness frorn AMSR-E. Active microwave data (see Section 2.4.2 below) were also used in

cornbination with passive microwave data for investigating the potential impacts of roughness on

the SWE predictions.

3.6.2.2.1. Polarization Ratio (PR) and Gradient Ratio (GR)

In passive microwaves, sea ice roughness can be qualified using the polarization and gradient

ratios. The brightness temperatures polarizalion ratio (PR) is given such that:

were

from

T,V _7, HPR- " ' ,forlSGHz
T,,V +7,,H leq.3.26l
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where T6V and Tt,H are the

p olarizations respectivel y.

frequencies such that:

brightness temperatures in the vertical

The brightness temperature gradient

(v-pol) and horizontal (h-pol)

ratio (GR) uses two different

o^ =!!!, -',iY-!, 
, where¡r >./2

TnV¡1 *Tt,V ¡z
leq.3.27l

One of the main advantages in using brightness temperature ratios is that they are independent

from ice temperature (Cavalieri et a\.,1984; Mäkynen and Hallikainen ,2005). Previous work by

Makynen and Hallikainen, (2005) had success distinguishing rough ice frorn new ice using both

ratios. For the purpose of this study, I used 1 8 and 36 GHz for the GR in the vertical polarization

since the largest irnpact of ice roughness on brightness temperatures have been measured at these

frequencies over dry snow.

3.6.2.2.2. Active Microwave Backscattering Coefficient

A total of 36 ScanSAR Wide-B low-resolution irnages over the study site were analyzed between

December 24tt' 2003 and April 30tt' 2004. No earlier dates were chosen because it was obvious in

the imagery that the ice had not yet consolidated and ice dynarnics and open water'were

influencing backscatter more than surface roughness. Furthermore, images taken on day 358 and

3 showed areas of open water that influenced relative backscatter measurements (open water in

Figures-3.9a and smooth ice on Figure-3.9b). Areas of high backscattering are represented in

yellow, whereas low backscattering values are in blue.
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Day 358 Day 24

a) Open Water b) Smooth Ice

Figure-3.9: ScanSAR images taken on a) day 358 and b) day 24. The top two irnages are at 6 km
resolution, and the bottom two at I 1.6 km resolution.

Only ascending RADARSAT-l passes (approximately 2:00 UTC) were used for between-scene

consistency. The local incidence angle varied during the time series between approximately 25

and 45"' A 15-byl5 and29-by-29 pixel windows (i.e., small white box in Figure-3.9) were

centered over each of p_Min (pixel with minimum averaged Z6) and p_Max (pixel with

maximum averaged T6) and mean, calibrated microwave backscatter coefficient (a") values were
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extracted at each date. A measure of within-scene relative oo for both pixels was acquired at

each date by standardizing oo relative to the mean and standard deviation of oo (i.e., z-scores)

from a larger, 90 by 80 pixels, window centered over landfast-FYl in the region (i.e., see large

white box in Figure-3.9). Relative oo measures provided an indication of roughness-induced

scattering from the ice surface (i.e., at C-band SAR frequency) for p_Min and p_Max without

between-scene ambiguities associated with incidence angle variation. Images taken on day 358

and 3 showed areas indicative of wind-roughened open water that influenced relative backscatter

measurernents (open water in Figures-3.9a and smooth ice on Figure-3.9b).

3.7. Summary

In thìs chapter, I described methods pertaining to snow sarnpling techniques, dielectric modeling

and instrumentation. The snow dataset represents the core of my dissertation's work and the

detailed temporal evolution analysis of the thermophysical and electrical properties follows in

Chapter 4. Chapter 3 also described the passive microwave brightness temperatures data

collection fronr the SBR so as to understand the seasonal and diumal linkages between snow

properties and passive microwaves (Chapter 4 and 5 respectively). I use these data to develop the

SWE algorithms in chapter 6 and satellite applications explored in chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 4: SEASONAL TIME SCALES

In Chapter 2, I identified the theoretical linkages between snow properties and passive

microwave brightness temperatures throughout the fall, winter and spring seasons. I noted that

different processes occur throughout the season, with a focus on the winter period that was

previously thought to be ¡elatively stable thermodynamically. Hence, in this chapter, I provide

f,reld results (see Chapter 3 for details on sampling and study site) on the seasonal variations in

winter snow thermophysical/electrical properties and passive microwave brightness temperatures

for thin and thick snow covers. I first estate the evolution of snow thickness throughout the study

period in Section 4.1 from the sampling scheme described previously in Chapter 3. I then assess

in detail the ternporal evolution of these properties during the winter cooling and wanning

periods (Sections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively), whereas discussion and conclusions follow in Section

4.4 and 4.5 respectively. The results presented in this Chapter have been published in the peer

review literature in Langlois et al., (2007a and b) and Langlois and Barber, 2007a.

4.1. Snow Thickness and Air Temperatures Evolution

Snow depth at the thin snow sampling site varied only a small amount over the course of the

study period (6-7 cm between days 343 and l2T,Figure-4J a). The thick snow site however

showed a stepwise increase due to depositional events. Three rnajor snow events, due to snowfall

and,/or redistribution, occurred during the overwintering period (days 5, 42 and 91), and are

circled in Figure-4.1 b. These snow events lead to the delineation of 3 different thickness groups

(16-17 cm,26-34 cm and 64-77 crn) used in the analysis for thick snowpacks (see Chapter 3).

The first group included 4 layers (Ll to L4) until the first snow accullrulation that added two
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layers (L5 and L6) on day 42. Finally, one last depositional event added two more layers (L7 and

L8) on day 91 (Figure-4.1 b). Air temperature from the meteorological station aboard the ship

was our marker for the temporal analysis. I separated the overwinter mission into two thermai

regimes: the coolingperiod (Section 4.2) and the warmingperiod (Section 4.3) separated by the

coldest day (minimum air temperature was recorded at the Automated Voluntary Observation

Ship (AVOS) station).

a)
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Figure-4.l: Temporal evolution of snow thickness at a) thin snow and b) thick snow sites.
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4.2. Cooling Period

4.2.1. Meteorological Observations, Vapor Pressure and Energy Fluxes

The cooling period from day 343 to day 59 was variable with a maximum temperature of _7L2

oC measured on day 5 (Figure-4.2 a). A marked decrease was observed between day 5 and 9

where the temperature dropped to -32.6 oC and stayed relatively cold until the minirnum

measured on day 59. Wind speeds had a significant impact on snow thickness throughout the

period (Figure-4.2 b). The second snow accumulation at the thick snow site event occurred on

day 42 where winds reached a daily average of l0 m.s-r (sufficient for saltation, see Chapter 2,

Section 2.5.3) between day 38 and 42 (Figure-4.2 b). Cloud amount was highly variable during

the cooling period with values oscillating daily between 0 and 8 (Figure-4.2 c).

(.)

i ?1 52 17 I03 127

DAY OI.'YEAR

Figure-4.2: Temporal evolution of daily averaged a) air ternperature, b) wind speed and c) cloud
amount.
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The vapor pressure of thin snowpacks was relatively high at the beginning of the cooling period

where the temperatures were warrner (Figure-4.3 a). Values were higher at the bottom of the

snowpàck with a maximum of 0.3 kPa. Two malked increases occurrecl between days 350 to 360

and 5 to l0 (Figure-4.3 a). Due to the later start date of the thick snowpack time series; the vapor

pressure was relatively stable during the cooling period where values varied between 0.150 kPa

for Ll to 0.1 kPa forL2 to L4 (Figure-4.3 b).
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Figure-4.3: Temporal evolution of vapor pressure for a) thin and b) thick snow covers.
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The daily averaged net radiation (Q\ was highly variable with values varying between 0 and -50

W'--', hence no significant trend was observed (Figure- 4.4 a). Daily averaged downwelling

(Figure-4.4 b) and upwelling (Figure-4.4 c) shortwave radiation measureÍrents (KJ and Kf) were

very low during the cooling period. However, values increased with a maximum of 100 W.m-2

on day 58. Downwelling longwave radiation (Figure-4.4 d) measurements (IJ) were highly

variable during the cooling period reaching a minimum daily average of approxirnately 130 W.m-

2 on day 31. Upwelling longwave radiation (21) dernonstrated less daily variation throughout

this period averaging approximately 200 W.m-2 (Figure-4.4 e).
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Figure-4.4: Temporal evolution of daily averaged a) net, b) downwelling shortwave, c)
upwelling shorfwave, d) downwelling longwave and e) upwelling longwave radiation.
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4.2.2. Snow

4.2.2.1. Thin Snow

4.2.2.1. i. Physical Properties

Snow grain size remained practically unchanged between days 348 and 34 (Figure-4.5 a). A

small decrease was noticed between days 34 and 59 where the size reached a minimum for top,

middle and bottom layers. Higher values were measured at the bottom layer with grain size

varying between 2 and, 4 mm2. Grain size in the middle and top layers varied between I and 2.5

,rrm'. Snow grains ratio (major/minor axis ratio) did not noticeably change for the top layer

(Figure-4.5 b). Values in the bottom layer increased during the start of the cooling period, then

leveled off following day 25 (Figure-4.5 b). Grain shape in the middle layer was stable

throughout the cooling period, whereas in the top layer, the ratio tended to increase, although not

significantly.

Snow density values increased between day 343 and 20 where the maximurn was reached for the

cooling period in the rniddle and top layers at approxirnately 350 kg.m-3 (Figure-4.5 c). A

decrease was then measured until day 34 to approxirnately 250 kg.ni-3 for both layers. The

bottom layer density values did not follow any significant trend during the cooling period

oscillating around 250 kg'm-3. Maximurn temperatures were measured on day 357 aï. -10 oC, -

l0.l "C and -9.2 "C for the top, rniddle and bottom layers, respectively (Figure-4.5 d). Minimurn

temperatures were recorded on day 59 with values of -30.2 "C, -28.6 "C and -26.1 "C, marking

the delineation between the cooling and wanning period.
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A decrease in salinity was observed throughout the cooling period for the middle and bottom

layers (Figure-4.5 e). Minimum values were measured between days 31 and 37 for the middle

layer, while they were obser¿ed between days 17 and2A for the bottom layer. Brine volume (%)

also decreased until day 59 (Figure-4.5 f). However, brine volume reached a peak on around day

360 at the top and middle layers.

4.2.2.1.2. Electrical Properties

The cooling period was characterized by high permittivity values at the middle layer, however

these values decreased towards day 59 (Figure-4.6 a). The highest values were calculated around

day 31 (near 1.8 for 19 GHz) and the lowest values rnodeled around day 15 (below 1.4 at all

frequencies). However, the differences between 19, 37 and 85 GHz were rather small. Data

were not available to detennine any significant trend with regards to thin snow. Modeled

dielectric loss showed the highest values in the bottom layer just below 0.24 (Figure-4.6 b). The

middle layer values stayed below 0.08 so did the top layer with the exception of day 37. Overall,

dielectric loss values were higher at 19 GHz when compared to 37 and 85 GHz.
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+.2.2.2. Thick Snow

4.2.2.2.1. Physical Properties

Snow grain size was unchanged for layer Ll to L4 throughout the cooling period (Figure-4.7 a).

When layers L5 and L6 were deposited on day 42, the grain size remained stable at all layers

until day 59 with grain size values of 2 mmz for Ll and 0.5 m-t for L6 on average. The snow

grain ratio did not change during the cooling period for layers Ll to L4 (Figure-4.7 b).
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Snow density was also unchanged for layers Ll to Lzl during the cooling period (Figure-4.8 a).

Values varied between 300 kg.m-3, 350 kg.m-3 and 225 kg.m-3 for Ll , L4 and L6, respectively.

The temperature remained stable throughout the vertical profile with values varying between -18

"C and -25 "C for L1 andL6 (Figure-4.8 b).

Salinity, on average, increased between day 42 and 59 for Ll ,L2 and L3 when L5 and L6 were

deposited (Figure-4.9 a). Brine volume decreased for the first half of the cooling period at Ll

with a minimum value approaching 1 %o. Values increased afterwards until day 59. Brine

volume increased slightly at L2 and L3, but was relatively stable at L4 to L6 with values below

0.25 % (Figure-4.9 b).
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4.2.2.2.2. Electrical Properties

Very limited pennittivity and dielectric loss data were available through the cooling period for

thick snow covers (Figure-4.10 a). However, the highest perrnittivity values were modeled at L3

(varying around 1.7) and the lowest values at L5 (varying around 1.4) for all three frequencies.

Three individual sarnples were modeled after day I l0 for Ll and their pennittivity values were

highest (between 1.7 and 1.9). Dielectric loss was higher towards the bottom of the snowpack

throughout the cooling period (Figure-4.10 b).
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4.2.3. In-Situ Passive Miu.owaves

4.2.3.1. Thin (30. - 40")

As mentioned in Chapter 3, thin snow \/as measured at low incidence angles (30 to 40").

Brightness temperatures (Tb) decreased slightly during the cooling period (day 344 - 57) for all

frequencies between 30o and 40" where values ranged between 240 K and 260 K (Figure-4.11 a

and b).
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From the figure above, I noticed that 85 GHz Tt, were sometimes higher than l9 and 37 GHz. In

the first part of the winter we had problems with 85 GHz. It appears that the SBR IF amplifier

was unstable at times, in the fact where it was over- or under-amplifying. However, the

amplitude of the variations (for example a decrease due to grain growth) remained unchanged

since the amplification signal is linear with the resulting Z¿,. Maximum brightness temperatures

during the cooling period were measured on day 357 for all three frequencies. Furthermore,

variations in T6 were greater at 85 GHz with values oscillating between 265 K and 240 K

throughout the cooling period. The difference in polarization (AP : V - H) was generally higher

ar low frequencies (AP(/) à 19 > 37 > 85 GHz) with relatively high variability in AP for 85 GHz.

The lowest variations in AP were measured at 37 GHz. This difference increased with increasing

incidence angle (AP(O) ) 40" > 35o > 30"). The minimum values in AP were measured between

days I and 15, depending on the frequency. Maximum values occurred between days 340 and

344 at l9 and 37 GHz, as well as significant increase on days 6 and2l for 19 GHz. Both air and

brightness temperatures decreased thereafter until the minimum value was achieved on day 57.

4.2.3.2. Thick Snow (55" - 70')

No signif,rcant trends in thick snow T6's were observed during the cooling period at all

frequencies and incidence angles (Figure-4.72 a and b). The maximum T6's were measured at 85

GHz in the vertical polarization (values varying around 265 K at an incidence angle of 50",

Figure-4.12 a). Minimum values were recorded at 19 GHz in the horizontal polarization (values

varying around 190 K at 70" on Figure-4.l2 b). The depolarization (LP(f) and AP(O)) were

minirnal for 85 GHz when compared to lower frequencies (19 and 37 GHz). The depolarization
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derived frorn Figure-4.|2 a and b was higher at wide incidence angles and increases with

decreasing frequency (i.e. maximum measured AP values of 3l K at l9GHz and an incidence

angle of 70"). Throughout the cooling period, values of ÂP(/) and ÂP(0) in thick snow covers

were significantly higher than in the thin snow covers.
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4.3. Warming Period

4.3.1. Meteorological Observations, Vapor Pressure and Energy Fluxes

Throughout the warming period (between day 60 and 127), the averaged daily temperature

increase was +0.35 oC.day-rwith marked increases following days 88 and 101 (Figure-4.2 a).

Strong winds were recorded on days 62, 82, 84, 95 and 726 where recorded speeds were over 10

m's-'. The last snow redistribution event on day 9l (Figure-4.1 b) was coincident with the strong

winds measured befween day 90 and 95 (Figure-4.2 b). Low cloud amounts were observed at the

beginning of the warming period. However, dense overcast periods were observed between days

76-81,91,95 and I 1 8-127 (Figure-4.2 c).

Vapor pressure remained stable during the warming period for thin snow until day 89 where a

strong increase was observed (Figure-4.3 a). This increase continued until day 103 where values

decreased until day 117 ar. all layers. The maxirnum values were rneasured at 0.334,0.291 and

0.334 kPa for top, middle and bottom layers respectively. Thick snow covers values were also

quite stable until day 95 until the same increase as thin snow was measured (Figure-4.3 b). The

maximum values for thick snow ranged between 0.349 and 0.41 I kPa from Ll to L8 respectively.

The net radiation (p*) values at the beginning of the warming period were quite low averaging -

32.8 W'm-2 between day 59 and 72 (Figure-4.4 a). A significant increase was measured between

day 85 and 90 where values reached 0 W.m-2. The warming period was also characterized by a

steady increase in shortwave radiation (fJ and Kî) with maxirnum values over 250 W.m-2 on

day 116 and 127 (Figtre-4.4 b and c). Both ZJ and 11 increased during the warming period

where maximum values near 300 w.m-2 were reached on day 124 (Figure -4.4 dand e).
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4.3.2. Snow

4.3.2.1. Thin Snow

4.3.2.i. l. Physical Properties

Snow grain size was characterized by a marked increase at the beginning of the warming period

at all three layers between day 59 and 9l (Figure-4.5 a). The rate of growth for this period was

steady and highest in the bottom layer. A growth rate of 0.03 mm.day-l was measured in the top

layer and 0.25 rnm'day-' fot the bottom layer. Therefore, the bottom layer snow grains grew

about 8 times faster than near the surface where the temperature and wetness values are much

lower. Inversely, the period between days 75 and 89 was marked by a significant decrease of -
0.07 mrn2'day-' for the top layer and -0.24 mtn2.day-l and the rniddle layer. Snow grain ratios

were more variable during the wanning period (Figure-4.5 b). Values increased with increasing

grain size between day 59 and 70 only for top and middle layers, and then decreased to values

around 1.5 until day 103. For the bottorn layer, the increase was measured between day 59 and

75 where values jumped from I .5 to 2.0 in average, coincidently with increasing grain size.

For the top layer, a decrease in density was measured for the first part of the wanning period

where values reached a minimum just over 150 kg.m-3 around day 80 (Figure-4.5 c). Densìty

then increased between days 78 and 103 where maximum values were just over 350 kg.m-3. The

mininrum in density occurred on day 76 as 0.7 mm of snowfall was recorded between day 59 and

76 affecting surface densities. The highest density values for all layers were observed just after

day 103, which was associated with strong increases in temperature (Figure-4.2 a) and wetness

(Figure-4.6 c). Volume temperatures increased significantly throughout the warming period, with
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a peak on day 103 for all three layers (Figure-4.5 d). Maximum values were measured on day

125 where temperatures reached -10 "C and above at all layers.

Salinity was highly variable for the top layer with fairly low values averaging 10 ppt (Figure-4.5

e). Values decreased until day 75 for both top and middle layers as the bottom layers decreased

until day 100. An increase at all layers was measured on day 103 where averaged maximum

salinity values of 13 ppt, 17 ppt and 2l ppt were reached for top, middle and bottom layers,

respectively. Brine volume was stable and low between day 59 and 95 (Figure-4.5 f;. An

increase was measured at all three layers between day 95 and day 103 where the maximum varied

between 1.2 o/o to just over 2 Yo.

4.3.2.1.2. Electrical Properties

During the warming period, maximum modeled values occurred in the top layer between day I00

and 103 where the permittivity reached 1.88, l.8l and 1.79 for 19,37 and 85 GHz respectively

(Figure-4.6 a). The minirnum values were recorded on day 78 for top whereas rniddle and

bottom layers minimum permittivity occurred on days 76 and 116 respectively for all

frequencies. On average, values oscillated between 1.3 and 1.9 throughout the study period for

all layers and frequencies. No significant trends in dielectric loss were measured for the cooling

period (Figure-4.6 b). The warming period was characterized by an increase in the rniddle and

top layers for 19, 37 and 85 GHz respectively. A significant increase was measured on day 103

for l9 and37 GHz where values tripled from an average of 0.04 to 0.12 (Figure-4.6 b).
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4.3.2.2. Thick Snow

4.3.2.2.1. Physical Properties

The¡e was a marked increase in grain size between days 59 and day 85 from layers Ll to L6

(Figure-4.7 a). Snow grain growth rate for this period was larger in the bottom layer (0.48

mm'day-r) than the top layer (0.02 rnm'day-r). Snow grains tended to decrease in size in Ll and

L2 after day 85, to reach a minimum on day 103. Interestingly, grain size in L3 through L6

increased after day 103. The snow grain ratio was variable atLl, but decreased towards day 127

(Figure-4.7 b). A slight increase was observed in L3 andL4 between days 59 and70, but then

values decreased until day 127 alongwith L5 andL6.

Snow density from Ll to L3 was stable until day 97, whereas a marked increase occurred in L5

between days 97 and 111 coincidently with the deposition of layers L7 and L8 (Figure-4.8 a).

Values increased fron 275 kg'rn-3 to nearly 400 kg.rn-3. Another increase was also observed at

L4 between days 70 and 89. The same situation is observed at L5 where the increase in density

between day 97 and 105 coincides with the deposition of L7 and L8. Snow temperature

decreased between days 59 and 70 for LI to L5, then increased until day 127 with a maximum

value on day 103 for all layers (Figure-4.8 b).

The salinity at layers Ll to L4 increased between days 5g and Sg for Ll to L4 with values of 20

ppt and 5 ppt, respectively (Figure-4.9 a). A peak in salinity at L5 and L6 coincided with the

deposition of L7 and L8. Brine volume remained stable at all layers until day 97 where a

dramatic inc¡ease occurred at L5 (Figure-4.9 b). However, one should note that brine volume
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data were not available from Ll through L4. Values at Ll after day 111 suggest that a significant

increase occurred at that particular layer as well.

4.3.2.2.2. Electrical

The warming period showed a significant increase around day 95 at L5, where values jumped

from nearly 0 to about 0.09, 0.07 and 0.05 for 19, 37 and 85 GHz respectively (Figure-4.10 a).

Overall, values oscillated around an average of I .68, 1.7 , and 1.65 for L7, L3 and L5 respectively

for all frequencies. Near the surface, pennittivity for L7 and L8 were 1.57 and 1.5 respectively.

Dielectric loss values increased drarnatically between days 96 and 103 (Figure-4.10 b). The

increase was measured in layers L5 and L6 aT all frequencies being stronger at 19 GHz. Values at

19 GHz peaked from an average of 0.005 and 0.001 to values of 0.08 and 0.007 at L5 and L6

respectively. The increase was not as strong at 37 and 85 GHz but nonetheless significant.

4.3.3. Passive Microwaves

4.3.3.1. Thin (30'- 40')

During the warming period, a decrease in Tu was noticeable at 85 GHz (between days 58 and

127) where values decreased from an average of 250 Kto approximately 215K (Figure-4.11 a

and b). Between day 80 and day 100, T6's increased from 215 Kto240 K, then decreased to an

average of 230 K until the end of the sampling period for both horizontal (Figure-4.11 a) and

vertical (Figure-4.Il b) polarizations. The warming period was also characterized by a

significant decrease in AP at 85 GHz where the average value became close to 0 befween day 57
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and day 127 . The minimum values of AP(fl occurred between days 70-80 and I I 0- 120 and the

maximum n'reasured between day 82 and 103. The AP behaved similarly to the cooling period in

terms of frequency and incidence angle (LP(Í) ) 19 > 37 > 85 GHz; AP(e) ) 40' > 35" > 30").

However, the AP(fl term was less obvious as 19 and 37 GHz exchanged the highest values

throughout the warming period.

4.3.3.2. Thick Snow (55' - 70')

The warrning period was characterized by a slow and steady increase in Tu for the thick

snowpack at both vertical and horizontal polarizations (Figure-4.12 a and b). A significant peak

was measured between day 72 and day 84 at all frequencies and angles. The depolarization

decreased significantly during this period especially for 19 GHz with an incidence angle of 70o.

Generally, the depolarization decreased throughout the warming period except for individual

cases at 19 GHz between days I 17 and 124.

4.4. Discussion

4.4.I. Physical Properties

4.4.1.1. Thin Snow

During the cooling period, maximum density values at the top layer were reached on day 20

where winds were the strongest at l5 m.s-I. Wind breaks the snow crystals into rounded shaped

grains creating high-density surface layers (Figure-4.5 c). This mechanical process decreases the

fraction of air in the layer, therefore increasing the density (e.g., Kotlyakov, 1961;Barber et al.,
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1995; Sturm et a|.,2002; Mundy et a|.,2005; Langlois et a\.,2007a). The decrease in density at

top and middle layers between days 20 and34 is associated with fresh falling snow (7.2 mm total

precipitation) and low winds (average of 2.8 m.s-' bet*een days 30 and day 35). The increase

between day 35 and 45 is also related to strong winds that increased from an average of 2.8 m.s-l

to 7.8 *.s-' between day 36 and 43.

As previously mentioned, salinity values decreased throughout the cooling period. When sea ice

fonns, salts are rejected from the ice matrix both towards the atmosphere and ocean through the

process of segregation (e.g., Weeks and Ackley, 1986; Eicken,2003). Therefore young snow

covers over fonning sea ice can have high salinity values that decrease afterwards with gravity

drainage. Brine volume will respond proportionally as the cooling period evolves, further

decreasing due to decreasing temperatures. However, for top and middle layers, I measured an

increase in brine volume befween day 348 and day 15, which was coincident with warming

temperatures (Figure-4.5 d) over the same period, due to the sensitivity of brine to the colder

temperatures of these upper layers (e.g., Frankenstein and Garner,1967; Cox and Weeks, 1982).

Minimum ET/6t, observations were coincident with waming temperature periods (i.e., days 357,

l0 and 37) and low variation in vapor pressure layer gradient (ô¿"/ôl) at the bottom snow-sea ice

(SI) transition (Figure-4.13 a and b).
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With srnall 8T/ù and &,¡/6t- at the bottorn of the snowpack (i.e. Iow gradients), no vapor is

expected to move upward despite the presence of liquid water (Sturrn and Benson, 1997)

measured on day between days 34 and 48 (Figure-4.13 c). Therefore, relatively stable grain size

and low ratio (Figure-4.5 b) values were observed during this cooling period.

During the warming period, the increase in grain size was due to kinetic growth at the beginning

of the warming period resulted frorn the increase in wetness and ôT/ô¡ between days 65 and 85

that initiated the vapor flow (Figure-4.\3 a and c). However, the decrease in grain size observed

between days 89 and 103 was attributed to destructive metamorphism (Langlois and Barber,

2007b). Destructive metamorphism is the process in which the edge of a snow grain sublimates

then recrystallizes towards the center of the snow grain because the vapor pressure on a convex

area is much higher that in a concave area (Colbeck, 1997; Granberg, 1998). Such mass
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redistribution would decrease snow grain area, but not necessarily its volume. Layers that are

charucterized with rounder shapes grains result from destructive metamorphism resultìng in small

fractional air volume when the snowpack resettles. Thus an increase in density would result,

which was observed between days 82 and I 11 at top and bottom layers. Snow density was

variable throughout the warming period (Figure-4.5 c). The decrease in densities at top and

bottom layers between days 59 and75 can be explained by either an increase in grain size, that

can affect all layers, or new snow deposition that affects the surface layers. However, the

decrease in density in the bottom layer was attributed to the increase in grain size that increases

the air volume fraction through the observed kinetic growth and associated vapor mass diffusion.

This increase could have been due to an enhanced ET/ðr- (Figure-4.13 a). The increase of salinity

at all layers between days 95 and 103 may have augmented the density and wetness increases as

brine-wetted snow has a depressed melting point (Granberg, 1998).

4.4.1.2. Thick Snow

During the cooling period, I measured stable ôT/ôL at all layers throughout the vertical profile

(Figure-4.14 a). Furthennore, there was no substantial increase of ôe",/ô¡ coincident with

negligible wetness for L2 to L6 (Figure-4.14 b). Therefore, liquid water was available in Ll

(Figure-4.14 c) but no temperature gradient was available to drag this moisture upward within the

snowpack (i.e. no kinetic growth).
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During the warming period, the increase in grain size was coincident to increasing values in

water volume at Ll and L2 coincidently with increasing ET/õt,and &'/õt. from L4 to L6 (Figure-

4.14 a and b). However, a strong decrease started on day 97 at Ll and L2, as the opposite

occurred atL3 to L6, concurrent with the new snow deposition (L7 and L8). The decrease was

due to flooding of Ll and L2 that melted the snow grains. This situation occurred with the

addition of L7 and L8, which increased the weight of the snowpack. This situation is believed

not to be common in the Arctic since the snow thickness is relatively thin in contrast to

Antarctica where thick snow covers are firore coÍìmon (e.g., Eicken, 2003; Leppäranta and

Hakala, 1992). This type of flooding was also observed at other sampling areas east of the ship
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where snow fences intercepted snow covers over 70 cm. The flooding of layers Ll and L2

increased the brine volume (Figure-4.9 b) that moved upward in the snowpack due to an

enhanced vapor flow. The vapor pressure gradient increase was very strong between day 100 and

day 117 (Figure-4.14 b), which coincided with the increase in salinity, brine and grain size. I

would expect this increase to occur throughout the vertical profile, but the extraction of samples

for density and salinity measurements was impossible due to the liquid consistency of the layers.

However, it was possible to extract snow grains from the flooded surface. The flooding of the

basal layers also increased the wetness and ôe"¡/ô¡ increased from L3-L5 to L8-surface transitions

(Figure-4.14 b), allowing migration of brine towards the top of the snowpack as observed in

Figure-4.9 b.

4.4.2. Electrical Properlies

4.4.2.1. Thin snow

The observed decrease in pennittivity between day 35 and 82 was attributable to coincident

decreasing trend in the following snow physical properties: density, temperature, salinity/brine

volume and wetness (Langlois el al., 2007b). Pennittivity of the snowpack depends upon these

physical properties; increased values of these three properties would decrease the ability of the

mediurn to permit the incident microwave radiation (e.g. Ulaby et al., 1986; Hallikainen, 1989;

Corniso eî al., 1989; Lohanick, 1993; Barber et al., 1994; Pulliainen and Hallikainen,200l).

Concordant to the decrease in snow density and temperature, wetness values also decreased from

values varying around 2 % (day 40) to 0 % (day 70) at the top layer and from 7 o/o to 2 %o at the
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bottom layer for the same period (Figure-4.13 c). A substantial increase in complex permittivity

between day 82 and day 104 were attributable to increasing snow wetness.

+.4.2.2. Thick Snow

Low permittivity and dielectric loss values near the surface were due to the occurrence of dry and

fresh snow layer for the most of period (Figure-4.10 a). The significant increase in permittivity

in the middle layers after day 91 was attributed to the upward transport of the brine volume

forced upward from the underlying layer by capillarity suction following the flooding period

(Langlois eî a|.,2007a). I also observed an increase in permittivity in the bottom layers in three

different samples between 110 and 120, concordant with very high brine volume values, again

due to the flooding within this particular layer.

4.4.3. Passive Microwave Linkages

+.4.3.1. Thin Snow (30o - 40')

During the cooling period, variations measured were mainly due to variations in air ternperatures

since low variations were noticed in the snow physical properties. In general, the lower

brightness temperatures are a result of very high salinity values throughout the snow cover

(Figure-4.5 e). Salinity contributes to high values of pennittivity (very little data available for

this period), masking the emission from the layers below (Garrity, 1992). Snow cover, though

thin, is very dense due to the combined action of wind and equilibrium metamorphisrn that sinters

the snow grains together in the absence of a strong temperature gradient (Colbeck, 1982). Such a
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dense layer also decreases the ability of the mediurn to permit the incident microwave radiation

from below (e.g., Matzler,1987; Hallikainen,l9S9; Comiso et al., 1989; Lohanick, 1993; Barber

et al., 1994; Pulliainen and Hallikainen, 2001) decreasing the overall T6.

During the warming period, T6's decreased at 85 GHz at the beginning of the warming period,

coincident to significant increases in grain size (e.g. Matzler, 1987; Foster et a1.,2005) as

frequencies are more sensitive to scatterers within the snow (e.g. Foster et a\.,1999). Maximum

grain size values varied from 4 to 6 mm depending on the vertical location and would increase

volume scattering at high frequencies (e.g. Tiuri et al., 1984; Drinkwater and Crocker, 1988;

Hallikanen, 1989; Tsang et a1.,2000; Kelly eî a1.,2003). Afterwards, T6 values at 85 GHz

coincidently increased with increasing wetness (i.e. increasing emission at the top layers) until

day 82 (Figure-4.I3 a). As mentioned in Chapter 2, the presence of liquid water within the

snowpack increases the internal absorption along with decreasing volume scattering (Foster et al.,

1984). Wet snow brightness temperatures will increase (towards a black body behavior where T6

V : Tu H) at veftical polarization as shown in Figure-4.13 a (e.g., Stiles and Ulaby, 1980; Ulaby

et al., 1986; Garri|y, 1992; Walker and Goodison, 1993). The significant decrease in AP

measured on day 357 is due to the increase in temperature and consequently increase in liquid,

water allowing AP values to decrease during the warming period at all frequencies and angles.

4.4.3.2. Thick Snow (55" - 70")

The steady cooling period T6's were linked to the negligible changes in snow thermophysical

properties until day 57. Little variations during this cooling period were coincident with the
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increase in To1.as reported in numerous studies (e.g., Lohanick, 1993; Grody and Basist, 1996;

Sokol eT a1.,1999; Rosenfeld and Grody, 2000). Air temperature increased from -23 to -14"C, -

28 to -21'C and from -30 to -19'C for days 357, 6 and 28 respectively. T6 values at 85 GHz

were higher than i9 and 37 GHz throughout the cooling period. However, it was not possible to

relate this behavior with the snow cover properties as the physical/electrical properties dataset

only starts on day 6. A possible cause for the T6's at 85 GHz to be so high could be the relatively

warrn snow/ice interface temperature (Tr¡) measured under thicker snowpacks. Increasing air

temperature increases the liquid water volume in the snow cover decreasing the difference

between vertical and horizontal polarization as wet snow has a theoretical AP of 0 (Matzler and

Huppi, 1989; Ganity, 1992).

During the wanning period, the slight increase in brightness temperatures in both I 9 and 37 GHz

was due to a combination of many factors. First, this period was marked by an abrupt end to the

desalination process that decreased the overall dielectric constant of the snow cover (dielectric

data is limited forthis period). Previous work by Langlois et al., (2007a) showed a desalination

rate of-0.12 ppt day-r that ended near the end ofthe cooling period. Such desalination decreases

the perrnittivity of the medium allowing for more emission from bottort snow layers (Langlois

and Barber, 2007b). Furthermore, the thickening snow cover raised the overall volume

temperature and wetness of the snowpack thereby increasing the emission of that particular layer

(e.g., Foster et al., 1984; Matzler and Huppi, 1989; Walker and Goodison, 1993; Hwang et al.,

2007). Variations were greater at horizontal polarization and wide incidence angle, as observed

in the cooling period and numerous studies ove¡ land and first-year sea ice (e.g., Hallikainen,

1989; Barber and LeDrew,1994; Derksen et a\.,2000; 2005). The increase between day 72 and
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day 84 was coincident with a significant increase in air temperature. Another increase was

measured on day 91; however this increase is a consequence of flooding that occurred within the

basal layers as mentioned previously. Such an intrusion of liquid water significantly increases

the microwave emission (e.g., Tiuri et al., 1984; Thomas and Barber, 1998) at L1 (Figure-4.14 a

and b). Generally, as the temperatures increased throughout the warming period, ÂP values

decreased until the end of the sampling period. Again, peaks in air temperatures were coincident

with significant decrease in AP as observed between around day 77 where the temperature wanrs

from -34 to -22"C (Figure-4.14). Furthermore, the decrease in 85 GHz duringthe earlier stages

of the wanning period was attributable to grain growth caused by an increase in available water

vapor (warmer temperatures) and a large temperature gradient in the snow pack. The volume

scattering triggered by such grain growth changed the ternporal evolution of T6 and was also

coincident with the transition between the winter cooling and warming periods (see Langlois er

al.,2007a). In addition, the increasing thickness of the snowpack was reflected in rising densities

in the top and middle layers, a change that had a direct effect on the permittivity and dielectric

loss at L5. Continuing increases in snowpack thickness and grain size (volurne scattering) caused

85 GHz brightness temperatures to remain low. Concordant with increasing temperatures, the

increased liquid fraction throughout the snow cover vertical profile in turn increased the density

and pennittivity in L5 (e.g., Lohanick 1993; Grody and Basist, 1996; Sokol et al., 1999;

Rosenfeld and Grody,2000) and decreased the polarization (Tiuri, 1984; Grenfell and Lohanick,

1985), thus decreasing the overall T6.
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4.5. Conclusions

4.5.1. Snow Properties

In this chapter I have characterized the fall to winter vertical evolution of thin and thick

snowpack physical properties and associated meteorological forcing over landfast first-year sea

ice. From these data, I showed that snow physical and thermal properties evolve according to

whether the system is categorized into 'cooling' or 'wanning' periods. During the cooling period

I observed only very small changes in the geophysical characteristics of the snowpack except for

salinity, which decreased throughout the cooling period. This snow desalination was stronger at

the bottom of thin snowpacks with a rate of *0.12 ppt.day-I. I could not compare this rate with

thick snow as that sampling started later in the season. Net shortwave and longwave radiation did

not appear to have a significant influence on either thin or thick snow covers with high variability

in Z1 and ZJ and low values for K1 and KJ. The warming period initiated signif,rcant changes in

the rnorphology of the snow grains for both thin and thick snowpacks. The rate of growth was

stronger under thick snowpacks (0.25 and 0.48 mm.day-' fo. thin and thick snow respectively)

where õT/6t, and &,/û. were larger (i.e. stronger vapor flow) and p* values near 0. The

concordant change in grain shape irnpacted on snow density and therefore on the therrnal

properties (Langlois and Barber,2007b) of the snow and ice volume.

With thick and heavy snowpacks, flooding can occur and its impact on vertical geophysical

properties is substantial. I showed that the input of seawater at the bottom of the snowpack

increased the vertical vapor pressure difference, initiating a strong vapor flow that increases the

grain size towards the surface. Although this feature is not cunently that common in the Arctic it
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may be a scenario of increasing interest if ice thickness is reduced, and snow thickness increased

in the future.

4.5.2. Passive Microwaves

I found that the seasonal pattern in T6 was quite different given the effect of cold versus warrt

thermal regimes and the associated presence of kinetic gowth grains. During the first half of the

winter, T6 was dictated by the desalination process, as the thickness did not yet play an important

role in volume scattering. Overall, the results showed that the variations in T6's for thin snow

over the cooling period were mainly attributable to changes in air temperature with fairly

constant snow physical properties. The thick snowpack properties also showed little variation

during the cooling period and brightness temperatures were again strongly linked to air

temperature.

Significant changes occurred in thin snow with increasing wetness and grain growth that

increased volume scattering. As temperatures increased, the amount of water in liquid phase in

the upper part of the snow cover increased the permittivity, which decreased the emissivity

contribution of the bottom part of the snowpack (decrease in T6). Thick snow was characterized

by significant changes in high frequency T6's, coincidently with increasing grain size (i.e.

increasing volume scattering), temperatures and liquid water content (increasing absorption).

Further changes occurred with flooding of the snow basal layers which significantly increased

microwave emission. Therefore, T6's were strongly linked to water content (approaching black
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body behavior), which is an irnportant result when investing the nature of SWE prediction

algorithm variations.

In conclusion, this chapter represents one of the most complete snow-on-sea ice winter properties

dataset available. I provided an acute understanding on the thermophysical and electrical

properties behavior throughout the cold and dry Arctic winter season. I also provided an

irnproved understanding of linkages between snow and passive microwave brightness

temperatures on longer term (i.e., seasonal scale), following the theoretical perspective provided

in Chapter 2. To strengthen our understanding of the system, the next chapter will look at short-

term variations (i.e., diurnal scale) in snow properties associated with daily atrnospheric pressure

variations and the impact of those changes on brightness temperatures.
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CHAPTER 5: DIURNAL TIME SCALES

Following the seasonal analysis from Chapter 4, this chapter focuses on short-term changes in

snow thermophysical properties and the associated brightness temperatures that can affect SWE

retrieval algorithrns. On a diurnal scale, weather systems such as low-pressure fronts can cause

sudden changes in snow temperature, grain size and brine volume, which in turn affect the

dielectric properties of the snowpack. A case study was conducted during the CASES project

where snow thermophysical/electrical properties were investigated throughout a diurnal cycle.

During this experiment, a low-pressure system (hereinafter referred as a low-pressure

disturbance, LPD) came through the area providing a unique chance to look at the impact of

shofi-tenn atrnospheric forcing mechanisnis on snow properties and microwave signatures.

Therefore, in this chapter I first provide background material on low-pressure disturbances in the

Arctic and an overuiew for the CASES period. I then describe the type of LPD that occurred

throughout our diurnal study, and the associated changes measured in snow properties and

brightness temperatures. Finally, I conclude with a discussion of the implications of this case

study on the broader issue of increased Arctic cyclogenesis and the response of the snow/sea ice

system. The material in this chapter was published in the peer review literature and can be found

in Langlois eÍ a\.,2007c.
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5.1. Low-Pressure Disturbances (LPDs)

5.1.1. Background

An increase in occurrence and intensity of low-pressure systems through polar regions is

expected (Lambert, 1995; McCabe et a\.,200I;Zhanget a1.,2004) and their accumulated impact

on the ocean-sea ice-snow-atmosphere interface has yet to be investigated thoroughly. Studies

have suggested that current temperature trends linked with climate change rnay allow more low

pressure systems with mid-latitude origin to track northward (McCabe et a\.,2001; Zhang eî al.,

2004). As these systems are generally associated with increased advection of warm air and

usually strong surface flow, they have the potential to significantly alter SWE predictions through

enhanced forced convection (changes in snow propertìes). Forced convection in snow, also

temed 'wind purrping' (Chapter 2), occurs when wind disturbances create variations in surface

pressure that can affect airflow within the snow (Colbeck, 1989). Diffusion and convection are

rnost likely to be enhanced by these variations, which in turn affect heat transfer and snow

metamorphisrn (Clarke eÍ al., 1987). Therefore, I speculated that the accumulated effects of

increased cyclogenesis will have an effect on the geophysics, thennodynamics and associated

radiative transfer through the snow sea ice system. These thennophysical modifìcations can lead

to changes in microwave signatures used for snow water equivalent (SUfE) estimation.

The atrnosphere irnparts changes on the geophysics of snow covered sea ice through mass, gas

and energy fluxes. Organized circulations of surface air are a result of a vertical cascade of

atmospheric motion, driven by the latitudinal gradient of atrnospheric density from the equator to

the pole and the influence of the rotation of the earth. Extratropical and Arctic low pressure

disturbances are of specific concern when studying cumulative effects at the surface as they result
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in the movertent of temperature and moisture northward over a given area (classically on the

eastern side of the disturbance in the Northern Hernisphere). With the advancement of a warm

boundary or'front', increased cloudiness, temperatures and wind speeds, as well as a wind shift

are observed at the surface. These characteristics have implications on sea ice growth and extent

(spatial and temporal), which is controlled by the surface energy balance and snow

thermophysical properties (Maykut, 1978; Barber et a1.,1994; Perovich and Elder, 2O0l; Sturm

et al., 2002; Langlois et a|.,2007a) thereby determining sea ice freeze-up and melt dates (e.g.,

Flato and Brown, 1996; Hanesiak ¿r a\.,1999).

A pattern in regional fonnation zones for LPDs in the northern latitudes does exist, though

frequency of cyclogenesis does vary with season (Serreze et al.,2001, Zhang eÍ a1.,2004). In the

context of the Canadian Arctic, the Gulf of Alaska and Baffin Bay are identified as prominent

formation zones, with a greater nurnber of disturbances originating from Alaska and extending

south-eastward, lee of the Rocky Mountains in Western Canada in summer. These findings

correspond with the results of Hudak eí al., (2002), where it was found that the majority of

intense low-pressure system tracks originated from the "Pacific" region befween the r¡onths of

June to November in the Southern Beaufort Sea. In winter, the majority of disturbances are

created east of Greenland, over the Barents Sea and Baffin Bay, with a noticeable maximum of

LPD generation remaining in lee of the Rocky Mountains (Serreze et a\.,2001). While regions of

cyclogenesis in northern latitudes vary minirnally frorn winter to summer, their intensities vary

greaTly (Zhang et al., 2004). Overall, LPDs that are generated in the winter are stronger than

those occurring during the summer season, and those that originate frorn extratropical latitudes

and track northward into the Arctic, particularly from oceanic origins, tend to be annually
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stronger than those generated locally (Serreze et al., 1988, Zhang et al., 2004). More

importantly, interannual variations in frequency and intensity suggest that a larger number of

more intense extratropical depressions have been migrating northward into Arctic regions over

the last sixty years (e.g., Hanesiak et al., 1997; McCabe et a\.,2001; Déry and Yau, 2002) and

more of these systems are to be expected in the Arctic in a near future (IPCC, 2001; Seneze eÍ

al., 2003 ; Barber and Hanesi ak, 2004).

The resulting surface energy balance variations can affect snow metamorphism, brine volume

migration, thereby affecting brightness temperatures through the electrical properties of the snow

cover (e.g., Carsey, 1992; Annstrong eÍ al., 1993; Barber et al., 1995). Many studies have

examined short-term variations of spring snow covered first-year sea ice (e.g., Yackel eÍ al.,

2001; Sturm et a|.,2002) but none have assessed the effect of winter low-pressure events on the

snow covered sea ice.

5.I .2. Overview During CASES

Several LPDs were obserued during the CASES overwintering study. We selected one as a case

study to examine the coupling between the cyclone and the geophysics/thennodynamics of the

snow covered sea ice system. From October 2003 to June 2004, a total of 42 LPDs were

documented in the CASES region, with 55% of those originating from the Ãrctic, 40o/o

originating from the Pacific, and 5o/o of the total originated from irregular sources where the most

synoptically active months were November and March. Early season disturbances developed and

terminated west of the ship location providing the Southern Beaufort Sea with wann and moist
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air from southern latitudes. This coincides with previous findings in our climatological

investigation, where it was found, especially during the rnonths of October and November, that

temperature and rnoisture over the Beaufort Sea were anomalously positive compared to previous

years. Conversely, in the late winter/early spring months, very little cyclonic activity was noted,

indicating a strong and persistent Arctic High for much of the period, allowing the advection of

frigid arclic air into the CASES region for much of this time and causing lower than nonnal

temperatures and moisture content. It is apparent that low-pressure systems affect the southern

Beaufon sea throughout the annual cycle.

5.2. Results from the Case Study

In our case study we examine the passage of a warrn boundary (small cyclone) from day 33 to 35

(February 2 to February 4,2004) during the CASES project. These small cyclones fonning over

open sea during the cold season within polar or arctic air masses are called "polar lows."

Typically several hundred kilometers in diarneter, and often possessing strong winds, polar lows

tend to fonn beneath cold upper-level troughs or lows when frigid arctic air flows southward over

a warm body of water. Polar lows last on average only a day or two. They can develop rapidly,

reaching maximum strength within 12 to 24 hours of the time of formation. They often dissipate

just as quickly, especially upon making landfall. In some instances several rnay exist in a region

at the same time or develop in rapid succession. In this particular case the driver of the warïn

boundary was not a closed circulation in itself, but an elongated area of lower pressure extending

eastward from the Gulf of Alaska to west of the Smith Arm of Great Bear Lake. However, based

on surface observations, this situation can be extrapolated for the purposes of this study to
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represent similar influences of wann sectors associated with closed low pressure circulations, and

as such, it is necessary to investigate the trends and origins of such disturbances. In the next few

sections, I will provide results on meteorological observations, snow properties and microwave

signatures (Section 5.2) during our case study. Discussion and conclusions will follow in

sections 5.3 and 5.4 respectively.

5.2.1. Meteorological Observations

The atmospheric pressure on day 32 was, on average, 1020 mbar until the low-pressure system

decreased the values slowly to an average of I 014 r¡bar on the morning of day 34 (between 0400

and 1200 on Figure-5.1 a). Air temperatures oscillated around -32 "C (Figure-5.1 b). A peak

was measured between the two first sets of snowpits (SP I and SP2) where the values increased

fronr an average of -32'C to -30'C at 13h00 local time. The most significant wanning occurred

overnight befween SP2 and SP6 where the maximum temperature reached -23.8 "C shonly

before 4h00 on day 34. The increase rate was in the order of +0.6 "C.h-l between 16h00 and

4h00, after which the temperatures remained stable at around -25 "C until the end of the

sarnpling period. Relative humidity increased slightly over the diurnal period (Figure-5.1 c) and

wind speed (rnaximum recorded at 4h00 on day 34 on Figure-5.1 d). A shift in wind dirêction

was also measured at the end of the depression where the direction varied from below 100" at

19h00 on day 33 to over 300" at 22h00 on the next day (Figure-5.I e). The total cloud cover

increased from 0 to 8 octas over day 33 and remained mostly covered until day 35 (Figure-s.1 Ð.
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Figure-5.1: Temporal evolution of hourly averaged a) atmospheric pressure, b) air temperature,
c) relative humidity, d) wind speed, e) wind direction and f) cloud amount.
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5.2.2. Snow

Thin and thick snow sarnpling occurred every 3 hours (Table-5.1) at the undisturbed site near the

ship (Chapter 3). The first measurements occurred at 12h08 local time on day 33 and were

continued until 6h40 on day 34. Concomitant to snow sampling, microwave radiometer

measurements were conducted between 30 and 70" of incidence angle (Table-5.1).

Table-S.1: Sampling times (local ship time) for thin/thick snow covers and surface based
radiometer (SBR) measurements.

SNOW
Flag Tl{lCK Tl-llN SBR

sPr 1208

sP2 I s00

sP3 I 800

sP4 2100

sP5 000s

sP6 0300

sP7 0605

I 250

1 525

r 830

2130

0035

0330

0640

n5l

1435

t735

2143

ZSJJ

0243

0538

5.2.2.1. Thin Snow

5.2.2.1.1. Physical and Electrical Properties

Snow volume temperatures in thin snow increased significantly throughout day 33 (Figure-5.2 a).

Values started at a minimum of -28"C and -24.4"C for both layer 6-4 (L6_4) and layer 2-si

(L2-si) respectively at 12h50, and maximum temperatures were reached at 00h35. On average,
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the wanning rate is in the order of +0.47"C . h-r for L6-4 and +0.43"C . h-r for L2-si. The

temperature difference between the top and the bottom of the snowpack was 7.1 oC, which

corresponds to a gradient of 1.2"C. cm-t compared to 0.65'C.cm-l on the last series of snowpits

(SP7 on Figure-5.1 a) on day 34.

Snow density was practically unchanged where small variations are due to the uncertainty with

the sampling rnethodology and natural small-scale variability. On average, density at the top of

the snowpack was 270 kg'n-3 and 240 kg.--' at the bottom. Salinity at both L4-2 and L6-4

increased befween day 34 and day 35 where values peaked frorn 8.3 to 18 ppt and 1.8 to 5.6 ppt

for L4_2 and L6-4 respectively. Values at L}-si remained high between 20 and 25 ppt without

following any particular trend (Figure-5.3 a). Brine volume increased for both L6-4 and L4-2

and reached a maximum at 3h00 where the values doubled. The most significant increase was

measured atL4_2 with an increase of 153 o/o between 12h50 on day 33 and 03h30 on day 34.

Values at the bottom L2-si varied between 1.2 % and 1.9 o/o with a minimum measured aT 15h25

and a nraximum at 18h30 on day 33 (Figure-s.3 b).
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Thin snow permittivity values remained relatively stable forL6_4 andL4 2 averaging 1.52 and

1.54 until 21h30 (Figure-5.4 a). The lowest value of 1.41 was recorded aT 15h25 at L2_si, then

increased until 21h30 where all layers had similar values aT 1.55, 1.51 and 1.50 at L6_4,L4 2

and L2_si respectively. A sharp increase was measured at L4_2 urntil the end of the sampling

period where values jumped from the average of 1.54 prior to 21h30 up to l.8l at 06h40 on day

34. Values af L6_4 and L2_si were similar to each other within 0.01. The dielectric loss was

very Iow atL6_4 as it increased by a factor of l0 at L4_2 from 0.004 at 12h50 on day 33 to a

maximum of 0.044 at 3h30 on day 34 (Figure-5.4 b). The values atL2 si remained relatively

stable oscillating slightly around an average of 0.051 .
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Figure-5.4: Thin snow modeled a) permittivity and b) dielectric loss temporal evolution.

5.2.2.1.2. Heat/Mass Transfer and Snow Metamorphisrn

The thennal conductivity of both bottom and top layers did not vary significantly throughout the

sarnpling period (Figure-5.5 a). Large variations were measured at L4_2 where fr. decreased until

21h30 (0.095 W.m-''K-'¡ and then increased significantly until the end of the sampling period,
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reaching a maximum of 0.258 W.m-l.K-1. Specific heat values remained unchanged in the top

layer (Figure-5.5 b). However, an increase was measured between 18h30 and 00h35 for both

L4-2 and L2-si where values reached a maximum of 2428 and 2928 J.kg-r.K-r. The values then

decreased signifrcantly to 2059 and 2021 J.kg-l.K-I, three hours later. Values of thermal

diffusivity were proportional to fr, for both L6_4 and L2_si with minimum values of 1.56 and

1.12'rct -t's-trespectively at 00h35 (Figure-5.5 c). Thermal diffusivity values at the rniddle

layer increased after 21h30 from I .5 to 2.96.10-i m2.s-r at 6h40 on day 34.

The average vapor flux was +1.5. 10-7 kg.m-2.s'' (*l- 0.78.1 0'¡ with positive values (gain in mass)

throughout the sampling period. Accordingly, snow grain size increased approximately I rnm2

(Figure-5.6) when values where at maximum measured at 6h40 on day 34 (5.69 mmt;. The

growth rate was approximately 0.053 mrr''h-' over the l8-hour period, suggesting a daily

increase of 1.28 mmt'day-' when applying a least squares linear relationship to the data. The

increase in grain size was coincident with increased saturation vapor pressure at the basal layer of

0.023 kPa throughout the sarnpling period with an R2 of 0.58.
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5.2.2.2. Thick Snow

5.2.2.2.1 . Physical and Electrical Properties

Thick snow volume temperatures increased throughout the vertical profile until 03h00 (not

shown here) where the maximum temperatures were reached at all layers (Figure-5.2 b). The

warming rate was higher near the snow cover surface where values increase by 0.5 oC.hr at Ll6-

14 compared to 0.2 oC.hl at L2-si. Maximum temperatures were reached at-177"C for L2-si

and -22.2"C for Ll 6-14. The temperature gradient was approximately linear between day 33 and
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day 34, however the strongest gradient was measured at 12h08 on day 33 (Figure-5.2b). The

difference between the top and the bottom of the snowpack was then I0 "C, which corresponded

to a gradient of 0.63 oC. cm-l compared to 0.44 oC. cm-l at the end of the sampling period on day

34.

Averaged snow density values remained high throughout the snowpack with the exception of

L2-si. The average value for L2_si is 233.96 kg.--' as it varied between 302.56 and 393.17

kg'*-' for the remainder of the veftical profile. Maximum salinity values were reached at 03h00

for all layers between L6_4 and L16_14 (Figure-5.7 a). Values at the bottom layers L4_2 and

L2_si remained high throughout the diurnal study with averages of 8.7 and i9.8 respectively.

Brine volume at L2_si decreased slightly until 18h00 on day 33 as the decrease was measured

until 21h00 atL4_/ (Figure-5.7 b). Afterwards, values increased until the end of the sarnpling

period for L2_si (69 % increase) whereas L4 2 was variable with a maximum value reached at

00h05.
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The permittivity values in thick snowpacks did not follow any significant trends throughout the

diurnal period (Figure-5.8 a). However, fwo distinct peaks are lneasured at 15h00 and 3h00 at

the surface layer Ll6_14 where the values reached 1.79 and l.T2respectively. The permittivity

at Ll0-8 and L2_si were relatively unchanged between 12h08 on day 33 and 00h05 on day 34

with a very small peak at 21h00 at both layers. A significant decrease was Íleasured at Ll0 8
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andL6-4 between 00h05 and 3h00 where the rninimum values were reached at 1.51 and 1.52

respectively. The dielectric loss was quite stable for the top two layers at a small average of

0.005 (Figure-5.8 b). Values atL6_4 peaked at 15h00 on day 33 to a dielectric loss close to 0.02.

A visible plateau is observed between 21h00 and 3h00 on day 34 ataround0.02, then decreased

back to values close to 0 at the end of the sampling period. The strongest variations were

measured at L2-si with a maximum value of 0.078 at I 8h00 and a minirnum of 0.037 recorded at

3h00.
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Figure-5.8: Thick snow modeled a) perrnittivity and b) dielectric loss tenrporal evolution.

5.2.2.2.2. Heat/Mass Transfer and Snow Metarnorphism

The thermal conductivity decreased in the layers Ll0_8 andL6_4 until 3h00 on day 34 whereas

values remained stable throughout the period for L2_si (Figure-5.9 a). The decrease was

significant between 00h35 and 3h00 where the minimum was reached at 0.1 and 0.07 W.m-r.K-r

forboth L-I0-8 andL6*4 respectively. Surface Æ" values were variable between 0.13 and0.27

W'm-r'K-r without following any apparent trend. Values of specific heat (Figure-5.9 b) were
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stable forthe near-surface layers as an increase was measured befween 15h00 and 18h00 atL2_si

(from 2150 to 2368 J.kg-r.K-r). Specific heat at layer L6_4 remained unchanged until 3h00

where a peak was measured increasing c. of over 500 J.kg-l.K-l to reach a maximum value for the

sampling period at 2604 J'kg-t'*-t. The peak was also measured at L4 2 and with smaller

amplitude at L8_6 (not shown on Figure-5.9 b). The thermal diffusivity followed the same trends

as measured for k. with a decrease at the middle layers and stable L2_si (Figure-5.9 c). I again

measured a significant decrease at 3h00 for L10 8 and L6 4 where the values reached the

minimum for the sampling period at 1.74 and 1.26 m'.s-' respectively.
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The average vapor flux was +1.93.10-7 kg'm-2.s-' ¡+/- 0.71'10-7) again with positive values (gain

in mass) throughout the sampling period (Figure-5.10). The total snow grain growth was

measured at approximately 1.8 mm2 and the maximum was reached at 3h00 (6.5 mm2). The

growth rate was 0.096 mm'.h-t corresponding to a daily growth of 2.3 mm'.day-'. The saturation

vapor pressure also increased accordingly at L2_si from 0.095 to 0.126 kPa at 3h00 where the

maximum grain size was reached. Both grain size and saturation vapor pressure were directly

proportional with a R2 value of 0.72.
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Figure-S.10: Thick snow grain size and vapor pressure temporal evolution.
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5.2.3. In-Situ Passive Microwaves

5.2.3.1. Thin Snow

The minimum brightness temperatures values over thin snow were reached at 14h35 after which

a significant increase of approximately 0.3 K.h-r was measured until 23h33 for both 19 and, 37

GHz (Figure-S.1 1 a,b, c and d). The vertical polarization (V-pol) values were higher throughout

the sampling period (average 4 K higher than H-pol measurelrents) and the difference between

19 and 37 GHz (AT6) was very small. Brightness temperatures at 85 GHz wanned up quicker

than 19 and 37 GHz until the maximum was reached at 23h33 (Figure-5.ll e and f). A

signifìcant decrease, in the order of 5 K in V-pol (Figure-5.1I e) and l0 K in H-pol (Figure-5.11

f), was measured at 2h43 for all incidence angles and both polarizations.

5.2.3.2. Thick Snow

Overall, the brightness temperatures at both 19 and 37 GHz increased throughout the diurnal

study (Figure-5. I I a, b, c and d) for thick snow incidence angles (53' and 70'). The maximum

values were reached at 23h33 for all frequency/polarizationlincidence angle combinations with a

warming rate of 0.34 and 0.4 K.h-l for 53o and 70o respectively. In the verticalpolarization, T6's

were higher at an incidence angle of 53" than they were at 30o in the horizontal polarization. As

we observed in thin snow covers, 85 GHz brightness temperatures decreased at 2h43 in both

polarizations (Figure-5.Il e and f). The decrease was of the same order of magnitude as

measured over thin snow (i.e. 5 K in the V-pol. and 10 K in the H-pol.).
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5.3. Discussion

5.3.1. Thin Snow Processes

The passage of a low-pressure system produced detectable changes in snow geophysical

properties including temperature and brine volume. The LPD gave rise to wind pumping, known

to change heat and mass transfer. Brine volume migrated upward within the air pores in L4_2 as

depicted in Figure-5.3 b. Concordantly, fr" increased signifrcantlybetween 21h30 and 6h40 since

brine volume thermal conductivity is close to ice (-1.6 and 2.2 W.m-r.K-t;, which is much higher
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than ko¡, aT -0.025 W'm-r'K-r (McKay, 2000; Pollard and Kasting,2005). Furthennore, the

migration of brine within a layer increased the specifìc heat until 00h35 (Pollack eÍ al., 2003).

Such increase is translated by a decrease in thermal diffusivity as more energy is used within one

layer (i.e. less available for diffusion). We observed this inversely proportional relationship on

Figure-5.5 b and c as the maximum c', values at 00h35 correspond to the minimum value of v"

(Yen, 1981; Sturm et a\.,1997). This concept is of prirnary importance due to its control on the

snow/ice interface temperatures (Sturm et al., 1997; Bartlett et al., 2004), which in turn can

greatly affect microwave emission and scattering mechanisms (Eppler,1992; Barber et a\.,1998).

This concept will be discussed in details in the following section.

We showed over the diurnal period that there was a detectable increase in grain size under a LPD.

Langlois et al. (2007a) measured growth rate of 0.25 mm2.day-' in thin snow covers (4-10 cm)

during the coldest season, a much lower value that what was measured in this study (1.28

mmt'day-';. The temperature gradients (Figure-5.2 a) we measured in this study (maximum of

1.2 "C' cm-l at 12h50) are sufficient to induce snow grain metamorphism, which seemed to occur

throughout our sampling period (e.g., Bergen, 1968; Colbeck, 1982, 1993). Interestingly,

Colbeck (1980) showed that a local ternperature gradient as small as l0-2 oC.cm-l could result in

a grain growth of 0.1 mm. We speculate frorn this results that grain growth may be episodically

large under the influence of LPD's and that the accumulation of many LPD events may have a

cumulative effect on the rnid pack snow grains, and through this on the surface albedo.

The vapor flux was on average +1.5.10-7 kg'm-2.s-I, which positive value suggests a gain in mass

(Sturnt and Benson, 1997), but no other data set provides such data over first-year sea ice.
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However, work done by Sokratov and Maeno (2000) suggest that our vapor flux values fall

within the range of what they measured over land. Since the diurnal period occurred in the

cooling period (see Langlois et al., 2007a), we looked at the vapor flux values under high-

pressure systems to see if anydifferences existbetweenthetwo cases. Between day 57 and62,a

high-pressure system was located over the region and concordant snowpit analysis showed vapor

fluxes of -1.22'10-7 kg'm-2.s-l suggest a loss of mass due to sublimation (Sturm and Benson,

1997; Baunach et al., 2001). We also calculated the vapor flux between days 37 and41 where

another important high-pressure system resulted in vapor flux values oscillating around 8.10t

kg'm-z's-I. Since both systems resulted in lower vapor pressure values than under a LPD, we can

speculate that the vapor flux is accelerated by low-pressure systems. We note that further

investigations are required to further refine this speculation. However, the temperature gradient

between day 37 and 41 were lower (average of 1.22 and 0.98 oC.cnr-r through L6_4 and L2_si

respectively) than recorded on the previous sno\¡/ sampling set on day 3l (average of 2.35 and2.1

oC'crn-l). Assuming an accelerated vapor flux, snow grain kinetic growth is expected to increase

(Albert., 2002).

5.3.2. Thick Snow Processes

The upward brine rnigration measured in thin snow covers was also measured in thick snow as

shown in Figure-5.7 b. There is no evidence of increasing permittivity and dielectric loss

(Figure-5.8 a and b) in the middle layers due to discrepancies in the density rneasurements

affecting the dielectric calculations. The variations measured in the density values were too large

to be natural thereby significantly affecting the dielectric calculations. The decrease at Ll0 8
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andL6-6 is due to abnormal low-density measurements at 3h00. However, values at Ll6_14 and

L2-si did increase at the end of the sampling period between 00h05 and 6h05. The increase in

brine was measured atL4-2 and L2-si, but the impact on thermal conductivity was only noticed

at L2-si with a slight increase between 00h05 and 6h05. The effect of brine migration was

mostly noticed through specific heat, which values at L4_2 peaked at 3h00 (Figure-5.9 b). As

observed in thin snow, the thennal diffusivity decreased accordingly and reached its minimal

value for the diurnal period.

Thick snow grain growth rate was measured at 0.5 -mt.day-' by Langlois et al. (2007a) during

the same period and location, and again this value is much lower than what we measured under

the LPD at2.3 mntt'day-'(Figure-5.10). The average temperature gradient 0.5 "C.cm-r during

the duration of the sampling period, a value well above what is necessary to trigger temperature

gradient metarnorphism (-0.25 to 0.3 oC. crn-r in Colbeck, 1983; Stunn eî al., ZO02). The

average vapor flux was +1.94'10-7 kg.rn-2.s-|, higher than what was obseryed in thin snow.

However, no physical data were available for thick snow to calculate a comparable vapor flux

under a high-pressure system during this period. It is not surprising to have higher vapor flux

values in thick snow covers due to the greater arnount of liquid water content (e.g., Sturm and

Johnson, 1991;Zhekamukhova, 2004). Due to the high rate of grain growth, it can be assumed

that the LPD accelerated kinetic growth as observed in thin snow.
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5.3.3. Snow Properties and T6 Variations

During our sarnpling period, the temperature gradients remained linear, but more brine was

available throughout the night with maximum air temperatures. The brine volume migration

increased the permittivity and dielectric loss of the snow. The sensitivity of dielectric properties

to increasing brine volume is well understood (e.g., Tiuri et al., 1984; Carsey, 1992; Eppler,

1992), however no dataset has yet shown that this migration could occur over a single diurnal

period in the middle of the arctic winter.

The microwave response did not appear to capture the observed increase in grain size, or at least

it was masked by a corresponding increase in microwave emission due to increased brine volume.

In either case the 19 and 37 GHz frequencies both showed a small increase in brightness

temperature overthe diumal period (Figure-5.11 a to d). Interestingly, there was a decrease of 5

K at 85 GHz vertically polarized and 10 K in the horizontal polarization at 2h43 where the basal

layer snow grains were at their maximum size. However, it is not likely that grain size explains

the variations in 85 GHz Tb's since large grains were also present on the previous snowpit

sanrpling (SP4) without measuring any changes in the 85 GHz brightness temperatures.

However, coincident to this decrease in 85 GHz Tb's, we measured maximum values in salinity

and brine volume (i.e. high permittivity and dielectric loss). The increasing permittivity

decreased the emission contribution from the brine-rich basal layer that will decreases the overall

brightness temperature (e.g., Tiuri et a\.,1984; Walker and Goodison, 1993;Barber eî a\.,2003),

confirming the high sensitivity of high frequencies to small increase in liquid water fraction and

brine in the snow.
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5.4. Conclusion

Our intention in exarnining this case study was to l) document the geophysical, and

thermodynamic response of snow over landfast first-year sea ice to a low pressure system and 2)

determine whether microwave radiometry could detect the changes imparted by this low pressure

system on the snow/sea ice geophysics. We showed that grain size changed over the study period

at the bottom of both thin and thick snowpacks. We speculate that the LPD imparted a

sufficiently strong effect on grain metamorphism that these systems could be considered as

forcing episodic increases in grain size due to kinetic grain growth. The accur¡ulation of several

episodes of large rates of grain growth, from rnany LPDs , frãy be a significant seasonal feature of

cyclones over snow covered sea ice due to the control this will have on radiative transfer in the

spring. We note however that these grain size changes were not large enough to be detected by

microwave radiometry directly. We speculate that this was because the absolute grain size

increase had less of an effect that the concomitant increase in permittivity and loss (due to

increased brine volume) at 19 and 37 GHz. It is diffrcult to compare both thin and thick snow

from a passive microwave response perspective, as the incidence angles are not the same.

However, at both low and high incidence angles (30' to 45o over thin; 55' to 70o over thick), 85

GHz did respond to increasing salinity and brine volume in the middle layers of the snowpack

due to the corrbined influence of wind pumping (common under low-pressure systerns) and Iow-

to-medium temperature gradient. The maximum brine volume was reached between 3h00 and

3h30 on day 34 where the brightness temperature at 85 GHz did decrease significantly at both

polarization. It was also shown that the snow grain growth rate is larger under the influence of a

LPD. Rates of 1.28 and 2.3 mmz.day-' for thin and thick snow were measured between day 33

and34 whereas previous work indicate rates of 0.25 and 0.5 mm'.day-' respectively.
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It is an open question as to the possibility to detect LPD influences on the snow/sea ice

geophysics at a satellite remote sensing scale. Our in situ observations suggest that 85 GHz data

can detect the increased grain size and or increased brine volume. We can assume that stronger

cyclonìc events might be needed to detect the changes in snow thermophysical properties from a

passive microwave spaceborne instrument such as AMSR-E, which resolution is 12.5 km.

Furthermore, the amplitude of the change might allow detection at lower frequencies such as 19

and 37GHz. At this scale, the changes would still occur, but the spatial features (ridges, cracks,

leads) rnight play a more important role in the microwave emission due to sub-pixel scale effects.

I see this research as providing a first-step in understanding the role of cyclones in modifying

snow and sea ice geophysics and the associated effects on gas, mass and energy transfer across

the ocean-sea ice-atmosphere interface. As we Írove into the decades ahead we can expect

cyclones to play an increasingly important role in the climate of fast and marginal sea ice zones.

Over the last two chapters, I have highlighted the linkages between snow thennophysical and

electrical properties with passive microwaves. I have shown that seasonal (Chapter 4) and

diumal processes (this chapter) affect to different arnplitudes, passive microwave brightness

temperatures. The knowledge and data provided in these chapters allows me to now develop a

snow water equivalence algorithm using in-sittt snow and T6 measurements and discuss the

limitations associated with its application. Thus, in the next chapter, I investigate the

development of candidate SWE algorithms for different snow thickness, which I then apply to

satellite remote sensing in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 6: DEVELOPMENT OF A SNO\ry WATER

EQUIVALENT (SWE) ALGORITHM FROM IN-SITU DATA

In chapters 4 and 5, I established the linkages between snow thermophysical/electrical properties

and in-sittt passive microwave scattering and emission mechanisms on both short- and long-term

scales. The understanding of those linkages is of primary importance in order to develop SWE

algorithms and discuss their limitations. Hence, in this chapter, I provide results on the

development of snow water equivalent algorithms over seasonally thin and thick snow as well as

over a variable snow thickness. I then provide a validation and comparison with existing

algorithms that were developed using both in-siîu and satellite data and discuss the various

processes that explain the differences observed. The material in this chapter has been published

in the peer reviewed literature in Langlois et a\.2007b and Langlois and Barber 2007a.

6.1. Algorithm Development

To develop new SWE statistical algorithn.rs, I used a rnultiple regression analysis with two

independent variables (SWE and To;,) and one dependent variable (brightness temperatures, T5). I

tested the SWE predictions using other temperature cornbinations such as temperature gradient

and snow/ice interface temperature (T.i), but air temperature always provided the best

predictions. I evaluated the nonnality of To¡,, SWE and the associated brightness temperatures

using a Lilliefors test for goodness of fit. Furthermore, I will explain later why I did not use the

normalized brightness temperature difference (AT6) commonly referred to in the literature as a

good proxy for snow thickness.
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I showed in Chapter 4 that brightness temperatures from thin to thick snow covers are quite

different, but no threshold was clearly identified. The analysis from Langlois et al., (2007b) did

not provide information of the threshold since it focused on seasonally thin (< 40" of incidence

angle) and thick (> 55' of incidence angle) snow covers separately as well as looking at the effect

of incidence angle and polarization on the development of the algorithms. Between 40 and 50",

the snow thickness was not constant within the SBR field of view (Chapter 3), therefore was not

used in the analysis. To provide a potential threshold, I needed to cornbine both thin and thick

snow analysis at one incidence angle. At 53" and above, snow started thin, and then evolved in

thickness whereas values at incidence angles below 40o remained thin throughout the study

period (Figure-3.5). The thin to thick snow transition was then found between 53 and 70o, but

only the range 53 - 54o is found on the cunent satellite passive microwave sensors. Nonetheless,

the effect of incidence angle on SWE algorithrn development is still unknown and needed to be

clarified. Thus, this chapter first explores the effect of incidence angle on SWE algorithm

development over thin (< 40", Section 6.1.1) and thick (> 55o, Section 6.1.2) snow covers. Then,

a SWE algorithrn is developed at using the same rnethodology at incidence angles applicable to

satellite remote sensing in tenns of a measured thickness threshold between thin and thick snow

covers (53o, Section 6.1.3).

6.1 .1 . Thin Snow (30 " - 401

As mentioned above, low incidence angles sarnpled thin snow throughout the season (<10 cm).

Thin snow can be found anywhere at anytirne in the Arctic, therefore a SWE algorithm needed to

be developed. From the nonnality score results, a candidate algorithm was proposed at
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horizontally polarized 19 GHz brightness temperatures with an incidence angle of 40" (19H40).

Using multiple regression analysis on the dependent variable (T6) and independent variables (To¡,

and SWE), the following algorithm provided the best SWE predictions with measu rcd, in-siîu

data:

swErrrN - Vrlgr-l on -zll.ol -0.577"i,)

-1.15
[eq. 6.1]

The comparison between modeled and measured SWE showed a good correlation with an R2 of

0.7 (RMSE : +l- 4.02 mm) and a slope of 0.76 (Figure-6.1 a). The temporal evolution of the

residuals showed less scatter during the cold period than the wann period (lower dielectric

constant in the cold period), which was divided on day 57 (Figure-6.1 b). The measured

variations ín o/o can be explained by sliglrt spatial variability of snow thickness in the thin snow

sampling area (Langlois el a\.,2007b). Furthermore, the radiometer's ground fìeld of view was

much larger than a snowpit (approximately 0.4 x 0.4 m). For example, over a thin snow cover, a

difference between 4 crn and 6 cm in snow thickness can create difference up to 5 to l0 rnrn in

SWE (up to 50 %) depending on the density of the rnissing thickness. As the sarnpling was

arranged so that only thin snow covers were sampled, srnall variations in spatial thickness

distribution will cause errors in SWE predictions.
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6.1.2. Thick Snow (55 "- 70)

For seasonally thick snow covers, wide incidence angles were used again due to the snow

distribution around the SBR location (see Chapter 3). From the normality test in the thick snow

covers, the horizontally polarized brightness temperatures at 55o of incidence angle (19H55) was

used in order to retrieve thick snowpacks SWE values. I use multiple regression with SWE and

air temperature to propose the following algorithrn to estimate SWE for thick snow covers:

Sl'l/Er,,,q =
(Tt,19 H s,. - 235.33 - 0.437,,i, )

leq.6.21
0.1
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Using the above algorithm, very good agreement between the measured and modeled SWE was

measured ß2:0.94 and RMSE : +l-29 mm in Figure-6.2 a). The slope of 1.05 indicated very

little bias from our proposed algorithm. The temporal evolution of the residuals between the

measured and the modeled SWE showed stronger variations in the warming period between day

58 and 127 (Figure-6.2 b), which were concordant with increasing temperatures as the liquid

water from melting affects the T6 signatures significantly (e.9., Lohanick and Grenfell, 1986;

Walker and Goodison, 1993; Markus and Cavalieri, 1998; Singh and Gan, 2000; Pulliainen and

Hallikainen,200l; Barber et a1.,2003). The minimum differences between measured and

modeled SWE were found during the coldest period of the sampling period between day 57 and

day 67.

In both thin and thick snow covers, 19 GHz in the horizontal polarization showed better

correlation with SWE when compared to 37 GHz. However, predictions at 3l GHz were

statistically significant and one could use the same approach using this frequency with decent

predictions. Furthermore, I used the same approach using the normalized brightness

temperatures between 37 and 19 GHz (ÂT6) as the dependent variable instead of T6, but the

results on the SWE prediction were not as good. This AT6 is normally used for SWE retrieval

over land, but the concept over sea ice more cornplicated since the relatively thin snow does not

provide a good contrast between 19 and 37 GHz.
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6.I .3. Seasonally Evolving Snow ThÌckness (53 ")

In Chapter 4, I did not include brightness temperatures at Brewster angle since the analysis was

developed in order to apply the SWE algorithrn over thin and thick snow cover separately

(Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2). Though, as mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, I needed an

analysis providing an evolving snow thickness (with identified threshold) at 53o. To do so, the

snow analysis needed to be different since the coupling of evolving snow thickness with

brightness temperatures was required in order to identify a threshold between the two thickness

regimes. To develop this algorithm, the snow cooling period was separated in two clustered (C)

periods (Cl and C2) and the warming period was also separated in two periods (C3 and C4). The

reason for this is depicted in Figure-6.3 a and b where one can clearly distinguish 4 different

'regimes' in the SWE/Tb relationship at 53o.
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Both C 1 and C2 brightness temperatures increased with increasing SWE, whereas C3 and C4 Tu

decreased with increasing SWE. The 'switch' occurred between C2 and C3 at a median

thickness value of 24 cm (33 mm of SWE on Figure-6.4).
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Figure-6.4: Ternporal evolution of snow thickness (cm) at 53" of incidence angle.

Using a sirnilar methodology as in Section 6.1 .l and Section 6.1.2,Lapplied a multiple regression

analysis on C I and C2 separately frorn C3 and C4 usìng one of air, surface, or snow/ice interface

temperatures along with the SWE as independent variables (Table-6.1a and b) and a cornbination

of frequency and polarization as the dependent variable.

In general, better-fit results were found during Cl and C2 using the vertical polarization signal at

both 19 and 37 GHz. For Cl and C2 snow, the 19 GHz v-pol signal with To;. gives the best

results (Table-6.1 a) whereas results C3 and C4 obtained better results using the 37 GHzv-pot

signal with Tu;'. (Table-6.1 b).

138l8363
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a)

Table-6.1: Correlation coefficient between air, surface, snow/ice interface temperatures and
temperature gradient witli I 9 and 37 GHz for a) C I and C2 periods and b) C3 and C4 periods.

)
Multiple Regression R- values f'or C I and C2

Tair Tsurface Tsi Tair-Tsi
lgv 0,8I 0,80 0,80 0,g t

191-1 0,ó I 0,61 0,59 0,65
37V 0,81 0,80 0,19 0.80
37H 0.77 0.76 0.72 0.78

A significant relationship was also found using the Tui, - T.i, gradient but To¡, is much easier to

retrieve from a weather station, regional reanalysis or satellite datasets (see Chapter 7). My best-

fit SWE prediction algorithrn then becomes:

b)

Ír;t,tÍ: - 
Tn-rr,' - 0'247,,ù - 219'54

2.29 ) [eq. 6.3]

for0< SWE<33 mm, -30.3 <T" <-5 o C and 246<Tb<288 K and

Multiple Regression I€ values l.or C3 antl C4

Tair Tsurface Tsi Tair-Tsi
l9v 0,75 0,75 0,74 0,J5
l9TI 0,13 0,13 0,13 0.22
37V 0,80 0,80 0,80 0,81
37H 0.67 0.67 0,66 0,68
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Tn_r* i 0.0IT"¡,. - 309.69
SWE = [eq. 6.a]

- 0.9

for33 < SWE< 55 mm, -30.3 <To <-5 o C and 256<Tb<280K.

The pair of algorithms accumulate snow using [eq. 6.3] until SWE reaches 33 mm at which point

it switches to [eq. 6.4), valtd up to 55 mm. This range of application is typical of snow thickness

distributions on first-year sea ice (lacozza and Barber 2001). Coupling our algorithms to the

annual in-situ measurements, I obtained a correlation (R2) of 0.95 (RMSE of +l- 3.25 mm, m:
1.007) for the period from Decernber to May (Figure-6.5).

Modeled SWE using in-situ measured air telllperature

R2:0.95
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These results provide a significant improvement over previous research in the range for which the

algorithrns are valid. The predicted values shown in Figure-6.5 are typical for a snow thickness

evolution of 0.50 cm day-l between day 344 and 127 with air temperatures below -5 o C

throughout the period.

6.2. Comparison

I compared our results from Section 6.1.3 with other SWE prediction algorithms published in the

literature. I focused on two algorithrns that apply to in-situ measurements of snow over sea ice

(Barber et al. 2003 and Section 6.1.2) and two for satellite measurements (Markus et al. 2006,

Cavalieri and Comiso 2004).

6.2.1. In-Situ Algorithms

Research done by Barber et al., (2003) also used a multiple regression solution based on

temperatures to produce a prediction of SWE. Interestingly, they too found better results using a

single frequency and polarization (37 GHz, h-pol) based on the surface-based radiometer data so

that:

7,,37 H ._ - 264.301 - 0.726. 7,i,.
çrr/E - 

¿' :)¿rrL- 
o.ol4 ' feq. 6.5]

I obtained poor results after testing this algorithm against our in-situ measurertents of SWE. The

algorithm was most acußate during the C2 and C3 periods only in the range of snow thickness
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for which it was developed. Predictions underestimated measured SWE by approximately 50 %o

throughout C2 and C3.

The shortcomings observed are likely due to the short seasonal development of the algorithm,

conducted between April 29th and May 8th when snow thickness varied between 9 and 29 cm. It

is for reasons such as this that this work focuses on the whole seasonal evolution of the

snowpack, valid over a variety of snow thickness and air temperatures, encompassing the period

used in Barber et al., (2003).

From the algorithrns in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 (Langlois et a1.,2007b), I obtained the rnost

significant results by distinguishing thin and thick snow cover but no threshold value was

identified. I applied the thin snow SWE algorithm to Cl and C2 as:

swÐrrrrN - \T,,r9 H 
0,,,, - 277 .ol - 0.s7 7,,, )

feq. 6.6]
- l.l5

When using this algorithm at the Brewster angle, I obtained reasonable results, with an R2 of

0.68. The algorithm overestimated C1 SWE (by approxirnately 31 o/o) and dramatically

underestimated those in C2.

swEr,,,"o =
(Tt,l9H s," -235.33 -0.437"i,)

0.1
leq.6.7l
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When applying the thick snow algorithm (to C3 and C4),1also obtained poor results due to the

limited range of thickness upon which the algorithm was based. The predicted values

overestimated our measured values by a factor of 10. Furtherrnore, the incidence angle in their

study was different than the one in this work, a complication that can cause significant

differences in the brightness temperatures, especially in the wanner period (e.g., Tiuri, l9B4;

Eppler, 1992; Powell et a1.,2006).

6.2.2. Satellite Algorithms

Markus et al., (2006) used satellite based AMSR-E brightness temperatures accounting for ice

(Tb-ICE) and open-water (Tb-OW) brightness temperatures and ice concentration (C) (Markus

and Cavalieri 2000):

Tn_r.r, = C .Tn_tco + (1 - C) .Tn_rrr, 
, leq. 6.8]

In our case, the sampling area was located

et a\.,2007a), which covered 100 % of the

in a smooth pan of landfast first-year sea ice (Langlois

Franklin Bay region so that:

7,,-rr, = T¡-tcE , [eq. 6.9]

In Markus et al., (2006), the spectral-ratio difference in brightness temperatures between 19 and

37 GHz (GR) in the vertical polarization was analysed, such that GRrcE: GR from [eq. 6.10]:
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r-n _Tt,37V -Tt,19V
Tt,37V +Tt,79V' [eq. 6.10]

Snow depth (/e.') was then retrieved using:

h,[cmJ:2.9 - 782.GR,

The coeff,rcients in [eq. 6.11] are from the AMSR-E sensor (Comiso, 2003). This algorithm was

developed in the Antarctic so that it can only be applied over first-year sea ice in the Arctic due to

the sirnilar brightness temperatures signatures between multi-year sea ice and deep snow. When I

applied this equation to our in-situ measurements, I obtained poor thickness predictions, with

negative values in 56 o/o of the cases. Otherwise, the algorithm underestimated thickness in all

Cl, C2, C3 and C4 periods, confirming the observation that brightness temperature difference

mìght not appropriate over first-year sea ice (Amstrong and Brodzik,200l; Barber et a\.,2003;

Foster et a\.,2005; Langlois er a\.,2007b).

Another satellite-based algorithm, developed by Cavalieri and Comiso (2000), also used feq. 6.9

and 6.10], but with different coefficients. Snow depth was retrieved using:

h,[cmJ:-2.34-77].GR,

[eq. 6.1 1]

feq.6.t2l

This algorithm did not perform better than that developed by Markus et al., (2006), with negative

thickness values in 84 % of our measurements and a greater underestimation in the positive

values. Again, these algorithms were developed using AMSR-E brightness temperatures data
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that can be significantly different than SBR measurements due to the contribution of various

spatial features in a 12.5 km pixel compared to the protected area where our measurements

occurred. This issue of mixed-pixel measurements will be addressed later in Chapter 7.

6.3. Conclusions

6.3.1. Seasonally Thin and Thick Snow Algorithms

In both thin and thick snow covers (Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2), lg GHz in the horizontal

polarization showed better correlation with SWE when compared to 37 GHz. I used the same

approach using the normalized brightness temperatures between 37 and 19 GHz (37-lg),but the

results on the SWE predictions were not as good in both cases. During the cooling period, the

snowpack was characterized by very little changes in thermophysical properties (Chapter 4). The

results showed that the variations in T6 for thin snow (< 40') over the cooling period were mainly

attributable to changes in air temperature with fairly constant snow physical properties. The

warming period was characterized by significant changes in high frequency T6, coincidently with

increasing grain size (i.e. increasing volurne scattering), ternperatures and liquid water content

(increasing absorption). The thick snowpack (> 50") properties also show little variation during

the cooling period and brightness temperatures were again strongly linked to air temperature.

Significant changes occurred during the warming period with flooding of the snow basal layers

that significantly increased microwave ernission. Therefore, T6 were strongly linked to water

content (towards a black body behavior), which furthers our understanding of our SWE

prediction variations.
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The algorithm over thin snow covers used 1g+4o (Section 6.1.1) as the best

frequency/polarizafionlincidence angle combination for multiple regression with Tu¡¡ ând swE.

Throughout the observational period, good correlation was found for this algorithrn when

compared with field data. The algorithm performed better during the cold and dry period due to

very limited metamorphism during this period. The differences were attributed to the variations

in Toi. and snow wetness, which affects the T6 without affecting significantly the SWE values.

Scale difference (spatial heterogeneity) between the radiometer (m2) and the snow pit (crn2) had

also played a role in the SWE prediction variations.

The same statistical approach was used to retrieve SWE from thicker snowpacks (Section 6.1.2).

Results showed that the 19H55 combination gave the best predictìon results. validation of the

proposed algorithm also showed significant results between the observed and modeled data. I

explain the prediction errors with sudden variations in air temperature and flooding (starting on

day 9l) that significantly increased the T6. Furthemore, spatial heterogeneity in snow thickness

also contributed in the swE prediction variations (Derksen er a:.,2005) since the radiometer

measured thick snow cover emissivity at wide incidence angles (50 to 70o) when compared to

thin snowpacks (30 to 40.).

Generally, my proposed algorithms from Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 performed quite well

throughout the study period using all the diumal data morning, noon and afternoon measurements

(algorithm developed using morning data only). The performance of both algorithms was

stronger at cold temperatures, where snow metamorphisrn is not a determining factor in changing

swE values (Langlois et al-' 2007a). From the algorithmic perspective, the sensitivity to air
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temperature decreased with increasing snow thickness. Variation in air temperature ove¡ thin

snow covers had a greater impact on the variations when compared with thick snow covers. For

example, with a constant measured SWE value, an sudden increase of lQ.C in To¡, means an

uncertainty of approximately 45 Yo over thin and 77 o/o over thick snowpacks. This is why the

most important variations occurred in the transition seasons (fall-winter and winter-spring) where

the air temperatures vary on a daily basis.

6.3.2. Variable Thickness Snow Algorithnt

In Section 6.1.3, I evaluated the impact of seasonal snow thennophysical properties on the

brightness temperatures at an incidence angle of 53" for both 19 and37 GHz. I found that the

seasonal pattern in T6 was quite different given the seasonally variable thermal regirne that

affects snow thennodynamic processes such as kinetìc growth. During the first half of the winter

(Cl and C2),Tb was dictated by desalination processes, as thickness did not yet play an important

role in volume scattering (Figure-6.3). In the latter part of the winter, significant changes

occumed in the snow with increasing grain growth and consequent volume scattering. As

temperatures rose, the amount of liquid water in the upper part of the snow cover increased the

permittivity, which decreased the emissivity contribution of the bottom part of the snowpack

(decrease in Tu).

I developed a seasonal SWE retrieval algorithm over first-year sea ice valid from 0 to 55 mm for

a temperature range between -30.3 and -5 oC. I showed in Chapters 4 and 5 that different snow

thickness behaves quite differently thermodynarnically on short- and long-terms, thereby
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affecting the snow microwave emissivity. For an evolving snow cover, I identified a snow

thickness at which a different algorithrn is needed to retrieve SWE prediction values (33 mm of

SWE). The combination of both algorithms was necessary and provided a seasonal SWE

predictionR2of0.95. Thisisasignificantadvanceoverpreviousresultsandiscurrentlytheonly

seasonally valid SWE algorithrn for application over first-year sea ice.

I compared our algorithm with existing in-sittt and satellite products and achieved superior

results. The main shortcoming of previous work seems to be due to the limited thickness and

temperature ranges over which earlier algorithms were developed. Further complications in the

use of satellite data arise frorn the radiometry physics that must account for such factors as the

atmospheric upwelling and downwelling contributions on Tu (e.g., Matzler, 1992; Kerr and

Njoku, 1990). Furthermore, the satellite algorithrns are constrained by large 12.5 x 12.5 km

pixels that, in addition to the spatial variability of snow thickness, encompass a variety of spatial

features such as ice ridges and re-frozen leads. Ice roughness affects brightness temperatures,

and its potential effect on the application of the algorithm proposed in Section 6.1.3 to satellite

remote sensing is addressed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 7: SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING oF SNow

\ryATER EQUIVALENT (SWE)

In Chapter 6, I developed snow water equivalence algorithms using fu-sit¿r surface based

radiometers and snow Íreasurements. In the conclusions, I discussed the applicability of the

algorithms from Section 6.1.3 to satellite passive microwave data. Thus, as mentioned in

Chapters 1 and 2, the difference in scale from in-sit¿l measurements to satellite signatures

represents one of the main challenges in SWE retrievals due to the atmospheric contributions to

T6 and the spatial heterogeneity of snow thickness and ice roughness (i.e. different processes

affecting different scales). These limitations are minimal in surface based radiometer (SBR)

Íleasurements since the atmospheric contribution to the antenna is rather low and the footprint

(see Chapter 3) very small (low spatial heterogeneity). Therefore, in this chapter I evaluate the

performance of the algorithm developed in Chapter 6 when applied to AMSR-E satellite data

using measured in-situ SWE measurements and discuss the differences observed. Also, I explore

the effect of surface roughness on SWE predictions using a combination of satellite passive and

active microwave rneasurements.

7.1. SWE Algorithms

I employed the SWE algorithms developed in Langlois and Barber, (2007a) using ir-sllzl SBR

passive microwave data coupled with ancillary seasonal snow thermophysical properties (see

Chapter 6). This algorithm adjusts for evolving snow thickness using a combination of two
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multiple regression-based algorithrns valid over the range -30

mm given as:

SLT/E =
T n_.,n,, - 0.247"i, - 219.54

<T"<-5 oCand0<SWE<55

[eq.7.1]2.29

for0<SWE<33mm, -30.3 < T" < -5 o C and 246 <Tb < 288 K and

SII/E =
- 0.9

for 33 < SWE < 55 mm,

Tn_r* I 0.014,¡, -309.69
feq.7.2l

-30.3 < To < -5 o C and 256 < Tb < 280 K.

From the above equations, air temperatures are required to predict SWE and in-situ air

temperatures were available through the CASES period (Langlois et al., 2007a and b). For

satellite remote sensing applications, I compared in-situ meteorological tower measurements with

MODIS ice surface temperatures and the modeled North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR)

2-m air temperature data in order to decide which of the two products would be the most

appropriate for [eq. 7.1 and 7 .2].

7.1 .I . In-situ Meteorological Tower

The ín-sittt values of To¡, were taken from a meteorological tower that was maintained on the ship

throughout the CASES overwintering mission. The ship was equipped with an AXyS

Automated Voluntary Observation Ship (AVOS) systern on the roof of the wheelhouse away

from all disturbances caused by the proximity of the ship (see Chapter 3). The AVOS system is

an interactive environmental reporting system that transmitted hourly weather conditions.
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Temperatures (air and sea surface), pressure, wind speed, wind direction, and current GPS

location were updated every l0 minutes and averaged daily.

7.1.2. MODIS

MODIS/Aqua Daily L3 Global 4km EASE-Grid ice surface 'skin' temperatures (IST) were

retrieved for the AMSR-E pixels locations from Chapter 3 and assumed to be equal to air

temperatures. I averaged the ternperatures values of 3 x 3 pixels encompassed within each

AMSR-E pixel. The MODIS data algorithrn uses a Nonnalized Difference Snow Index (NDSI)

modified for sea ice to distinguish sea ice from open ocean based on reflective and thermal

clraracteristics (Hall et a\.,2007). The ice surface temperature data are expressed in Kelvin using

local calibration data. The algorithm assumes that sea ice is snow covered and that snow

dominates the reflectance characteristics. Furthermore, a cloud mask algorithm distinguishes

clouds from ice in the output product (Hall, 2004). Accuracy of IST is estimated to be 0.3 to 2.1

K over the 245-270 K range for all ice types (Key et al., 1997). MODIS Airborne Sirnulator

(MAS) data and campaign field data are currently used to establish bounds for MODIS IST

accuracy. I retrieved the average temperatures over a 3200 km2 area within Franklin Bay

(average over l0 x 20 pixels at 4 krn resolution).

7.1.3. North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR)

Finally, I also extracted 2-m air temperatures from the North American Regional Reanalysis

(NARR) model from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Environmental

Modeling Center (EMC). I used daily average values from 9 pixels (3 x 3 at 32 km resolution)

located within Franklin Bay and Amundsen Gulf encompassing AMSR-E and MODIS pixels.
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The horizontal resolution is 0.3 degrees on the Eta AWIP grid and the temporal resolution is 8

tirnes daily (every 3 hours) and averaged over a 24-hour period. Further details on the NARR

reanalysis can be found at http : //wwwt. emc.ncep.noaa. gov/rnmb/rreanl/.

7.2. Results and Discussion

7.2.1 . Air temperatures

The in-situ air temperatures from the meteorological tower followed a typical seasonal evolution

pattern with a cooling period (days 343-59) and a warming period (days 60-122). Values

between days 343 and 59 decreased at a rate of 0.2 oC'day-r then reached a minimurn daily

average value of -36.24 'C (Figure-7.1a). The largest variations were measured on days 357, 5

and 29 where temperatures peaked to -13. l, -11 .23 and -l 7 oC respectively. Smaller variations

were observed during the warming period with the exception of one significant increase between

days 85 and 101 in the order of 1.3 oC.day-r.

Daily MODIS ice surface temperatures were only available for day l4 onward (Figure-7.1a).

The minimum temperatures were reached on day 67 ar -36.15 "C and increased afterwards until

the end of the sarnpling period on day 122. Maximum temperatures were measured on day I0l at

-10.28 "C, and the wanning rate between day 67 and day 122 was 0.46 oC.day-I.

Daily NARR 2-m air temperature data are depicted in Figure-7.la. These data were available for

the entire study period from day 343 and I22. Air temperature values decreased between day 343

and 41 where the seasonal minimurn was reached for the region at -33.4 
oC. The decrease was in
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the order of 0.17 oC'day-r followed by a steady warming period until day 122. Thewanning rate

was approximately 0.35 "c.day-l and the values were maximuÍr on day l2l.

Overall, the temperatures frorn the meteorological tower agreed quite well with MODIS ice

surface temperatures (assumed to be equal to air temperature) with a R2 of 0.82 and an average

error of +0.29 'C (Figure-7.lb). There are no particular temporal trends in the error where the

largest overestimation occurred on day 41 (+9.38 oC) and the largest underestimation was on day

29 (-7.07 "C). NARR data also correlated well with the meteorological tower rneasurements with

a R2 of 0.61. The error from the NARR data underestimated air temperatures until day 18,

whereas it overestimated slightly the values for the remaining period. The maximum error

measured was *10.6 'C on day 89 and a rninimum of -13.7 
oC on day 14. However, since

MODIS data contains gaps in the time series due to cloud cover, I suggest using NARR air

temperature data in [eq. 7 .1 and 7 .2] since the temporal coverage is better.
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7.2.2. AMSR_E Tt,

The ahnospherically corrected (see Chapter 3) brightness temperatures difference between the

ascending and descending passes was negligible (no diurnal effects). Therefore I used the daily

average T6 measurements for the SWE algorithm application. The brightness temperature values

did not vary much throughout the bay from pixel to pixel (spatial variability). As mentioned in

Chapter 3, I extracted T6 values for 6 pixels within Franklin Bay. The atmospherically corrected
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brightness temperatures for both l8 and 36 GHz in h-pol and v-pol are depicted on Figure-7.2 for

p-Min (pixel with lowest T6 throughout the season) and p_Max (pixel with highest T6 throughout

the season).
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Figure-7.2: Temporal evolution of atmospherically corrected AMSR-E
in both vertical and horizontal polarizations.

98 ilS

brightness temperatures

The brightness temperatures at 36 GHz varied slightly more than l8 GHz with small differences

between the pixels (Figure-7.2). Overall, a strong increase was measured early during the

sampling period at l8 GHz in the h-pol whereas a general decrease was observed until day 67

where the minimal seasonal values were reached at both 18 and 36 GHz. A constant increase

was then measured until the end of the sarnpling period where values were at a maximum.

7. 2. 3. Sl4/E Predictions

Predicted snow water equivalent data using air temperatures fi'om the NARR re-analysis (Section

1 .2.1) and AMSR-E brightness temperatures (Section 7 .2.2) are depicted on Figure-7.3. Overall,
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the SWE values oscillated between 15 and 25 mm. As mentioned in Chapter 4, three major

depositional events occuned around days 5, 42 and 9l (circled in Figure-7.3). It appears that

AMSR-E responded to those depositional (precipitations) events and other peaks in predicted

SWE values could be due to blowing snow that redistributes snow thickness without necessarily

needing precipitations. For instance, the peaks in SWE predicted on days 19,29,52 and 82

corresponded to daily averaged wind speed over l0 m.s-r. Even though no statistical analysis was

conducted due to a lack of in-situ SWE measurements, an extended look at wind data and

predicted SWE values showed that the predictions could potentially be affected by blowing snow.

Results showed that all wind events where daily average wind speed exceeded l0 m.s-lwere

associated with an increase in predicted SWE. In a total of l0 events, all showed an increase in

SWE, however the amplitude of the increase were quite variable (from approxirnately 0.5 mm to

4 mm). The arnplitude of the daily variations decreased between day 343 and day 70 and

predicted values generally increased between days 78 and the end of the sampling period,

although no relationships were established between those variations and blowing snow events.

Maximum seasonal values were recorded at the end of the sarnpling period at23.3 and23 mm for

p-Min and p-Max respectively. Again, the overall difference between the two pixels was very

small with an average of 0.3 mrn and a maxìmum of 1.2 mrn.
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The pair of algorithrns from 1"q.7.1 and7.2l is not sensitive to large variations in air temperature

since the SWE variations are much smaller than air temperatures variations. Specifically, an

increase of 5 oC in [eq. 7.1] corresponds to an offset of 0.52 mm whereas a much smaller value is

nreasured in [eq. 7.2] at 0.08 mm. Therefore, the thicker the snow gets, the less sensitive the

algorithm is to air temperature variations. Furthennore, brightness temperatures from AMSR-E

remained between 244 and 271 K, within the range of validity for the algorithrn. However, the

SWE values did not increase over the 33 mm threshold identified in Langlois and Barber, çZ.OOIa¡

since predictions from p_Min and p_Max remained between l4 and 23 rnm (no switch frorn feq.

7 .11to feq. 7 .21). The details of this result will be discussed later.

Hence, I compared my SWE predictions from [eq. 7.1] for both p_Min and p_Max with in-situ

snow water equivalent (SWE) transects collected over smooth and rough ice (see Chapter 3)

.**p_MAX

-p_MIN
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within the AMSR-E pixels (Table-7.I). In what follows, I provide a comparison between

measured and predicted SWE values for both smooth and rough ice environments.

7.2.3.1. Srnooth Ice Snow Water Equivalent Data

Basic statistical data (minirnum, maximum, mean and standard deviation) for all smooth SWE

transects are depicted in Table-7.1.

Table-7.1: Basic SWE statistical data calculated from smooth ice snow thickness data.

I found that the SWE predictions are statistically significant with the measured smooth ice SWE

values within +/- I standard deviation of the measured in-situ values from Table-7.1 (Figure-7.4).

A strong correlation was found between modeled and measured data with R2 values of 0.75 and

0.73 in p_Min and p_Max respectively. The measured SWE standard deviation increased

throughout the study as shown in Table-7.1 and Figure-7.4, which can be explained by higher

spatial variations in snow thickness as snow thickens (Iacozza and Barber,2007). Measured

SWE over smooth ice increased from an average of 15 mm (prior to day 65) to 19.1 mrn (after

ID uay Latrtude Longrtude Transects SWÊ
MinlMaxlMeanlsto

Arylùñ-E ÐtYE
o-Min I o-Max

1

2

4

b
7
8
o

10
11

t¿
13
14
15
16

21

24

óz
40
48

65
71

76
80
oâ

vb
99
101
'119

/U.UJJ
70.043
70.042
70.04

70.041
70,048
70.051
70.052
70.052
70.042
70.051
70.056
70.0s8
70.039
70.045
70.044

26.342
26.258
126.26
26.255
26.25s
26.313

I ¿O.ó

26.302
26.302
26.271
26.288
26.281
126.29
26.254
26.256
26.305

1.3
1.5
1.7
1.8
1.7
1.2
2.6
1,0
1.7
2.6
2.1

2.3
4.4
3,0
J.O

0.8

rÕ./
¿I.t)
25.9
27.4
34.1
28.4
26.6
38,0
34.1
37.6
48.6
39.2
46.6
42.7
58.6
42.1

I ¿-V

15.6
14.5
15.6
16.5
14.2
15.4
14.9
I C-/
16,0
18.7
16.7
23.7
20.s
z3-ô
21.6

rt,u
I J.J
13,0
13.8
13.6
13,0
12.8

14,0
13.9
16.8
14.9
17.7
16.4
17.4
17.2

16.1

15.3
18,0
15.9
17.4
16.4
17,0
15.6
15.2
17.4
16.7
16.8
20.8
20.9
21.4
21.2

r6.3
ts.8
t8.5
ta-z
t7.9
t6.9
l7.9
t6,0
15.5

t7.5
t6.7
t7.3
¿1.4
)_1.6

11.8

11.9
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day 65) whereas the predicted SWE increased from 16.8 mm to 18.6 rnrn combining both p_Min

and p-Max (Table-7.1). The differences between predicted and rnodeled values were on average

1.5 and 1.7 mm for both p_Min and p_Max respectively.
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Figure-7.4: Temporal evolution of SWE predictions for modeled p_Min and p_Max (black and
gray lines), and measured at the smooth SWE transects sites (dots).

7 .2.3.2. Rough Ice Snow Water Equivalent Data

Basic statistical data (minimutn, maximum, mean and standard deviation) for all rough ice SWE

transects are depicted in Table-7.2. I also found the SWE predictions to be statistically

significant within +/- I standard deviation of the measured SWE values over rough ice, although

predictions are not as strong as tneasured over smooth ice. The measured roughness elevation

-SWE 
p fi4in

---"-"'"'SWE p_Max

a SWE Mcasurcd
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varied between 15 and 140 cm on average including snow thickness, which generally increased

as the season progressed.

Table-7.2: Basic SWE statistical data calculated from rough ice snow thickness data.

ID IJay Lat¡tude Long¡tude I ransects SWE
MinlMaxlMeanlStO

AM¡'R.b SWE
p-Min I p-Max

1

2

4

t
7
8

36
54
bt)
74
78
97
100
105

/.U.U3ð

70.048
70.045
70.047
70.045
70.036

NA
70.05

I ZO.¿V

126.255
126.235
126.232
126.251
126.31

NA
126.25

11.4
12,0
11.7
11,0
12.2
13.4
10.7
11.4

54.9
39.3
59.1
71.5
80.3
79.6
98.1

zö.1
15.3
22.2
23.1
39,0
29.9
28.3

tv.J
13.3
19.9
19.9
23,0
20.7
22,0
20.3

18.7
t5-b
14.5
1s.8
17.2
20.3
21.4
20.3

19.3
16.2
14.6
15.9
17.6
20.6
21.9
21.2

The ternporal evolution of the measured SWE over rough ice did not follow any particular trend,

altlrough higlrer values were recorded towards the end of the sampling period (Table-7.2 and

Figure-7.5). The algorithm generally underestimated SWE by -8.7 and -8.2 mm for p_Min and

p-Max respectively (Figure-7.5). The largest difference was rteasured on day 78, where the

average measured SWE value was 39 rnrn (difference of approximately 22 mm with the predicted

values), by far the highest value recorded throughout the study period. If we exclude this SWE

transect from the averagq the underestimation decreased to -6.8 and -6.3 mm for p_Min and

p_Max respectively.
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Figure-7.5: Temporal evolution of SWE predictions for modeled p_Min and p_Max, and
measured at the rough snov/ thickness transects sites.

I mentioned earlier that the algorithm did not switch frorn thin to thick snow. Hence, one may

think that the thick snow algorithrn should be applied in rougher ice since thicker snow is found

given Table-7.2 due to snow catchments by the ice ridges (e.g. Granberg, 1998). Hence, I

applied the thick snow algorithm from leq. 7.2) to see if better predictions would be found in

Figure-7.5 in rougher ice. Results showed that predictions were too high with SWE values of

approximately 60 mm for both p_Min and p_Max. This can be explained by the differences

measured between the SBR brightness temperatures (over which the algorithm was developed)

and the brightness temperatures from AMSR-E. The cornparison of both T6 showed that the

brightness temperatures measured by the SBR were higher during the periods C3 and C4 (see

Chapter 6) resulting in lower SWE predictions using [eq. 7.1]. On average, the SBR T6 at 36

GHz [eq. 7 .2] were 35 K higher than measured with AMSR-E. The diffe¡ence was smaller at l8

- 
SWE p_Min

**- SWE p_Max

a SWE Measured
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GHz, which is used in the thin snow algorithrn leq.7.1] explaining the better results found using

this algorithm. Fufthermore, I demonstrated in Chapter 4 tlnt thick snow thermodynamic

processes such as volume scattering and brine volume migration governed microwave emission

at the SBR scale over smooth ice during the C2 and C3 periods. Those processes are not

dominant in a rough ice environment which might explain the better predictions obtained over

smooth ice. Unfortunately, we did not carry an experirnent with the SBR over rough ice, and this

should be a priority in future work.

Also, it was showed in Mäkynen and Hallikainen (2005) that T6 decreases with increasing ice

defonnation at l8 and 36 GHz in the vertical polarization (used in leq. 7 .l and 7 .21) over a partial

(rnix of bare ice and snow) dry snow cover typically found in rough ice. This situation was found

in the study area (i.e. AMSR-E scale), although not in the SBR field of view. Hence, decrease in

Tu due to ice roughness was not measured by the SBR over smooth ice (totally covered by snow),

which was also observed by Mäkynen and Hallikainen (2005). A decrease in T6 measured by

AMSR-E through ice roughness will increase SWE predictions using [eq. i.2]. More

specifically, an increase in the order of 35 K (rneasured average difference at36 GHz during C2

and C3), would decrease SWE values of approximately 40 mm. Therefore, a correction should

be applied to AMSR-E brightness temperatures if one wants to apply the thick snow algorithrn

over [eq. 7.21a rough ice environments.

Limited SWE data were available in rough ice, and limited roughness amplitudes were sampled.

However, to test this roughness hypothesis, I sirnply corrected the AMSR-E brightness

temperatures so that they match SBR measurements during the C2 and C3 periods. By doing so,
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I found the SWE predictions from [eq. 7 .2) to vary between 31 and 42 mm, +l- 2.5 rnm for both

p-Min and p-Max respectively. This represents a much better result given Figure-7.5, when

compaied to the 60-80 mm predictions without correcting the initial T6 for leq. 7.21 However,

more data over a wider range of snow thickness and ice roughness would be required to develop

statistically viable corrections to [eq. 7 .21for rough ice applications.

This simple analysis however confirms that a certain degree of correction is required using the

thick snow algorithm over rough ice. Although atmospheric corrections were conducted, it

appears that the scale difference between the SBR and AMSR-E can be a significant factor due to

the different dynamic and thennodynamic processes (highlighted in Chapter 4) affecting both

scales at different amplitudes. Since no SBR measurements occurred over rough ice, I could not

develop nor rnodify the existing algorithm even though it appears that a certain degree of

cor¡ection would greatly enhance prediction results. Furthenrrore, the fraction and amplitude of

ice roughness within one AMSR-E pixel should be analyzed, but a lot of uncertainties remain on

how to do so frorn a satellite perspective. In what follows, I provide insight as to where future

roughness analysis should go in order to f,rrst qualify and quantify ice roughness using a

combination of passive and active microwave satellite infonnation for SWE prediction

applications. Details on future work addressing those issues will be discussed in greater details in

Chapter 8.
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7.3. Roughness Analysis

As shown in the previous section, ice roughness can alter SWE predictions where the algorithm

underestimates SWE values in rough ice, although still significant within +/- 1 standard deviation

from the measured data (Figure-7.5). Hence, the state of roughness in both p_Min and p_Max

needs to be addressed from a satellite perspective. In what follows, I provide insight on

qualifying ice roughness using both passive and active satellite microwave information. The

effect of roughness on the SWE predictions will be discussed later.

7. 3. I . Passive Microwaves

As previously discussed in Chapter 3, the polarization ratio (PR) was calculated at l8 GHz for

both pixels using [eq. 3.261. A sharp decrease in PR was measured from 0.91 on day 343 to

0.294 on day 352 for p_Max (Figure-7.6a) whereas it decreased from 0.812 to 0.315 at p_Min.

Values increased slightly afterwards until days 67-68 and decreased again until the end of the

sarnpling period. The gradient ratio (GR) at l8 and 36 GHz values decreased slightly throughout

the study period (Figure-7.6b). Values were at maxinrum early on day 354 for p_Min (-0.0106)

and357 for p_Max (-0.0115). The minirnum was reached on days 67 and 85 for p_Min and

p_Max respectively (-0.0325 and -0.0288). A plot of GR against PR is given in Figure-7.6c.

Two statistically distinct clusters arise (A and B) where A are PR and GR values from day 351 to

722 and B values prior to day 351 (343-351).
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It was found in Makynen and Hallikainen (2005) that as surface roughness increases, dry snow

briglrtness temperatures decreases in the vertical polarization, whereas values in the horizontal

polarization did not change as significantly (i.e., decrease in PR with increasing ice roughness).

From their conclusions, Figure-7.6 could suggest that a transition from new ice to rough ice was

observed within our AMSR-E pixels early in the season, but it could also be due to an open water
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to new ice transition which would also decrease the PR values. Open water is reflective in

microwave bands and has a very strong polarization effect (Tu V >> Tu H) compared to first-year

sea ice (Figure-7.6a). Furthermore, brightness temperatures from Figure-7.2 were rather low

(low T6 for open water) early in the period, supporting the idea that open water was present

within the pixels. Unfortunately, no video data were available to support this statement and

current work on linking the PR and GR with the fraction of open water is currently being

conducted by other researchers in our lab.

In order to find evidence of open water between days 343 and 3 where a large decrease in PR was

measured, I looked at ice charts from the Canadian Ice Service (CIS). On January l'r, all of

Franklin Bay was considered as fast ice, however, no infonnation was available prior to that.

Hence, I extracted sea ice concentration (SIC) values from the AMSR-E algorithm (Markus and

Cavalieri, 2000) to examine any evidence of open water detected over the same period. Sea ice

concentration results extracted from p_Min and p_Max did not provide any evidence of open

water since ice concentration varied from 98 to 100o/o between days 343 and 3, in agreement with

the CIS ice charts. Furthennore, I extracted SIC from I2 pixels within Franklin Bay for the same

period, are results were similar throughout the bay suggesting that the ice was consolidated at

AMSR-E scales on day 343. However, given the results presented in Figure-7.6, open water was

most likely present in the early stages of the sarnpling period, although its fraction was probably

sufficiently small so that both CIS charts and AMSR-E SIC algorithrn considered the region as

fast ice. For funher insight regarding p_Min and p_Max spatial features temporal evolution (ice

roughness, open water etc.), I looked at active microwave satellite data (see Chapter 3) which

might help understand the results presented above.
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7. 3. 2. Active Microwaves

Mean backscatter values were analyzed at 6 and I 1.6 kr¡ resolutions, centered on the AMSR-E

p-Min and p_Max pixels to evaluate the scaling effect on oo in both p_Min and p_Max (Figure-

7.7) and provide further information on sea ice roughness.

Figure-7.7: ScanSAR images taken on a) day 358 and b) day 24. The top two images are at 6 km
resolution, and the bottom two at 11.6 km resolution (p_Min at top right, and p_Max at bottom
left).

Throughout the study period, Írean oo values at 6 krn resolution within p_Min were consistently

higher than p-Max. Backscatter values did not follow any particular trend throughout the study

period oscillating between -15 and -20 dB. The maximum was recorded on day 66 for where oo

Day 358 Day 24

a) Open \4'ater b) Smooth lce
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reached -14.7 and -15.5 dB and minimum on day 106at -19.9 and -20.3 dB forbothp_Min and

p-Max respectively (Figure-7.8a). This appears to be irrespective of incidence angle, as it is

fairly consistent from about day l0 to day 107. Overall, oo prior to day 48 did not vary greatly

whereas the maximum variations were measured between days 66 and75. Results at 11.6 km

showed the same temporal behavior with maximum (-14.5 and -15.1 dB) and rninimum (-19.5

and -20.2d8) o" measured on day 66 and 106 for p_Min and p_Max respectively (Figure-7.8b).

The differences between both scales are minimal with slightlyhigher o" values measured atll.6

km. On average, values were higher of 0.33 and 0.38 dB in p_Max and p_Min respectively. The

largest differences between the two scales were measured on day 358 (Figure-7.8).
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Figure-7.8: Mean backscatter values for p_Min and p_Max af a) 6 krn and b) 11.6 km of
resolution.

Furthermore, z-scores from Figure-7.9 shows that both p_Min and p_Max were rougher (higher

backscatter values) relative to the surrounding areas (i.e., the larger pixel window from Figure-

7 .7) and that p-Min is consistently rougher at both 6 km on Figure-7.9a and I 1.6 km on Figure-

7.9b. From day 10 to day 106, p_Max backscatter was on average 0.15 standard deviations

above the mean of the larger pixel window whereas p_Min reached 0.43 standard deviations

above the mean of the larger pixel window (Figure-7.9). That value increased to 0.2 and 0.49 at
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ll.6 km for both p_Max and p_Min respectively. While p_Min and p_Max both represent

smooth first-year sea ice (FYI), in a relative sense they both exhibit above average roughness for

the FYI in this region.
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Figure-7.9: Standardized backscatter values for both p_Min and p_Max relative to the
surrounding area (see Figure-3.9) at a) 6 km and b) I 1.6 km resolutions.

Mäkynen and Hallikainen (2004) reported an increase in oo with increasing ice roughness. The

increase was in the order of l0 dB in both co- and cross polarizations at 23" and 45 o of incidence

angle from new ice to highly deformed ice. Once the ìce was in place, we did ûteasure an
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increase in oo between day 12 and 65, however the increase was in the order of approximately +5

dB. It is well known that SAR o" measurements are very sensitive to small scale roughness (i.e.,

on the order of 1/10 the incident radar wavelength, À), but it is also sensitive to changes in the

orientation of small-scale scatterers induced by larger scale roughness features. Using o" to

strictly quantify 'roughness' becomes a problem given that roughness can be thought of as a

relative term that is associated with the distribution of scatterers at rnultiple scales (e.g., mm-scale

ice roughness superimposed upon larger cm-scale ice blocks). Surface roughness would change

very little with time in a consolidated, landfast FYI zone such as our sampling area. As such,

multiple measurements of the same site during winter should acquire approximately the same

look at surface roughness each time, with only incidence angle related sensitivity to surface

roughness varying between scenes. Additional fluctuations in oo during winter were most likely

caused by changes in snow and ice thermodynamic processes and related thennophysical

properties such as increased brine volume of the ice and brine-wetting of snow grains at the

snow/ice interface (Barber and Thomas, 1998; Barber and Nghiem,1999, Nghiern and Bertoia,

200r ).

From the SAR analysis, I was unable to quantify roughness in temrs of amplitude. I found that

tlre two pixels analyzed are likely rougher than what is found elsewhere in the bay. Since the

brightness temperatures were very stable throughout Franklin Bay, it is not likely that the

amplitude of roughness variations from one pixel to another significantly affected the brightness

temperature (i.e. SWE predictions). However, I found that the algorithrn underestimated SWE in

areas of rough ice (Figure-7.5), but no quantification of the fraction of roughness within one

AMSR-E pixel could be determined.
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Results also showed that absolute and relative oo were consistently different between p_Min and

p_Max. Backscatter results between day 358 and 3 do not show evidence of open to new ice

transition, although open water was present elsewhere in the area (bright yellow in Figure-7.7a).

At I 1.6 km, I noticed that the analyzed window is fairly close to this zone of open water (North

East of p_Min and South West of p_Max) which rnight explain its effect on AMSR-E 12.5 km

pixel (Figure-7.6). Hence, open water was most likely present within the AMSR-E pixels,

although its fraction was not large enough to have a signifìcant impact on the SIC algorithm and

the CIS ice charts.

7.4. Conclusions

7.4.1. Ice Roughtxess vs Passive and Actitte Microwaves

Both p_Min and p_Max had sirnilar T6 and oo values once the ice was consolidated (according to

ScanSAR irnagery from Figure-7.7). As mentioned above, it appeared that the difference in

roughness befween p_Min and p_Max was not large enough to create a significant difference in

tlre observed brightness temperatures. Unfortunately, no in-situ SBR brightness temperatures

were available over rough ice throughout the study period. Such measurements rnight provide

further insight on the exact effect of ice roughness on passive microwave signatures, and SWE

algorithms should be adapted for such environment.

I showed that higher oo values corresponded to lower brightness temperatures but also to higher

polarization ratio values (although not signif,rcantly). Furthermore, during a winter time series of

FYI oo over one site, I can only say with confidence whether or not the dielectric behaviour, i.e.
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as a result of thermodynamic changes of the ice, has changed for a given site since surface

roughness does not change significantly after winter consolidation. It thus becomes difficult to

correlate time series changes in oo to passive microwave polarization behaviour in the context of

surface roughness.

Hence, frorn the passive and active microwave data analysis, it is hard to conclude on which of

the two pixels is the roughest. Wìthin a satellite footprint, spatial heterogeneity is quite important

as it is not likely to contain 100% snow cover throughout the pixel, but rather a mix a snow, bare

ice, ice ridges and open water. In such case, previous research showed that rough pixels will

exhibit 1) decrease the brightness temperatures in the vertical polarization, 2) decrease the

polarization ratio and 3) increase o" values. From the results presented in this chapter, it appears

that p-Min would be the roughest pixel since the brightness temperatures are lower and

backscattering measurements higher once the ice was consolidated.

7.4.2. Scaling E//ects on SþI/E Predictions

Looking at our SWE predictions temporal evolution, I examined how sensitive the SWE

predictions were to variations in PR during the open water to new ice transition around day 350.

No apparent relationship between the PR decrease and SWE prediction was found, and more

work is required due to the limited data available. It is well known that open water strongly

influences T6 values and existing spaceborne SWE algorithms already consider the fraction of

open water within one pixel (Markus er a\.,2006a). Furthermore, the scaling effect was obvious

when comparing the SBR Tb values frorn Chapter 4 and the T6 measured from AMSR-E in this
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chapter. Both brightness temperatures agreed relatively well at the beginning and towards the

end of the sampling period, however, SBR values were higher throughout the periods C2 and C3

at both p_Min and p_Max. Using [eq. 7.1], a lower brightness temperature means a lower

predicted SWE value, which could explain the difficulty of the algorithm to increase SWE in a

rough ice environment. I showed that the use of the thick snow algorithm provides much better

results, although a level of correction was required. This suggests that a'corrected'thick snow

algorithm should be applied even though calculated SWE values did not reach the threshold

identified in Langlois and Barber,2007a at 33 rnm. However, the data presented in this chapter

are not sufficient to provide an exact correction to be applied on the AMSR-E T¡. It rnight be

advisable to explore the possìbility of using l8 GHz as well for thick SWE retrievals (in eq.7.2)

since I showed that the difference between SBR and AMSR-E T6 are smaller at this frequency.

However, more field data are required to develop, compare and test such an algorithm. As

discussed in Chapter 4, different processes govern T6 temporal evolution at a small scale, and it is

apparent that those processes are not affecting AMSR-E T6's to the same degree.

Fuftlrer work is required to increase the range of SWE values measured in different ice roughness

environments and the quantification of roughness, although difficult, is essential. I showed that

the predictions over smooth ice were very good, and results over rough ice (using a certain level

of correction) are promising. However, the fractions of smooth vs rough ice within p_Min and

p_Max are still unknown and will need to be addressed in future f,reld work using a combination

of both passive and active microwave information as shown in this chapter. A target for a level

of tolerance as to what fraction and amplitude of roughness is appropriate forthe SWE from leq.

7.1 andeq.7.2) should also be identified and extended large-scale in-situ validation is required.
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Hence, it appears that the SWE predictions will not be significantly affected by a certain level of

ice roughness (up to 140 cm as measured in the SWE transects) given that the pixels were

'rougher' than average (Figure-7.9a and b), but the spatial fraction of roughness within the

AMSR-E pixel still needs to be addressed. Also, it was showed that a degree of sensitivity to

blowing snow exists (with wind > 10 m's-l) due to changes in the spatial distribution of snow

thickness. However, more work is required to increase the amount of in-situ data after blowing

snow events in order to understand the role of roughness in such conditions with regards to

spatial redistribution of snow thickness. SWE transects should be conducted in various wind

conditions over smooth and rough ice to quantify the impact on the predictions for different rates

of wind speed associated with the transport mechanisrns highlighted in Chapter 2 (i.e. creeping <

5 m's-1, saltation 5-10 m.s-r, and suspension > l5 m.s-r).
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CHAPTER 8: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

8.1. Thesis summary

The geophysical, thermodynamic and dielectric properties of snow are important state variables,

which are known to be sensitive to Arctic climate variability and change. Given recent

observations of changes in the Arctic physical system (ACIA, 2004) it is irnportant to focus on

the processes which give rise to variability in the horizontal, vertical and temporal dirnensions of

the life-history of snow on sea ice. The objectives of my dissertation were to present these

'state' variables and to investigate the processes, which govern variability in the vertical,

horizontal and temporal dimensions. This acute understanding of the systern allowed for the

development of a snow water equivalent algorithm valid over landfast first-year sea ice. This

knowledge is also required in other global-scale Arctic studies using models and satellite remote

sensing products due to the importance of snow microscale thennodynamic and dynamic

processes highlighted in Chapters 1 and2.

In Chapter 4, I addressed objective l, providing a detailed understanding of the seasonal temporal

evolution of snow thermodynamic and dynarnic processes. More specifically, I:

evaluated the winter seasonal evolution of snow electrical and thennophysical

properties,

provided an understanding of the seasonal thermodynamic processes within the snow

cover,
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- identifìed the forcing agents and understood their impact on the surface energy

balance.

I presented the results from two sampling areas (thin and thick snowpacks) and showed that

differences in snow thickness substantially changed the vertical and temporal evolution of snow

properties. During the late fall and early winter (cooling period) no significant changes in the

physical properties were measured except for thin snow cover salinity which decreased

throughout the period. Fall snow desalination was stronger at the bottom of thin snowpacks with

a rate of -0.12 ppt'day-r. In the late winter and early spring (warming period) significant changes

occuned especially for snow grain size. Snow grain kinetic growth of 0.25-0.48 mm.day-l was

measured coincidently with increasing salinity and wetness for both thin and thick snowpacks

respectively.

Also in Chapter 4, I investigated tlie effect of the snow processes, highlighted above, on

¡nicrowave signatures addressing objective 2. Specifically, I:

- provided an understanding of snow seasonal evolution on passive microwave emission

and scattering mechanisms,

- evaluated the impact of polarization and incìdence angles at a seasonal scale.

Results showed that the behavior of brightness temperatures in thin snow covers differed

significantly from thicker snow. Furthermore, snow thennophysical/electrical properties and

brightness temperatures behaved quite differently from the winter cooling period to warming
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period, where temperature gradient metamorphisrn began at a SWE threshold value of 33 mm

(see Chapter 6). Brightness temperatures increased with increasing thickness during the cooling

period until the threshold was reached whereas it decreased with further snow thickness increase

during the warming period.

While I concentrated the analysis on seasonal changes in Chapter|, Chapter 5 addressed

objectives 1 and2 from a short-term evolution perspective. More specifically, I:

- evaluated the winter short-tem snow properties variations associated with atmospheric

pressure variations (low-pressure disturbance),

- provided an understanding of the short-term thermodynamic processes within the snow

cover,

- identified the forcing agents and understood their impacts on the surface energy

balance,

- provided an understanding of snow shoft-term change irnpacts on passive microwave

signatures,

- evaluated the irnpact of polarization and incidence angles on the measured brightness

ternperature variations.

This work is of prirnary importance as a result of recent studies that have shown that increas ed in-

situ cyclogenesis and advection into the arctic regions can be expected, which significantly affect

snow properties on a daily scale (i.e. SWE predictions). Furthermore, since theses cyclones are

associated with warm air advection, increased wind speed, relative humidity and cloud cover, and
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their impact on snow surface energy balance may also be significant. The thermophysical

response of snow covered first-year sea ice to a low-pressure disturbance was investigated along

with corresponding surface based radiometer brightness temperature measurements. The data

were collected between year days 33 and 34 of 2004 where a warïn front moved through the

study area. Snow grain size increased throughout the sampling period with growth rates of 1.28

and 2.3 **t'day-' for thin and thick snow covers respectively. This rate was much faster than

expected based on results from Chapter 4. Furthermore, brine volume migrated upward in both

thin and thick snow cover environments due to the probable action of wind pumping, affecting

the dielectric constant of the snow rniddle layers. The concordant increase in permittivity caused

a decrease in brightness temperatures at 85 GHz of approxirnately 5 K and l0 K in the vertical

and horizontal polarizations respectively.

In Chapter 6, I used the understanding of snow evolution provided in Chapters 4 and 5 (long and

short tenns) to develop a snow water equivalent algorithm using in-situ passive microwave data

(objective 3). Specifically, I:

- provided an understanding of the effect of frequency,polarization and incidence angle

in SWE predictions,

- developed different algorithms for both thin and thick snow covers at different

incidence angles,

compared these algorithms with existing in-situ and satellite products,

developed a SWE algorithrn applicable to satellite remote sensing that adjust from thin

to thick snow given a measured thickness threshold.
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SWE predictions using the thick algorithrn were quite precise, and showed very good agreement

with the physical data (R2 : 0.94) especially during the cooling period (i.e. from freezeup to the

minimum air temperature recorded) where the snow is dry and cold. Thin snow SWE predictions

also showed fairly good agreement with field data (Rt : 0.70) during the cold season. The

differences between modeled and in-sittt SWE for both thin and thick snow cover were mainly

attributable to variations in air temperature, snow wetness and snow thickness spatial

heterogeneity.

Once the threshold was identified between thin and thick snow, I adjusted the algorithms and

results were valid for air temperatures between -5 and -30 "C and SWE in the range of 0-55 rnm.

The algorithm successfully predicted SWE when compared with in-situ measured values with a

high degree of correlation (R' : 0.95) including the thin to thick snow transition. The

comparison with other in-situ and satellite algorithms did not provide significant correlations due

to the limited range of thickness and temperatures over which these algorithms were developed

and other lirnitations discussed below in Section 8.2.

Finally, in Chapter 7, I applied the evolving snow water equivalent algorithm from Chapter 6 to

satellite passive microwave data frorn the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for Earth

Observation System (AMSR-E) addressing objective 4. Specifically, I:

applied the SWE algorithm developed in-situ from Chapter 7 to AMSR-E satellite data,

validated the predictions with in-situ snow thickness transect data,
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evaluated the potential of qualifying ice roughness using passive and active microwave

sensors,

evaluated the effect of surface roughness on SWE predictions using passive and active

microwave data.

The SWE algorithm developed in Chapter 6 was applied to atmospherically corrected AMSR-E

brightness temperatures throughout one full winter season. Results showed that both MODIS and

the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) air temperatures products provided good

agreement with the in-situ meteorological tower and could both be used in the SWE algorithrn.

SWE predictions were validated with local snow thickness data assumed to be representative of

the region for both smooth and rough ice environments. Results showed that the predictions were

statistically significant within +/- I standard deviation of the measured data for both srnooth and

rough ice, but results over smooth ice were much better.

Furthermore, the effect of sea ice roughness on the SWE predictions was ìnvestigated using

passive microwave brightness temperatures (AMSR-E) and active microwave backscattering

lleasurements (ScanSAR). I showed that the use of the polarization ratio along with a regional

analysis of the radar backscattering could qualitatively distinguish rougher pixels, and open water

to new ice transitions. This technique however did not provide quantitative information related to

the arnplitude of the surface roughness. In my results I showed that the SWE predictions were

not significantly affected by the levels of roughness found in the AMSR-E pixels since no

relationship was established between oo and/or PR and the difference between measured and

predicted data. Further, I showed that the algorithm underestimated SWE in rough ice and
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suggested thaf a correction should be applied to thick snow SWE algorithrn due to the strong

scale effect in rough ice.

8.2. Limitations

Even though the dissertation provided unique results using one of the few complete seasonal

snow dataset over first-year sea ice, limitations exist and need to be discussed. Throughout my

reseatch, those limitations can be regrouped in two main areas namely field sampling and the

surface based radiometer. In what follows, I will discuss the uncertainties associated with field

sarnpling and the instrumentation used throughout the study period. I will then discuss the

limitations of the sBR using some of the findings from rny dissertation.

8.2.1 . Field Sampling

As mentioned above, uncertainties arise frorn the field sarnpling and methods highlighted in

Chapter 3. With regards to the instruments used in physical snow sampling, the capacitance plate

created minor problems. Hence, many rnissing snow wetness values were in fact due to

lirnitatìons from the conductìvity range of our capacitance plate in a brine-wetted environment.

Snow wetness is essential infonnation since it is required in dielectric calculations (see 3.5), and

improved/modified instruments would be required for future sea ice studies. Furthen¡ore, we

had some hardware problems early in the season so that limited wetness (i.e. dielectric)

measurements were available during the cooling period. The missin g data would increase our

understanding of the processes associated with the cooling-warming period transition as well as

with the strong desalination measured during the cooling period. However, wetness values can
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be assumed to be below 1% throughout this period and the dielectric model could be used with

this assumption if absolutely needed.

Uncertainties also arose from the snow grain photographs made in the ship's cold laboratory due

to the limited time available from snow sampling. Even though extra care was taken in the

transportation of snow samples, rnass loss through sublimation or break (snow grain breaking

during transport) can occur. I did not found any obvious evidence of mass loss in the snow

pictures, but limited transportation time confined the analysis to the surroundings of the ship.

Therefore no extended studies on spatial variability of snow grain size were conducted within the

region. Thus, an adapted field method should be developed to retrieve grain size infonnation

quickly and accurately on site, but so far, the rnethod described in Chapter 3 provides the best

compromise for data quantity and quality given the reality of Arctic research. Previous studies

tried to solve this issue using infrared cameras (Matzl, 2006) or laser diodes mounted on an

integrating sphere (Dominé et al., 2006). Although those methods have proven to be quite

precise, they are very time consuming and therefore not the ideal approach for ship-based

research.

Finally, uncertainties are also associated the physical sarnpling of snow density under similar

snow thickness. The density cutter provides a relatively good vertical resolution, but the exact

location of the cutter itself may vary slightly from one snowpit to another. Hence, as mentioned

in Chapter 6, little variations in density can affect SWE calculations under thin snow and care

should be taken when strong variations are suddenly measured. I would also recommend the
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development of a non-invasive technique for the measureÍtent of snow density (e.g., dielectric or

sonar technique).

8.2.2. Sur/àce Based Radiometer (SBR)

The rnain limitation related to the surface based radiometer measurements was its 'fixed' location

during the study. Due to logistical constraints, there was no opportunity to move the SBR on the

ice; therefore different snow thickness measurements were limited at specif,rc incidence angles as

described in Chapter 3. Despite this, the site was well protected and evolved 'naturally' with

limited influence from the ship. I compared the ship's snow thermophysical data with other sites

within Franklin Bay and did not find any signifîcant variations that could be associated with the

proximity of the ship. As mentioned Chapter 6, a snow thickness evolution was rneasured at

incidence angle above 50o allowing the development of a SWE algorithm applicable to satellite

remote sensing (Chapter 7), but it would be interesting to measure the evolution of snow at all

incidence angles.

Another caveat for in-siÍu SBR rneasurements was related to calibration. As rlentioned in

Chapter 3, clear sky conditions are required and calibrations should be done as often as possible.

During February, we had several problems with the positioner and limited calibrations were

conducted. We then relied on our best results from January and March calibrations under sirnilar

weather conditions and temperatures to correct the raw brightness temperatures for February.

However, we did not fìnd any significant changes in the T6 associated with the calibration during

this period assuming January and March calibrations to be representative of February.
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8.3. Future Work

8.3.1 . Data Collection and Modeling

The results provided in rny dissertation will assist in futher development of snow geophysical

and thermodynamic models for Arctic first-year sea ice. However, greater efforts are required in

field data collection and lirnitations still exist with regards to snow sampling. Unfortunately,

strong assumptions do exist in current GCMs, and improved data quality and quantify will help

address this issue. As discussed throughout my thesis, snow represents a key parameter within

the Arctic system but is still poorly studied. My dissertation provides a first glance at a seasonal

evolution of an Arctic snowpack, but yearly data would allow greater improvement of current

climate models given the understanding of microscale processes effects on the broader Arctic

system. Given the recent dramatic ice depletion, snow properties will more than ever control the

surface energy balance and potentially the fate of Arctic sea ice.

Future work on developing empirical relationships between geophysical/electrical properties

coupled with passive microwave scattering and emission mechanisrns should be conducted in

order to model these properties over an annual cycle. With improved data collection and

computer technology, those relationships can be modeled spatially and temporally. Hence, I see

the coupling of global climate, snow thermodynamic and microwave emission models as one of

the most irnportant elements of future work. That said, more fieldwork is necessary to address

specific issues related to microscale process effects on rtacroscale satellite measurernents.
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8.3.2. Remote Sensing

Some of the limitations discussed above should be addressed in future research. For instance, a

main lirnitation of Chapter 7 was the absence of video data to support the roughness analysis.

Therefore, a coupling between in-situlakborne/satellite passive microwave measurements along

with digital video recording is required to understand the true effect of different spatial features

on brightness temperatures. The next intuitive step is then to relate different winter scenes from

passive and active microwaves through a spatial analysis of roughness using different scales as

suggested above. Obviously, in-sitn measurements of snow and sea ice thermophysical

properties should be conducted coincidently given the usual financial and logistical constraints of

Arctic research.

8.4. Closing Comments

As mentioned throughout the dissertation, variations in surface energy balance can affect snow

thennophysical and electrical properties under the influence of the three relevant feedbacks noted

in Chapter 2. These in tum can affect microwave brightness temperatures scattering and

emission mechanisms (i.e., SWE predictions) over a range of temporal and spatial scales. The

Arctic environnrent is a complex system with many cornpeting forcings and feedbacks that

require a multi-disciplinary approach to their disentanglement. Microwave remote sensing from

satellite is a valuable tool in this challenge, helping to understand the climate response that occur

over short, mid, and long terms as I showed its utility in the study of snow and sea ice

geophysical and thermodynami c processes.
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To date, there have been very few studies of the thennophysical properties of snow-covered sea

ice. This is particularly true for annual studies that measure geophysical and thermodynamic

processes throughout an annual cycle. A better understanding of the interconnections between

snow geophysics, thermodynamics, and microwave emission and scattering is critical for the

assessment of future impacts on the Arctic, especially as early responses to climate change have

already been detected. Even though recent SWE studies are prornising, lingering uncertainties

remained with regards to spatial variability. Given the importance of snow in the Arctic's

system, those issues should be prioritized in future research.
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APPENDIX A

List ol abbreviations:

ACIA: Arctic Climate Impact Assessment
AMSR-E: Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for Earth Observing System
AVOS: AXYS Automated Voluntary Observation Ship
C.C.G.S.: Canadian Coast Guard Ship
CASES: Canadian Arctic Shelf Exchange Study
GPS: Global Positioning System
GR: Brightness temperatures Gradient Ratio
IPCC: Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change
NASA: National Aeronautics and Space Administration
OSA: Ocean-Sea Ice-Atmosphere interface
PR: Brightness temperatures Polarization Ratio
SAR: Synthetic Aperture Radar
SBR: Surface Based Radiometer
SEB: Surface Energy Balance
SMMR: Scanning Multi-channel Microwave Radiometer
SSM/I: Special Sensor Microwave llmager
SWE: Snow Water Equivalent

List o.f'acronyms:

A : Illuminated area by incident energy
A¡ : Depolarization factor
a; Surface albedo
p: Phase constant
B : Isobaric coefficient for thermal expansion
C*: Snow heat capacity
c": Specific heat ofsnow
c¡ttrrt:i<:e'. Specific heat of freshwater ice
c¡,,.¡,,": Specific heat of brine

Ç.,: Scattering cross section coefficient

Ç,: Absorption cross section coeff,rcient

C¡7,: Transfer coefficient for sensible heat flux
C¿,: Transfer coefficient for latent heat flux
D: Diffusivity of water vapor
D5: Coeff,rcient of surface diffusion
ep: Snow emissivity
E: Electrical fìeld
E,: Intensity of the electrical field in terms of snow depth
Eo: Initial intensity of electrical field
s Dielectric constant
e i Permiuivity
s'i Dielectric loss

t',,,: Permittivity of freshwater
€",,,: Dielectric loss of freshwater
tl,¿: Static dielectric constant for freshwater
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¿,u*: High-frequency limit dielectric constant for water
€o : peÍnittivity of free space

e.,,: Complex dielectric constant of a snow mixture

s,"-: High frequency limit dielectric constant
a*¿,: Complex dielectric constant of brine
s¡,0: Static dielectric constant of brine
e ¿: Permittivity of dry snow
t"¿": Dielectric loss of dry snow
€'r,,u.: PeÍÍnittivity of wet snow
€"u,r,¡: Dielectric loss of wet snow
€*,,,o7: Complex dielectric constant of wet snow
á*¿,: Complex dielectric constant of dry snow
er: Kinetic energy of snow particles

/: Frequency used in GHz
.f,,,6: freqtency of relaxation of pure water
Fr: Absorbed shortwave radiation
g: Acceleration due to gravity
h,.-r,,,,,,,'. Thermal contact conductan ce coeffi ci ent
1: lntensity of incident energy
-/: Vapor flux
-/5: Vapor flux going away from the convex surface of snow grains
J3: Vapor influx at the boundary concave surface of snow grains
/r,: Snow thermal conductivity
kn¡,: Air thermal conductivity
fr¿,: Brine thermal conductivity
ft¡,.n: Freshwater ice thermal conductivity
K¡,J : Downwelling shortwave radiation at the snow-ice interface
K¡î: Reflected shorfwave radiation at the snow-ice interface
K*: Net shortwave radiation
Kl: Downwelling shortwave radiation at the snow surface
K I Reflected shortwave radiation from the snow surface
4: Coefficient of air permeability
fr¿r: Wave number in free space
K": Extinction coefficient
K,,: Absorpti on coefficient
K: Scattering coeffìcient
K : Stephan-Boltzmann's constant

Z *: Net longwave radiation at the snow surface
Il: Downwelling longwave radiation at the snow surface
L 1: IJpwelling longwave radiation from the snow surface
L,,,'. Latent heat of fusion
2: Wavelength
L'.Latent heat of evaporation
(.: Latent heat of vaporization
n¡ Propagation factor
lz: Mass of a snow particle
M: Total mass of the snow volume
Mb,iru'. Mass of brine within the snow volume
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pr: Snow density
p¡: Freshwater ice density
p,,.: Freshwater density
po¡,'. Density of air
pT,Density of a liquid
p,; Capìllaly pressure
peq: Saturation vapor pressure over planar surface
P¡: lncident energy
P,: Transmitted energy
P,-: Reflected energy
y: Surface tension of ice

Q*rno,,i Net radiation budget over snow
p¡-: Net radiation budgeiat the snow and ice interface
p¡: Conductive heat flux at the snow-ice interface

Qr: Conductive heat flux at the snow-air interface

Q,,,,:Heat flux associated with phase change

Q,;. Heat flux associated with water percolation
p.: Conductive flux
Q¡,: Sensible heat flux
Qo: Latent heat flux
Q¡,: Heat conducted by precipitation
q:Heat flux within the snow
R,,: Specific gas constant for vapor
r: Snow grain radius
,L- Snow reflectivity
Ra: Rayleigh number
,Ra.,: Critical Rayleigh number
s: Length of snow grain curvature
oo: Backscattering coeffi cient
ø¿,: Ionic conductivity of brine
S". Salinity of snow
S¿,: Salinity of brine
,S,,,: Salinity of water

ô: Snow grain surface diffusivity
6,,: Penetration depth
o"r: Difference of pressure between the solid and liquid phase

ø.",Difference of pressure between the solid and gas phase

6,, : Relaxation time of pure water

ø,: Relaxation time of brine
zo: Atmosphere transmissivity
{,: Snow surface temperature
Tn¡,.: Air temperature
fr¡: Snow-ice interface temperature
Z¿: Brightness temperatures
AT¡,: Brightness temperature difference between 19 and 37 GHz
11 Snow transmissivity
v: Velocity of moving snow particle
ø: Viscosity of snow
u": Snow thermal diffusivity
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V¡"n: Fractional volume of ice within the snow
Vo¡,.: Fractional volume of air within the snow
V6,.¡,,n'. Fractional volume of brine within the snow
ï1,,: Fractional volume of water in liquid phase

X: defrnes the Rayleigh region Çy: 2nr / )"< 1)
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